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Foreword

Major technical advances in recent years have led to improvements in efficiency of
renewable energy technologies and reductions in costs. These developments, the
establishment of the Global Environment Facility in 1991, and the World Bank's
operational initiatives on environmentally sustainable development are providing new
opportunities for the finance of renewable energy investments.

This is the first in a seres of reports on renewables. It reviews the cost and status
of renewable energy technologies, concentrating on the use of biomass for fuel and
electricity, solar-thermal technologies, and photovoltaics. Parallel studies currently under
way in the Bank include one on costs and markets and others reporting on operating
expenence with renewable energy technologies in various countie and regions.

These studies reflect the growing interest of the World Bank Group in renewable
energy technologies. There are three reasons for this interest. First, from an economic
point of view, renewables have good prospects of giving good returns to investment, and
indeed they are already economically atractive for an increasing number of small-scale
applications. With further development, large-scale applications should follow. That
renewables generally have short lead times is another economically attactive feaure.
Second, as many have noted, solar schemes in particular are environmentally attractive.
Third, renewable energy technologies are well-suited to the circumstances of developing
countries. For example, because most developing counties are in topical or subtmpical
regions, their levels of incident solar energy per square kilometer are twice the levels found
in many industial countnes; moreover, the day-to-day quality of the insolation is supenor,
and seasonal variations are less.

This report is also among the first in a new Energy Series within the ongoing World
Bank technical papers volumes. The new Energy Series technical papers will replace the-
Industry and Energy Department's "pink" series energy working papers. We are making
this shift to take advantage of the World Bank's global distribution network foi what we
believe will be publications of significance and widespread interest

Richard Stem
Director
Industry and Energy Department

vii



Abstract
This paper examines the evidence on the historic and projected costs of selected

renewable energy technologies and assesses developments. It reviews estimates of more
than 50 studies and expresses the costs on a common basis for photovoltaics, solar-
thermal, and biomass for liquid fuels and electricity production.

Findings show that there has been a decline in the cost of ethanol production since
the 1970s, attributable to technology improvements and a shift toward cheaper crops. The
technology developments to convert low-cost cellulosic materials to ethanol pomise furiher
reductions in cost.

The costs of electicity from biomass show great variability. Costs are site-specific
and vary with raw material costs but still compare well with the costs of fossil-fired
generation and even hydro generation in favorable situations.

Costs of electricity from solar-thermal technologies show much variability
because-with the notable exception of the parabolic trough technology-all are in the
experimental stage. However, experience to date and engineering analysis both point
consistently to costs in the 5 to 10 cents per kilowatt hour range in the next generation of
schemes. Furthermore, the possibilities for low-cost storage, high conversion efficiencies,
and short lead times make this an attractive option.

Costs of photovoltaic modules have decoased by a factor of 10 over the past ffteen
years and by more than 50 since the early 1970s. The possibilities for further cost
reduction are far from being exhausted. Key developments with concentrator cells and
multijunction devices, commercialization of new thin-film devices, and introduction of
batch production processes in manufang promise further reductions.

lx
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1
Overview

Introduction

Several studies have reported significant declines in the unit costs of renewable
energy technologies over the past two decades-in photovoltaics, solar-thermal, wind, and
the use of biomass for producing electricity and liquid fuels-and it is now clear that
further reductions in costs can be expected with technical progress and market growth.I
Changes in relative costs are beginning to alter the comparative economics of the
production of energy from fossil, nuclear, and renewable resources in important ways.

This paper examines the evidence on the historic and projected costs of selected
renewable energy technologies and assesses developments. It reviews estimates from more
than 50 studies and expresses the costs on a common basis. There are many excellent
studies available, and those familiar with them will also be familiar with the results
presented here. On reviewing the material, we found that it frequently estimated costs in
different ways, used different discount rates, and included or excluded particular
components of cost. Moreover, some of the works were tabletop studies, whereas others
used actual costs and commercial data. Hence, to assess how costs are actually changing
and to assess prospects for further developments, we tried to iron out these inconsistencies.
It was not possible do this completely in every case, and some inconsistencies and
ambiguities in the costs remain, but the uncertainties, we think, have been reduced, and the
trends are fairly clear. Yet even when this is done, unit costs differ appreciably because
they relate to different technologies in different stages of development, as would be
expected for newly emerging technologies and when the competition among approaches is
both intense and economically healthy.

This paper was prepared for the Global Enviromnent Facility (GEF), as an input to
its inquiries on cost-effective options for abating emissions of carbon dioxide. It
concentates on three types of renewable energy: photovoltaics, solar-thermal, and the use

1. This overview was written by Demiis Anderson, adviser, Industry and Energy Department, and
Kulsum Ahmed.

1



2 Renewable Energy Technologies

of biomass for producing electricity and liquid fuels. Developments of other renewables,
such as wind and ocean systems, also have been notable but are left for a separate study.
Brief descriptions and analyses of the various technologies are provided, but these, it
should be noted, are no substitute for the excellent and encyclopedic edition of studies,
Renewabk Energy: Sourcesfor Fuel and Electriciy (Johansson and others 1993).

Costs have been calculated in 1990 prices. All relevant data, assumptions, and
sources are tabulated in the annexes. The esfimates presented below are actual figures up to
1992 and projections thereafter.

Findings

The Costs of Ethanol fron Biomass

Figure 1.1 summarizes the main findings. The data, mostly from Brazil and the
United States, show the costs of ethanol production from different raw materials-corn,
sugarcane, and cellulosic materials-compared with the ex-refinery costs of gasoline. The
large variance in costs is mainly caused by the differing costs of the raw materials, which
account for 60 to 80 percent of total costs.

FIgure 1.1. Cost of Ethanol Production Compared wfth Gasoline Prices,
1977-2020

45 o Cost of ethanol
- 4 - _ _ _ _ __ _ production from

4 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~sugar-mae.
-3 Cost of ethanol
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Overview 3

The decline in costs since the 1970s has been significant and is attributable to
technology improvements and a shift toward cheaper crops. The outliers in the 1970s were
corn crops in the United States, the costs of ethanol from sugarcane in Brazil being much
lower; but costs have since declined for both types of material. The recent emergence of
low-cost cellulosic materials-woody materials and agricultural residues-for ethanol
production has been made possible by advances in biotechnology for converting the sugars
in the materials to ethanol, and these advances promise further reductions in costs.
Cellulosic materials have the advantage of not competing with food crops for land, which
also helps to reduce costs. The costs of ethanol were beginning to compare well with
gasoline until the collapse of oil prices in the mid-1980s.

The Costs of Electricity from Blomass

The costs of electricity from biomass show great variability, even for cogeneration
plants using waste materials and residues. The boiler and generator technologies now in
use are standard, have been used for many decades, and have seen no obvious decline in
costs in recent years. Costs are site specific and vary with raw material costs; but, as
Figure 1.2 shows, they compare well with the costs of fossil-fired generation and even
hydro generation in favorable situations; some are as low as 2 to 4 cents per kilowatt hour.

Figure 1.2. Cost of Electricity from Biomass, 1985-2000

50- 1 1 -- - - -11

45 - - - -- -

40-- - - -

35 -- - --- 

- -30 - - - - - - =-CEY o Cogeneration pant
E° Power plant

15 _ - - - -_ _

10 . I_O
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4 Renewable Energy Technologies

The recent proposals to use biomass gasification combined-cycle technologies show
much promise for reducing costs for large-scale power generation-again in areas where
wood yields are good. Another much-discussed way of reducing net costs (not studied
here) is to use the schemes where they can serve more than one purpose, such as
reforestation, restoration of degraded land, protection of watersheds, and generation of
electricity.

Solar-Thermal Technologies for POwer Geerafton

Recent experience with solar-thermal dates back only to the mid-1980s. Costs
show much variability because-with the notable exception of the parabolic trough
technology-all are in the experimental stage. Figure 13 shows the current and projected
costs of generation from the three main technolGgies for larger-scale generation of about 50
MW and upward-parabolic trough, central receiver, and parabolic dish. Experience to
date and engineering analysis both point consistently to costs in the 5 to 10 cents per
kilowatt hour range in the next generation of schemes.

Figure 13. Calculated Cost of Electricity from
Large-Scale Solar-Thennal Technologies, 1986-2010

.Hi _ = 0 parabolic trough

30 (solar only)

-25 0 parabolc togh
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Overview 5

Three other factors deserve special mention: the possibilities for low-cost thermal
storage, so schemes can be operated in the evenings or on cloudy days; the high
temperatures of the central receiver technologies now being tested, which promise high
conversion efficiencies; and short lead times for construction and installation (recent
parabolic trough schemes in California were installed and operating within a year).

Photovoltaics

Costs of photovoltaic modules have decreased by a factor of 10 over the past 15
years and by more than 50 since the early 1970s (Figure 1.4). The dispersion in the cost
data shown in the figure reflects the wide range of modules now under development; the
size of the consumer's order also has an effect on unit costs. The general decrease in costs
is clear from the data and can be attributed to technical progress in materials, to cell design
and manufacturing methods, and to scale economies in manufacturing and gains in PV
production experience. Large gains have also been made in conversion efficiencies, from
about 7 percent for crystalline silicon modules in 1976 to 13 percent today. For amorphous
silicon, stabilized efficiencies of monojunctional laboratory cells rose from less than 1
percent to more than 6 percent in the same period.

Figure 1.4. Costs of Photovoltaic Modules, 1972-2010
10000.

o KEY Ouantity
1000. x <lOOOWp
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6 Renewable Energy Technologies

The possibilities for reducing costs further are far from being exhausted. The
following are among the key developments taking place:

* The use of multijunction devices to improve conversion efficiencies

* Further developments in concentrator cells (already achieving efficiencies of more
than 28 percent with crystalline silicon and 27 to 30 percent with gallium arsenide)

* New materials for thin-film devices, now ready for commercial production

* Improvements in cell design to improve photon capture and reduce resistive losses

* Introduction of batch production processes in manufacturing, which should also
lead to significant scale economies.

The world market for PVs is still small, having increased from less than 1 MW in
1978 to 57.9 MW in 1992, and it is generally expected that the above developments will
tend to appreciable reductions in costs as the market expands further and manufacturers
move to larger production volumes. Numerous small-scale applications are now
economical (see chapter 4).

Wlnd

Wind energy technologies are not reviewed here, but their costs fall into the same
pattern as that for the other renewable energy technologies discussed, and for much the
same reasons-technical progress in the design of the machines, short lead times, and scale
economies in nganufacture. Costs have declined to the range of 6 to 10 cents per kWh in
the past eight years, and wind turbines are becoming established as a commercial source of
supplementary power in areas with favorable wind regimes. Figure 1.5 shows some data
for California, taken from Cavallo, Hock, and Smith (1993), who project costs in the 4 to
cents per kilowatt hour range with the new generation of technologies. Offshore systems
are also under development.

Conclusions and Implications

Progress in renewable energy technologies has been positive; the reported
reductions in costs, improvements in conversion efficiencies, and technical progress in
manufactuning are all well founded, and there are convincing engineering-economic reasons
for expecting efficiencies to improve and costs to fall further. By financing applications of
renewables in clectricity generation, the GEF and the World Bank will help to develop
markets, reduce costs, and demonstrate the technologies.

The applications are likely to be on a small scale in the near term, although with
"bundling" the potential applications are sufficiently numerous that large-scale programs
could be formulated Solar-thermal would be suitable for larger-scale generation already if
there were a greater commitment to its development and application in national R&D and
demonstration programs.
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Figure 1.5. Cost of Electriiy from Wind Turbines In California, 1985-19 5
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Specific types of investments that can be recommended confidently on the basis of
this review include the following:

Expanded use of PVsfor small-scale applications in high-insolation areas. For
many purposes they are already the least-cost option. Costs and performance
compare well with diesel generation, for example, and sometimes with grid-
supplied electicity in rural areas, depending on the community's distance from the
grid.

* Use of PVs to provide supplementary power on grid-connected distribution
systems, if the peak load matches solar insolation. (Wind energy, which is not
reviewed below, also shows much promise for this purpose and could also be a
good complement to existing hydro schemes.)

* Expanded use of thermal-solar schemes for power generation on pilot basis. A
series of 100 to 200 MW of pilot projects in selected countries, financed on a
concessionary basis, and perhaps built and operated under collaborative
international arrangements, would do much to establish the technology. It is
already competitive with nuclear energy, and prospectively with hydro energy.
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* Use of biomass for power generation. Modeled on the forthcoming GEF project in
Brazil, this type of activity is another promising area of investment.2

Costs considered in this review are hardware costs. In the comparisons of costs
with conventional energy sources at a particular site, four factors are especially important to
bear in mind.3 First, since markets are still small, transaction costs tend to be a large
component of overall costs. These include the installation, operational, and learning costs
of setting up and using a technology for the first timre and of providing customer services.
The GEF is to make a special study of this problemL The general assessment, however, is
that these costs will decline appreciably as markets increase.

Second, scale economies and the gains from technical progress as applications
increase are likely to be large during the next two decades. This means that marginal costs
will be much less than average costs, and there is a good case for public policies to support
the development and use of the technologies through tax incentives, financial support
through public R&D programs, and other financial facilities such as the GEF. It is in fact
remarkable how much has been accomplished over the past two decades, given the limited
fmancial support for renewables. In the industrial countries, solar energy receives
minuscule fimding compared with fossil and nuclear technologies (about 5 percent of
public R&D in energy), despite its promise.

Third, the analysis of investments needs to take into account the environmental
costs and benefits of the technologies.

Fourth, attention will need to be given to deformities in energy prices. The sad fact
is that the "playing field is not lever' when it comes to competition between renewables and
conventional fuels. Aside from the distortions just noted in public R&D policies, two
fiuther examples will suffice to make the point One is the absence of peak-load pricing for
electicity. The costs of meeting peak demands are two to three times those of meeting
bse-load demands in many countries. Peak-load costs are about 15 to 20 cents per
kilowatt hour, depending on the system and the patterns of demand, compared with
average costs of about 5 to 8 cents per ldlowatt hour (for a base-load plant). The adoption
of peak-load pricing would provide a significant stimulus to the development of short-term
storage technologies for solar energy. The other example is rural electrification, which is
widely subsidized, again making it difficult for the renewable energy alternatives (and P's
in particular) to compete in applications for which they would otherwise be, for consumers,
the financially more attractive alternative. Removing such distortions in public policy will
do much to faciitate the development and use of renewable energy.

2. Furtber infonnation on this and other Global Environment Facility projects can be found in the
its Reports of tie Chairman (various dates).

3. These factors are discussed further in relation to the use of GEF funds in Anderson and
Wiliams (1993).
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Biomass Energy

Introduction

Biomass is the term used to describe all plant-derived material. It may be used to
generate energy by direct combustion or by conversion to either a liquid or a gaseous fuel.
Plant materials use the sun's energy to convert atmospheric carbon dioxide to sugars during
photosynthesis. On combustion of the biomass, energy is released as the sugars are
converted back to carbon dioxide.

Figure 2.1. Energy from Biomass
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Thus, energy is harnessed and released in a short time frame, making biomass
energy a renewable energy source. Fossil fuels have also ultirately been derived from
atmospheric carbon dioxide, as they are degraded residues of plant and animal sources.
However, the time frame is very long-in the order of millions of years rather than a few
years, as in the case of biomass.

Biomass has been used as a source of energy for centuries, and even today is the
major type of energy source in the developing world. As is illustrated in Figure 2.2,
biomass forms 35 percent of total sources of energy in developing countries. This energy
is mainly used for coolkng and heating.

9
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Figure 2.2. Sources of Energy in Developing Countries, 1987
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Source: World Developnent Report 1992 (World Bank 1992): based on H;ll, background paper.

In some "renewables intensive" scenarios, a number of studies show biomass as a
major player (see Johansson and others 1993, chap. 1; U.S. DOE 1990a; and World
Energy Council 1992). Several reasons are given for this. The foremost, perhaps, is the
versatility of biomass. It may be converted directly to electric power by burning, or it may
be converted to liquid or gaseous fuel by physical or biological means. It is also amenable
to storage. In many respects it can be compared to fossil fuels. However, it is worth
noting that its energy density is lower. Hall and others (1993) quote heating values of 17.5
to 20 gigajoules per ton (on a dry weight basis) for biomass compared with 30 to 35
gigajoules per ton for bituminous coals and 23 to 26 gigajoules per ton for lignite.
Therefore, transport and storage costs play a significant part in cost evaluations.

The main growth in energy demar . is expected to occur in developing countries
(World Bank 1992). It is worth noting that biomass combustion is a familiar idea in most
of these countries, and this familiarity could play an important part when the feasibility of
biomass projects, albeit on a larger and more efficient scale compared to current uses, is
considered in these countries.

Efficiency is perhaps the key determinant of costs. To begin, therefore, the
following looks at some points presented in the current literature on the efficiency with
which (a) biomass is created and (b) biomass is converted to commercially usable energy.

Formation of Biomass

The limiting factor is the efficiency with which sunlight is converted to biomass
energy. The maximum theoretical value quoted is 6.7 percent; this is for C4 plants (so-
called because the first product of photosynthesis is a 4-carbon sugar), such as maize,
sorghum, and sugar-cane, which grow best in relatively hot climates. A value of 3.3
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percent is given for C3 plants, such as wheat, rice, and trees, which account for 95 percent
of global plant biomass. Once factors such as temperature, leaf cover, disease and pests,
and presence of adequate nutrients and water are taken into account, however, the real
values become much lower (2 to 3 percent and 1 percent of incident sunlight are quoted for
C4 and C3, respectively, by one authority and 0.2 to 0.3 percent by another).4 Another
point of interest is the possible effect of increased carbon dioxide levels, and therefore
resulting climatic change, on growth. This is an important issue, and work on it includes
some studies being carried out currently at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL;
information is from the Environmental Sciences Division of ORNL and from discussions
with ORNL staff on their Global Environmental Studies research).

The main point illustrated by the theoretical photosynthetic efficiency is the high
land intensity of biomass energy compared with other sources of energy, such as
photovoltaics, which have a solar energy to electricity conversion percentage of 3 to 17
percent in the field and even higher experimental efficiencies (6 to 34 percent) and
theoretical efficiencies (47 percent for a tandem cell with two crystalline layers; see chapter
4). This raises the issue of whether the land might be better used for something else, such
as crop production, given that increases in the world's population in the coming decades
seem likely to place increasing pressures on land resources, even allowing for increases in
crop yields (for discussion, see chapter 7 of the World Development Report 1992 [World
Bank 1992]). Particular cases need to be considered in detail, however. Examples are
growth of biomass for restoration of degraded land, as a by-product of afforestation
schemes, and as a new livelihood for farmers in some developed countries in order to
rplace food production of excess capacity.5 An example of this high land requirement is
the figure quoted in an Energy Department Wot king Paper of 600 hectares of plantation per
megawatt or 30,000 hectares (300 square kilometers) for a 50 MW dendrothermal plant,
quite a small plant by conventional fossil-fuel standards (Terrado 1985). These figures,
although not completely up-to-date, illustrate that the use of biomass for commercial energy
production will place significant demands on land and forestry management.

Several factors play an important part in determining the "efficiency" and therefore
cost-effectiveness of a biomass plantation (Terrado 1985; Hall and others 1993; and
literature from ORNL Environmental Sciences Division). These include site establishment,
including species selection, land cost, and equipment costs; plantation running costs-for
example, costs of labor, fertilizer, and herbicides; and transport costs to the site of energy

4. See Hall and others (1993) for a good discussion of these factors and for the derivL,-.on of the
higher value and Anderson (1992) for the lower value, which does not distinguish between C3 and C4.

5. An example of the use of biomass for restoration is an Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
project being carried out in Poland in conjunction with the European Community to set up a biomass
plantation; the land being used has a high soil alkali metal content and therefore is of limited use. For
discussion of growth of biomass as a byproduct of afforestation, see Anderson (1992); see also Pcrlack,
Ranney, and Russell (1991). who describe an ORNL project in China. With regard to biomass production
as an altemative livelihood for farmers, Hall and others (1993: 623) give an example in Sweden.
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conversion. Naturally, the species selection and crop rotation play an important part, since
the biomass energy density, leaf cover, productivity, water requirements, nutrient
requirements, soil erosion, susceptibility to diseases, and effect on the biodiversity of the
plantation and its surroundings are all related to this one factor. The United States
Department of Energy's Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) has carried out extensive
research on crop selection and rotation.

Aside from using plantations for energy production, there are many examples-
some going back many years-of the use of biomass residues for the production of energy.
These are instances where crop residues are used, usually by the industry producing them,
to generate both heat and power for use within the plant, with excess electricity being sold
to the utility. These are called cogeneration plants. These plants can be very cost-effective,
especially if the residue has no other value, and a good price (say, based on avoided costs
as in the United States under the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act [PURPA]) can be
obtained from the utility. Lately, an increase in the availability of second-hand boilers is
making the costings feasible for cogeneration facilities in a number of developing countries,
resulting in a flourishing private industry (Willem Floor, personal communication, 1992).
However, because of subsidies in many countries, the cost of power from the grid can be
artificially low, and thus setting up a cogeneration plant may not necessarily be
economically feasible (see ESMAP 1988 for an example). Other problems may include
electricity boards refusing to take privately generated power at all, imposing a sales tax on
self-generated electricity, or even decreasing the maximum power available to industries
with cogeneration facilities and providing no backup power (U.S. Congress 1992).

Energy from Biomass

Biomass can be converted to energy by a variety of methods: direct combustion and
use of the heat generated for space heating and cooking, combustion of biomass or
biomass-derived products to generate steam, which in turn is used to drive steam turbines
for power generation, and biochemical or thermochemical degradation of biomass to form
biogas and liquid fuels. These in tum may either be used directly as fuel or converted to
electric power by combustion in an internal combustion engine or in a gas turbine to obtain
shaft power, which in turn can be coupled to a generator.

Liquid Fuels from Biomass

The fermentation of sugars to produce ethanol is an age-old process and essentially
forms the basis for the production of alcohol fiom biomass. Both methanol and ethanol
may be produced from biomass. Ethanol may be produced from sugars (such as
sugarcane), starches (such as corn), or cellulosic material. In the first case, the sugar is
directly fermented to produce ethanol, with the waste bagasse sometimes being burned for
cogeneration. In the latter two cases, the material has first to be broken down into sugars
before fermentation. This is done either by using acids or hydrolytic enzymes. These two
processes, saccharification and fermentation, may be carried out in "one pot" (see
Johansson and others 1993 and U.S. Congress 1992 for details of the latest technologies).
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In cases other than sugarcane, fossil-fuel energy is also required, and therefore prices vary
significantly according to the method of production. The main cost, however, is that of the
raw material. According to most sources, this makes up 60 to 80 percent of the total cost
of ethanol production (World Bank data; see also Hall and Overend 1987: 318). Brazil is
most well known for use of ethanol as a transport fuel (Goldemberg, Monaco, and Macedo
1993; Monaco 1989; CENAL 1988; and unpublished World Bank data). Ethanol, of
course, has other uses-for example, in the chemical and beverage industries-but these
are not considered here.

Methanol can be made by a thernochemical degradation reaction in the presence of
oxygen to form "synthesis gas:' followed by a shift-gas reaction to obtain a precise mixture
of hydrogen and carbon monoxide, and finally by passage through a pressurized catalytic
reactor to form liquid methanol. This is not a conrmercial process as yet (see Johansson
and others 1993 and U.S. Congress 1992 for details of the latest technologies).

Ethanol and methanol may of course be burned to gentrp energy or electricity.
However, this is not economically desirable in normal situations. Their main use is as an
additive to gasoline, and ethanol is considered to be more desirable in that respect than
methanol in the United States, in terms of its physical properties, as on blending the
ethanol mixture has a lower Reid Vapor Pressure than the methanol blend (Wyman and
others 1993).6 "Pure" ethanol can either be used in its hydrated form (95:5 ratio of ethanol
to water) as a transport fuel, or its anhydrous form can be blended with gasoline. The latter
is naturally more expensive, because it involves the extra step of distilling the hydrated
ethanol.

Electricity from Biomass

The conversion efficiency of biomass to heat for cooking and heating-the
traditional role-is highly inefficient, being only a few percent. Considerable work has
been carried out on the improvement of domestic stoves to improve efficiency (see
Johansson and others 1993 or World Bank 1992, for example).

Most of the components of a direct combustion system plant are the same as in a
conventional fossil-fuel-fired thermal plant. The main exception is the fumace, as biomass
has a lower energy density and requires a furnace designed to cope with the higher
moisture content of the fuel and the greater quantity of ash generated. The technology,
nevertheless, is well developed, and a number of different types of commercial furnaces for
firing wood in boilers are available (Terrado 1985; Johansson and others 1993; and U.S.
Congress 1992 all describe the technology further).

Biomass may be converted to producer gas by thermochemical means or to biogas
by anaerobic digestion; these, in turn, are used to generate electricity by combustion in an
intemal combustion engine. A number of small-scale facilities of this type already exist,

6. However, in Europe. mehdanol is routinely used in gasoline at levels up to 3 percent
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particularly in Brazil (producer-gas-based) and in China and India (biogas-based).7 The
cost of producing electricity from these systems is given in the section on cost of electricity
from biomass, below. The technology utilizing biomass gaseous fuels in gas turbines is
under development (see Elliott and Booth 1990; Johansson and others 1993; and U.S.
Congress 1992 for detailed description of technologies). The heart of the technology
already exists, but technological advances are needed to cope with the high ash and
impurity content of the biomass-derived gaseous fuel and its consequent low efficiency.
Elliott and Booth (1990) quote a current figure of 42 percent fuel efficiency. They also
provide a lucid account of the technology advances needed to increase efficiencies and
decrease capital costs. These include technology to cope with the low calorific value of the
gas, the higher ash content from combustion of biomass compared with coal, and the
higher concentration of alkali metals in the ash. This volatile ash can carry over and causes
rapid deterioration of the turbines. There is one scheme, however, in which a ceramic heat
exchanger separates combustion gas from heated air to drive a gas turbine (Edwin Moore,
personal communication 1993). The U.S. Congress's Office of Technology Assessment
(1992) feels that some of these problems may already be resolved and describes
technologies that are near commercialization, as well as others that may be available by the
end of the century with a concerted R&D effort. These are all larger-scale operations than
internal combustion engines. Estimated costs of electricity using these technologies are
also discussed in the section, Cost of Electricity from Biomass.

Environmental Effects

For environmental reasons, the "recycling" of carbon dioxide is important There is
no net increase in the short term of atmospheric carbon dioxide from burning biomass or
biomass-derived fuels-a factor that is becoming increasingly important in the context of
discussions about imposing a "carbon tax" because of the greenhouse effect. Biomass also
has a far lower sulfur content than coal (0.01 to 0.1 percent sulfur by weight for typical
biomass feedstocks compared with 0.5 to 5 percent for coal; Hall and others 1993). Thus,
acid deposition from sulfur dioxide emissions on combustion are significantly lower than
for coal. Some work is being canried out at OakL Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), in
conjunction with the Tennessee Valley Authority, on the co-combustion of wood and coal
in coal-fired plants to reduce sulfur dioxide emissions.8 The NOx emissions of biomass.
however, are higher than those of coal, and this may be something to consider in terms of
their effect on the atmosphere. Biomass power plants also have far higher particulate
emissions than conventional coal-fired plants (Terrado 1985).

7. Rajabapaiah, Jayakumar, and Reddy (1993) describe a particular case of electricity generation
from biomass in India in detail; and U.S. Congress (1992) gives figures of 5 million digestors in China and
300,000 in India at present

8. This information is based on discussions with Oak Ridge National Laboratory, University of
Tennessee, and Tennessee Valley Authority and data on the biomass resource assessment for the TVA
region available from the Environmental Sciences Division at ORNL.
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The environmental aspects of burning ethanol as a fuel are also worth noting. First,
the net quantity of carbon dioxide released to the atmosphere is zero if the initial capture of
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere by the biomass is taken into account, and carbon
monoxide emissions are lower than for gasoline. Second, ethanol does not contain lead
additives (unlike gasoline), and therefore lead emissions are zero for "neat" ethanol use.
Hydrocarbon emissions are also lower compared with gasoline. Opinion varies on whether
NOx ernissions are different, and in which direction.9 However, aldehyde emissions are
significantly greater; this may prove to be a serious problem, as aldehydes are reactive
species; acetaldehyde, for example, is a known irritant and possible carcinogen, and
formaldehyde is a known carcinogen. Finally, the burning of sugarcane residues on
plantations (preharvest burning of dry leaves to promote pest control and lower harvesting
costs, and postharvest buming of residues to expedite replanting) does cause concern. The
problem is made worse in some countries by the proximity of the plantations to urban areas
(Goldemberg, Monaco, and Macedo 1993). Initially, on the introduction of the Proalcool
program in Brazil, pollution of waterways increased in several cases because of the
discharge of stillage from distilleries directly into the waterways. This is no longer a
problem, as the stillage is now being used as fertilizer or being treated before discharge
(World Bank data).

The Cost of Biomass Energy

The costs of producing liquid fuels from biomass are considered first, followed by the
costs of producing electricity.

Cost of Liquid Fuel Productlon from Biomass

Annex 2 gives some of the costs quoted in the literature for the production of
ethanol from various biomass sources. Figures 2.3 to 2.5 provide a graphical presentation
of the data. Before interpreting these results, a note of caution needs to be sounded. First,
the quoted costs vary in their assumptions, and this is one reason why estimates vary so
much. Examples are as follows:

a. It is not stated in all cases whether the cost of anhydrous or hydrous ethanol is
being quoted. The former is more expensive than the latter, as it involves the extra
production step of distillation. Nevertheless, both have been plotted on the graph
without any adjustments.

b . Capital costs are treated as sunk costs in some cases and are not included in the cost
of production. These cases, where known, are noted in the table in Annex 2, but
they have not been plotted on the graph.

9. In Goldemberg, Monaco, and Macedo (1993: 852-53), the text states lower emissions, but the
table shows higher emissions. Wyman and others (1993) explain that per se NOx emissions are less from
ethanol, but this effect is negated by an increase in engine compression ratio. Monaco (1989: 26-3 1), gives
data showing variation with car make.
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c. It is not always clear whether the cost quoted includes government subsidies and
credits from sale of byproducts of ethanol production. By-products include stillage
for fertilizer, electricity from bagasse in the case of sugarcane, and carbon dioxide
and animal feeds from corn.

d. The scale of production is rarely mentioned.

e. It is worth noting that the cost of setting up a distillery will vary depending on
whether the plantation already exists, as this is a major cost. Also, the proximity of
the plantation to the distillery is important because of high transport costs.

f. In the case of ethanol production from sugarcane, the data presented here is mainly
from Brazil, and the following should be noted:

Details such as the variation in price caused by the number of rattoons
(cuttings) per year or the proportion being sold direcdy as sugar in different
distilleries are not taken into account and only averages are presented.

* Official data from Copersucar (the cooperative of sugarcane, ethanol, and
sugar producers responsible for one-third of Brazilian sugar-cane
production) tend to be on the high side. Copersucar estimate that making
adjustments for the over-valued exchange rate and lowering the land value
to reflect existence of large uncultivated areas could lead to a 20 percent
reduction in costs (Goldemberg, Monaco, and Macedo 1993).

g. Costs given for ethanol production beyond 1992 are predictions that vary
depending on the scenario assumptions. For example, some are based on a
business-as-usual scenano, whereas others are based on an intensified R, D, & D
scenario. These are noted in the table in Annex 2.

h. Costs shown for ethanol production up to and including 1992 are either actual costs
or are results of engineering studies based on the technology of the time.
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Figure 2.3. Cost of Ethanol Production from Different Raw Materials
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Figure 2A. Cost of Ethanol Production from Cellulosic Materlal
Using Diftrent Hydrolytic Processes
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Figure 2.5. Cost of Ethanol Production Compared with Gasoline Prices
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Second, the following must be taken into account when converting all production
costs to 1990 U.S. dollars (using the procedure described in Annex 1):

a. Different constituents of the production cost-such as machinery, land, labor, and
raw materials-will have increased by different inflation rates over time. The
method used for converting costs to 1990 dollars does not take this into account.

b. The conversion of the Brazilian cruzado to its foreign exchange equivalent poses
special problems. It is overvalued, and thus quite distinct official and black market
rates exist. Not all sources mention how this conversion is dealt with when quoting
Brazilian ethanol costs in U.S. dollars.

c. In most cases, the source material gives the year of the price. Where it does not,
this is noted in Annex 2, and the document's publication date is used as the year.

The following data from Annzx 2 has not been plotted on the graphs:

a. Items 21, 23, 25, 27, 29, 31, 49, 51, and 67 to 70 have not been plotted as the
quoted values do not include capital costs.

b. The data from CENAL (items 32 to 37), World Bank data (items 42 to 47), and
item 56 from Goldemberg, Monaco, and Macedo (1993) have not been plotted.
The source data has been plotted instead (items 71, 72, and 74).

c. Items 57, 60 to 61, and 66 (from Wyman and others 1993) have not been plotted,
as the data has not been specified for a particular year, and the sources from which
the numbers are derived span several years.

d. Item 73 has not been plotted, as the labor costs have been shadow-priced.

Despite the reservations discussed, which are illustrated by the dispersion in the
graphs, these conclusions may be drawn on the basis of the data in Figures 2.3 to 2.5:

a. There has been a reduction in the cost of production of ethanol in the last 15 years
(Figure 2.3).

b. Presently, ethanol from sugarcane is cheaper than that from corn and cellulosic
material (the latter has yet to be commecalized; Figure 2.3).

c. For cellulosic materials, acid hydrolysis is more expensive than enzymatic
hydrolysis (Figure 2.4).

d. Ethanol from cellulosic material is expected to become the cheapest alternative by
the year 2000.

Let us now examine these in a little more detail. As discussed earlier, the delivered
cost of the raw material accounts for 60 to 80 percent of the cost of production. This is the
main reason why ethanol from cellulosic materials (e.g., woody materials and agricultural
residues), which are more abundant and lower in cost, is expected to be the cheapest
alternative in the future (Hall and Overend 1987; U.S. DOE 1990a; Wyman and others
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1993; and U.S. Congress 1992). This is not currently the cheapest source of ethanol, as
the technology needs further development.

Woody materials and starch crops (such as corn) need first to be broken down (or
hydrolyzed) to sugars before fermentation (the process is shown in simplified form in
Figure 2.6; Hall and Overend 1987; U.S. DOE 1990a; Wyman and others 1993; and U.S.
Congress 1992). As the figure shows, either enzymes or acids are used as catalysts in the
reaction Of the two processes, enzymatic hydrolysis is preferable, as it is more specific,
and only one product is formed, unlike acid hydrolysis, in which competing side reactions
decrease the yield of product and lead to higher production costs. In either case, the sugars
are then fermented to form ethanol. For woody materials, this process is more difficult,
and not all the sugars formed can be easily converted into ethanol, resulting in a lower yield
of ethanol per ton of material. Advances in biotechnology have opened up some solutions
that show promise for future low-cost ethanol production (Wyman and others 1993), but
further evaluation is required before these methods are commercialized.

Figure 2.6. Formation of Ethanol (Simplified Scheme)
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The costs quoted are for ethanol production from sugarcane in Brazil and from corn
in the United States. In both cases, the distillery is one part of an operation that also sells
the raw material as is, or other products derived from it. Thus, it is difficult to break up the
cost estimate accurately. Various co-products are formed as a result of ethanol formation
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(see Wyman and others 1993 for a comprehensive sumnmary). In the case of corn, carbon
dioxide and animal feed are sold as by-products. However, the U.S. Department of
Agriculture projects that as ethanol production increases, the cost of corn will rise and that
of co-products will drop (Wyman and others 1993). For sugarcane, the stillage from
fernentation is used as a fertilizer on the plantation, and bagasse residues are used for co-
generation purposes, with surplus electricity being sold to the grid (Goldemberg, Monaco,
and Macedo 1993). Naturally, this revenue is not likely to decrease in the same way as that
from corn co-products. In corn-derived ethanol, fossil fuels are required to generate
energy. Other points of difference between corn- and cane-derived ethanol are the extra
processing (hydrolysis) of com to produce ethanol, and differences in the simple costs of
raw material production in Brazil versus the United States, such as the price of land
(Goldemberg, Monaco, and Macedo 1993; Geller 1985; Hall and Overend 1987). Corn
may be processed to produce ethanol either by wet or dry milling. The former is the
cheaper altemative (Flaim and Hertzmark 1981 and Wyman and others 1993 give costs).

Finally, as can be seen from Figure 2.5, the cost of producing ethanol has
decreased over the last 15 years. However, since the ethanol is replacing gasoline, its cost
relative to gasoline is crucial. Figure 2.5 gives the same data from Figure 2.3, but
converted to $/U.S. gallon of gasoline equivalent by applying a simple multiplier.10 The
price of a gallon of premium gasoline based on spot prices (Rotterdam) over the same
period is also shown up to the present (International Energy Agency 1992). Note that the
cost of producing ethanol was beginning to compare well with gasoline prices before the
collapse of oil prices in 1986.

Methanol and synthetic petroleum can also be derived from biomass. Neither of
these are commercial processes at present. Calculations show that gasoline could be
produced from biomass for $0.85 to $1.00 per gallon (U.S. DOE 1990a). In the case of
methanol, current cost estimates range from $7 to $20 per GJ.l

Cost of Electcity from Biomass

Annex 3 summarizes data from a variety of sources. Figures 2.7 to 2.9 illustrate
this data in graphical form. As in the discussion on liquid fuels from biomass, a note of
caution needs to be sounded. The figures being compared on the graphs vary in their
underlying assumptions. The following are examples:

a. The graphs show costs for cogeneration facilities as well as grid-connected plants,
although Figure 2.7 distinguishes between the two.

10. The lower heating value of ehanol is 21 megajoules per liter, and its technical equivalence to
gasoline (based on engine output) is 80 percent (Goldemberg, Monaco, and Macedo 1993).

11. Wyman and others (1993) give figures of $7.65 to $19.60/GJ assuming a discount rate of 12
percent, U.S. Congress (1992) gives values of $11 to $14/GJ for a small plant producing 10 million GJ/yr,
with capital being the largest frction of the total cost, and $7 to $8/GJ for a 40-million GJ/yr plant, where
feedstock is the dominant cost
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b. Costs of actual facilities and engineering study estimates are given (Figure 2.8).

c. The costs are for plants based at different locations worldwide.

d. The method used for power generation ranges from direct combustion, to biogas-
gas turbines, to producer-gas internal-combustion engines.

e. The plant sizes vary from 5 kWp to 100 MWp. Figure 2.9 highlights larger units.

f. The method and underlying assumptions for the cost calculations (such as discount
rates used) are not always specified in detail.

g. The revenues from sale of surplus electricity to the grid in the examples of
cogeneration facilities may or may not be taken into account when quoting a cost for
electricity generation. Furthermore, the sale of the electricity may have been
accounted for at different rates.

h. The type of biomass used for power generation varies in the examples given.
Furthermore, this biomass will have been acquired in different ways, such as in
entry number 19 the biomnass is grown on a plantation on the premises and costs
take into account the setting up of this plantation, whereas, in the case of entry 38,
the biomass is purchased municipal solid waste. Entry 34, on the other hand,
utilizes bagasse from an adjoining sugar mill.

i. Costs given for electricity generation beyond 1992 are predicted costs which vary in
terms of technology being utilized and scale of production.

j. In the case of cogeneration plants, capital costs may only include the cost of
additional equipment, rather than all equipment to generate electricity.

The hazards of converting cunrencies to 1990 U.S. dollars (using the procedure in
Annex 1, unless specified differently in Lhe table) in order to compare costs are again worth
considering. For example, some currencies are overvalued, and inflation may affect
different parts of the estimate in different ways. In most cases, the year of the currency is
given in the source material. Where it is not, the price is assumed to be that obtained in the
year of publication and is noted to this effect in Annex 3.

With the above caveats in mind, data from Annex 3 were plotted in Figures 2.7 to
2.9. The value of this type of analysis is that quoted costs for the production of electricity
from biomass are being compared. Each situation is different, and therefore attempts to
make the calculations uniform may not be any more meaningful and may suffer in terms of
other aspects.

Figure 2.7 distinguishes between cogeneration facilities and power plants. As the
graph shows, the costs span a wide range of values. The lowest costs are for electricity
generated in cogeneration facilities. However, some of the highest costs are also for
electricity from cogeneration facilities. Although no distinct pattem is evident, there may be
a slight decrease in costs over time. The range of costs in a particular year does appear to
decrease, but this probably represents a reflection of the data collected rather than a real
effect.
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Figure 2.8 highlights the values based on actual operating facilities. The small
number illustrates the general lack of actual data available and the degree to which even
well-known authorities cite values on the basis of tabletop studies when discussing
electricity generation from biomnass.

Figure 2.9 shows the cost of electricity from plants greater than or equal to 30
megawatts (peak). The costs are lower for these cases, because of economies of scale.
The higher costs for 1992 and those for 1995-96 are from a European source (Grassi
1992). Costs of electricity generation from biomass tend to be greater in Europe than in
other areas, particularly compared with the United States. However, it is worth noting that
the dominant part of the 9,000 MW of power generated in the United States from biomass
is from cogeneration facilities, where the biomass source is mainly residue from the pulp
and paper industries. Table 2.1 shows the type of biomass utilized by percentage in the
United States for power generation (U.S. DOE 1992a).

Table 2.1. Power Generation in the United States by
Type of Biomass

Percentage of
Type of biomass fuel totl biomass capacity

Wood 88

Landfill gas 8

Agricultural waste 3

Gas from anaerobic digestors I

The low costs turn out to be heavily dependent on the biomass being purchased at a
price of $2/MilBtu or less (U.S. DOE 1990a). First, consider the cost calculation formula
shown in Annex 1. This may be written in a more simplified form, for the purpose of
discussion, as follows:

Cost of electricity =
Capita cost factor + O&M factor + Fuel factor (cost + efficiency)

The operating and maintenance (O&M) costs are generally considered a fraction of
the capital costs (about 4 percent). Capital costs vary with the technology being used to
generate power, and for the larger plants also vary between the biomass gasifier plant and
the conventional steam turbine plant.
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Figur 2.7. Cost of Electricity from Blomass
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Figure 2.8. Cost of Electricity from Biomass (Operating Facilities versus
Engineering Studies and Projections)
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Figure 2.9. Cost of Electricity from Blomass
(Large- versus Small-Scale Plants)
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Table 2.2 shows some tistorical and current capital costs (taken from Annex 3), for
plants greater than 20 MWp. They have been converted to 1990 dollars, using the methods
described in Annex 1. The costs in Table 2.2 are from only four sources, all based on
theoretical calculations rather than on a particular power plant. It is also necessary to take
into account that the capital cost in the case of item 19 includes the setting up of the
plantation (about $1,000/kW (1990) for 50 MW power plant only, excluding plantation),
and in the case of items 1 through 4 and 20 appears to be the cost of the plant only.
Clearly, no conclusions may be made on the basis of the above limited data regarding
change in costs with time, other than the range of costs being quoted by different
authorities. The only point that can be made is that the capital costs of the biomass gasifier
plant are expected to be lower in the very near future compared with the steam turbine
technology. Predicted costs for the gasifier technology range from $1,200 to $1,300/kW
to as low as $870/kW, for the biomass-integrated gasifier/intercooled steam-injected gas
turbine by the year 2000 (Elliot and Booth 1990 for the former figure, Johansson and
others 1993 for the latter).

Table 2.2. Capital Costs for Larg"cale (>20 MW) Biomass Energy Plants

Reference from
Annex 3 Type of technology Cost (1990 $/lcWh) Year

19 Steam turbine 1,599 1985

3 Steam trbine 1,695 1990

20 Steam turbine 1,900 1992

1 Biomass gasifier 1,600-1,700 1990

4 Gas turbine 1,239 1990

2 Biomass gasifier 1,200-1,300 >1990

The delivered fuel cost is the other main factor that contributes significantly to the
cost of the biomass-generated electricity. This consists of two factors, the transport cost
and the cost of the biomass. The former is dependent on the distance of the biomass source
from the power plant and the energy density and hence bulk quantity of fuel. The cost of
the biomass is not only the cost of producing the biomass (i.e., land costs, plantation costs,
and labor costs) but also the perceived cost of the biomass in terms of its other uses. For
example, using maize for biomass power generation would mean a fuel cost the same as the
market price for maize as a food crop rather than the actual cost of growing the crop. On
the other hand, municipal solid waste couL' have a negative fuel cost, as burning it in a
power plant would be a means of disposal. These are two extreme cases, however.
Consider a short-rotation woody crop (SRWC) plantation. First, the setting up of any
plantation will result in a large increase in the total capital cost of a biomass power
plant/plantation (lefrado 1985). Second, the price of land is a major factor in developed
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countries and may be an important factor in developing countries in the future as population
increases. Hall (1991) quotes an estimated cost of $56.36Jton (1990 dollars), equivalent to
$2.9/GJ, for the total delivered cost of wood chips from poplar plantations in the United
States. 2arlier estimates for the delivered cost for SRWC were in the range of $3 to
$4.10/GJ (1985 dollars) using the technology of the time (Hall 1991). This indicates
considerable progress. Hall feels that $2/GJ is achievable for the United States. Note,
however that the value of $2/MilBtu (equivalent to $1.9/GJ) is used in a number of
estimates quoted earlier, although that value is an average and is probably heavily weighted
by the cost of biomass residues (U.S. DOE 1990a; U.S. Congress 1992). Nevertheless,
these figures are for current establishment of a SRWC site, and perhaps future figures may
require the use of a higher value for land costs.

The Future of Biomass Energy

For ethanol production from biomass sources, costs have decreased over the last 15
years. The production of ethanol from cellulosic material promises another significant
decrease in costs in the future.

The gasifierlgas turbine technology does appear to offer a cost-effective method of
power generation in the future. The land intensity, however does remain an important
factor, together with associated problems of utilizing large amounts of land for producing
biomass such as competition over land for food crops.12 However, each individual case
requires particular attention, and in some cases, biomass for power generation will be the
best alternative. An example is the ORNL/China project, where the setting up of the
plantation/power plant serves a dual purpose: reforestation and electricity generation
(Perlack, Ranney, and Russell i991).

Cogeneration plants appear to be much more viable, especially if there are no fuel
costs and the surplus electricity can be sold to the grid. Another important requirement is
that the grid electricity is not already subsidized heavily. However, their use is limited to
the quantity of "free" fuel available.

12. Johansson and others (1993) base a great deal of their material on the assumption that
biomass for the purposes of fuel and for electricity generation may all be obtained from degraded land.
However, the methods of converting this degraded land into good agricultural sites are not discussed.
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Solar-Thermal

Introduction

The earth continuously receives a power input of 1.73 x 1014 kW from the sun.
This translates to 1.5 x 1018 kWhlyear, which is about 10,000 times the world's current
annual energy consumption (Dunn 1986). The conversion of this huge renewable energy
resource directly to electrical energy is the topic of this chapter and that of chapter 4.

Solar-thermal power plants use the sun's rays to heat a fluid, from which heat
transfer systems may be used to generate steam that in turn is used to drive a turbo-
generator. Or, the fluid may be used to operate an engine directly. At the outer
atmosphere, the solar energy constant (indicative of the power density) is 1.373 kWMm2.
Energy is then absorbed and scattered by the earth's atmosphere. The final incident
sunlight is diffuse, with a peak power density of only 1 kW/m2 at the earth's surface at
noon in the tropics (International Energy Agency 1987). The insolation available for
conversion to energy varies with factors such as the location of the sun in the sky (daily
and seasonally), atmospheric conditions, altitude of the site, and number of daylight hours.
Therefore, it is usually concentrated first by the use of mirrors. Three main technologies
for concentration are in use or under development and are described in the section entitled
Solar-Thermal Electric Technologies. Their current and prospective costs for electricity
generation are discussed in the subsequent section.

It is worth pointing out that the methods of solar-thermnal power generation are
essentially the same as conventional technologies, except that the "fuel" is direct heat
energy rather than stored energy in the form of fossil fuels, from which the heat energy
needs to be released by combustion. This has led to criticism of the technology for its
inability to store energy, unlike fossil fuels or biomass. However, storage of thermal
energy is possible, and a number of systems are under development These are discussed
in more detail in the technology sections. Furthermore, as shown in the section on costs,
thermal storage may help to reduce the unit cost of electricity generation from thermal-solar
plants by improving the capacity utilization of the turbo-generating and electrical plants. In
addition, thermal storage could be unnecessary if thermal-solar plants were used in

31
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conjunction with existing hydro schemes; use of the solar plants would reduce the rate of
drawdown of the reservoirs in the dry seasons.

The land requirement of solar-thermal plants is also worth consideration. Annex 4
gives land intensities of a dendrothermal plantation (based on an engineering study); an
operating parabolic trough solar-thermal plant; and the collector areas of three existing
central receiver test facilities. For completeness, the array area of three photovoltaic
concentrator schemes is also given. These are compared with the inundated area of several
existing or planned hydro plants in Brazil. The data are also shown in Figure 3.1 below.

As can been seen, the range of sizes in the case of hydroplants is large, and the
collector or array area of solar plants is at the lower end of this range; whereas that of a
dendrothermal plant is at the higher end of the range. This is only a rough comparison, and
a comparison of total area occupied by the plant to the kilowatt hours generated by the plant
would be more accurate (see Anderson 1992). However, Figure 3.1 does provide a
comparison of the areas involved; this is unlikely to be altered significantly even if the areas
are changed to allow for spacing.

The land requirements for solar-thermal plants, when compared with dendrothennal
plants and hydroelectric dams, therefore, are not high; furthermore, solar-thermal plant
sites are likey to be desert areas with low land values.13 Many experts feel that thermal-
solar schemes, relative to hydro and biomass, are an attractive option for these very
reasons, as they can be sited away from populous agricultural areas. This is particularly
important when arable land is scarce or resettlement issues are controversial.

From an environmental viewpoint, solar-thermal technologies are benign. There
are no emissions to the atmosphere. There is a water requirement, since areas of high
insolation are usually dry (U.S. Congress 1992; unpublished IFC data). However, that
problem can be minimized by using recycling systems (such as those commonly used in
thernal power plants).

13. De Laquil and others (1993) say that land costs nonnally represent less than I percent of the
facility's total capital costs; Charters (1991) writes that -solar technologies can often be sited on marginal
use land."
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Solar-Thermal Electric Technologies

The three main types of system in use for concentrating and collecting diffuse
sunlight are shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2. Concentrator and Receiver Systems for Solar-Thermal Electric
Technologies
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Parabolic Trough

Currently, the most advanced of the "concentrator" systems is the parabolic trough.
This is the technology used in the largest commercial grid-attached solar-thermat power
plants, which together make up 90 percent of the world's solar electric capacity (U.S. DOE
1990a). These have a total net capacity of 354 MWp and are based in Southern California.
They were installed by Luz International Limited and operated by that company until March
1992, when operation and maintenance were taken over by new operating companies, such
as the Kramer Junction Operating Company for the Kramer-based plants, after Luz
suffered financial difficulties (Keamey and Price 1992; Lotker 1991). These difficulties are
summarzed in Annex 5. The plants are still generating electricity and continue to provide
information on technical performance and costs.

Parabolic troughs track the sun along one axis, concentrating the energy onto a
receiver tube located at the trough's focal line. Concentration ratios of 10 to 100 are
typically achieved, with operating temperatures of about 400" C. In commercial plants, the
receiver tube usually has water or oil running through it as the heat transfer medium. This
fluid is then piped from each of the parabolic trough assemblies to a central area, where the
energy is converted to electricity (De Laquil and others 1993; U.S. DOE 1992b;
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International Energy Agency 1987). Research is being carried out on direct steam
generation (DSG), which is expected to cut costs further as it eliminates the need for the
heat transfer fluid as well as centralized oil-heated steam generators (De Laquil and others
1993). Commercialization of DSG technology was planned for 1996 by Luz, which
launched a major program to develop the technology in 1989. This is now in doubt,
however, because Luz has filed for bankruptcy (see Annex 5). In commercial plants,
electricity demand when solar radiation intensity is low is currently met by the use of
auxiliary gas-fired boilers or heaters. Thermal storage systems do exist but are not cost
effective so far; however, three new concepts that promise to be cheaper than current
alternatives have been identified, although they still need significant development to reach
technical readiness (De Laquil and others 1993).

The lack of economical storage and the combustion of a fossil fuel on cloudy days
to maintain the output has prevented the technology from being a fully independent
alternative to fossil fuel plants. The Luz plants are all 25 to 30 percent natural gas hybrids.
This has not only helped to maintain their electrical output on cloudy days but has also
helped to increase the capacity factor and reduce costs, resulting in a more economic
scheme for the sale of power to the grid under U.S. PURPA regulations on the basis of
avoided costs (Kearney and Price 1992).

Parabolic Dish

A parabolic dish operates on the same principle as the parabolic trough, but it tacks
the sun on two axes, concentrating the energy at the focal point of the dish because it is
always pointed at the sun. The parabolic dish's concentration ratios are considerably
higher than the trough's. Dish ratios are 600 to 2,000, and operating temperatures can
exceed 1,500' C (De Laquil and others 1993). The power-generating equipment for use
with parabolic dishes may be mounted at the focal point of the dish itself, or, as with the
trough, energy may be collected from a number of separate installations and converted to
electricity at a central point (International Energy Agency 1987). The former option is
perhaps the most promising use of the dish technology, making it very well suited to
remote or stand-alone applications.

The two most promising engines for mounting at the focal point appear to be the
Brayton-cycle engine and the Stirling-cycle engine (De Laquil and others 1993). These
convert the heat to power as heat is continuously supplied to a gas in a closed system,
which in turn drives a piston as it cycles between hot and cold spaces in the engine.
Extremely high solar-to-electricity efficiencies have been achieved for this technology; the
record is 29.4 percent for the Vanguard parabolic dish-Stirling engine 25 kWp module in
California, which was tested jointly by the U.S. Department of Energy and the Advanco
Corporation between 1984 and 1985 (De Laquil and others 1993). Several parabolic dish
test facilities have been constructed and operated; of these, some are still operational, but
others have been disassembled (De Laquil and others 1993). The U.S. Department of
Energy, in a joint venture with Cummins Power Generation, is working on the
development and commercialization of a 5 kW dish/engine system and intends to initiate
another project, involving the utilities, on 25 kW dishlengine systems (U.S. DOE 1992b).
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Central Receiver

This is a very promising technology for large-scale grid-connected power
generation, even though it is at an early stage of development compared with parabolic
trough technology. In this case, flat tracking mirrors, called heliostats, concentrate the
sun's energy onto a central receiver tower. Concentration ratios are 300 to 1,500, and
systems can operate at temperatures of 500 to I ,500 C (De Laquil and others 1993).
Energy losses from thermal-energy transport are also minimized as solar energy is being
directly transferred by reflection from the heliostats to a single receiver rather than being
moved through a transfer medium from several receivers to one central point, as with
parabolic troughs. Solar-to-electric efficiencies for test systems are in the 8 to 13 percent
range (De Laquil and others 1993). There are several test facilities in operation ii, both
Europe and the United States. Work has been carried out on a number of different heat-
transfer media, such as water/steam, molten sodium, air, and molten salt. The latter two
are especially promising, as they could provide an economical energy storage system.
Currently, the largest demonstration of the molten salt technology has been in France on the
THEMIS 2 MWp central receiver system, using Hitec molten salt, giving the plant six
hours of electricity production capability without the sun. This experimental facility
completed its operation in 1986, having achieved lower annual power production than
expected, but having demonstrated the advantages of the new technology and highlighted
proMlems that needed further resolution (De Laquil and others 1993; International Energy
Agency 1987)

The U.S. Department of Energy, in collaboration with a consortium headed by
Southern California Edison, is currently converting the successful 10 MW Solar One
(water/steam) central receiver pilot-plant to Solar Two (U.S. DOE 1992b). The Solar Two
project will use molten nitrate salt as the heat transfer and storage system and will be able to
provide power for about four hours after sundown or during cloudy periods. The molten
nirate salt technology has been validated at Sandia National Laboratory, but the Solar Two
pilot will be the first large-scale field demonstration of the technology. It will highlight
technical issues that appear to require further resolution, such as crystallization of the
molten salt and energy losses from the salt during piping. New stretch-membrane
heliostats will also be added to the existing heliostat field to increase the system's energy
output New improved heliostat design and new receiver technologies continue to be tested
in the United States with a view to improving performance (see U.S. DOE 1992b and De
Laquil and others 1993). The U.S. Department of Energy believes that the Solar Two
project wiLI lead to the utilities setting up as many as four 100 MW central receiver plants
by 1997-98 (discussions with RH. Annan, Director, Office of Solar Energy Conversion,
U.S. DOE, Washington, D.C.).

Another project under development uses air as the heat transport medium, with heat
storage in a porous ceramic material. Tht work is being camed out by a European industry
group called the PHOEBUS Consortium (De Laquil and others 1993; Grasse 1992). The
advantages of this system are great because of its simpler design, ease of operation and
maintenlance, and lower cost. However, current disadvantages are the heat losses from the
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open receiver and the low effectiveness of the storage system. Plans are under way to
construct a 2.5 MW experimental facility in Spain by 199' to validate the system before
building a 30 MW central receiver/fossil fuel hybrid plant with about three hours storage
capability (due to solar only) near Aqaba, Jordan, in 1995.

Cost of Electricity Generation from
Solar-Thermal Electric Technologies

Costs of electricity production using solar-thermal electric technologies are given in
Annex 6. The "calculated cost" is calculated from the quoted capital cost, quoted operating
and maintenance cost, and quoted fuel cost (natural gas only) using the formula given in
Annex 1, assuming a 10 percent discount rate. The cost has then been converted into 1990
dollars according to the method described in Annex 1. The "quoted cost" is the cost exactly
as given in the reference.

Two points need to be emphasized. First, all costs, other than those listed in entries
9, 10, 14, 15, and 16, are predicted costs. Those noted above are based on the Luz plants
operating in Southern California. The Luz SEGS (Solar Electric Generating System)
power plants in California are the main source of cost data, because they are the main
example of commercial grid-attached electricity production from solar-thermal technologies.
Other plants do exist, but are smaller in scale and, in the main, experimental; because of the
significant R&D expenditure involved, their power production costs (which are often not
quoted) are not indicative of actual production costs.

Second, the graphs in this section have been plotted using the "calculated costs"
(i.e., costs calculated on a common basis) rather than the quoted costs for electricity
generation, in order to remove discrepancies caused by different assumptions. For
example, for entry 29, the cost of electricity generation using central receiver technology
assuming a 5 percent discount rate is 23 cents/kWh (1984 currency), but 34 cents/kWh
(1984 currency) with a 10 percent discount rate, with all other parameters equal. On a less
obvious note, for the same system, the study quotes a cost of electricity generation of 13
cents/kWh (1984 currency), assuming a 3.15 percent discount rate with "favorable tax
credits." Recalculating the samie using the formula in Annex 1, with the same 3.15 percent
discount rate but no tax credits, gives 19.5 cents/kWh (1984 currency). When the cost
could not be calculated because of insufficient data, the relevant references, together with
quoted costs, were given in the table in Annex 6 but were not plotted on the graphs.

Figure 3.3 shows the calculated costs of electricity production from parabolic
trough (solar/natural gas hybrid and solar only operation), parabolic dish, and central
receiver solar-thermnal technologies. The costs are for large-scale generation of about 50
kW and upward. Discussion on the costs of electricity production by each of the individual
technologies follows.
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Cost of Electricity Generation from Parabolic Trough
Solar-Thermal Technology

Figure 3.4 shows the calculated costs of electricity production using parabolic
trough technology (Annex 6, entries I to 16). The highlighted values are based on the Luz
plants. The following may be noted from the graph:

a. The current calculated cost for electricity production (solar with 25 to 30 percent
natural gas) at the SEGS plants varies between 11 to 14 US¢/kWh (1990) due to
the difference in quoted capital costs.

b. The solar only values are higher, ranging from 13 to 20 US0/kWh (1990), because
of the lower capacity factor. The outlier based on data from entry 16, of 11
US¢ikWh (1990), stems from an usually low quoted capital cost compared with the
other data and does not appear to be representative (Walton and Hall 1990).

c. As the natural gas contribution is increased to 50 percent, the cost decreases further
because of the increase in the capacity factor.

d. The cost of electricity production is expected to decrease further to 10 to 14
US¢/kWh (1990) for solar only use by 2005. Thus, correspondingly, the cost of
electricity production from the natural gas hybrid will also decrease. This decrease
is caused by a decrease in capital costs and by a decrease in operating and
maintenance costs, which constitute as much as 15 to 25 percent of the total cost of
electricity production (Kearney and Price 1992; U.S. DOE 1992b). The U.S.
Department of Energy is currently working on a project with the SEGS plants'
owners and operators to reduce the latter, not only to make these plants more
economical, but also with a view to using the lessons learned in other solar-thermal
technologies, especially central receivers (U.S. DOE 1992b).

e. Economies of scale in manufacture should result in further lowering of costs. This
is illustrated in the dispersion of costs in 1991 in Figure 3.4. Entries 11 to 13 in
Annex 6 are for 200 MW plants; all others (entries 1 to 10, 14 to 16) are for 80 MW
plants. As can be seen, this results in a 30 percent decrease in costs from the 80
MW plants. (Compare entries 8 and 10 with 11 and 13, respectively). The costings
for the 200 MW plants are based on technology proven on an experimental scale
only, but one that Luz felt confident enough to offer to prospective clients in 1991
(IFC data 1991).
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Figure 3.3. Calculated Cost of Electricbty from
Large-Scale Solar-Thermal Technology
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Figure 3.4. Calculated Cost of Electricity from
Parabolic Trough Solar-Thermal Technology
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Cost of Electricity from Parabolli Dish Solar-Thermal Technology

Figure 3.5 shows the expected decrease in costs over time for electricity generation
from the parbolic dish system. The data points were obtained from only two sour-es (De
Laquil and others 1993; U.S. DOE 1992c) and are all predicted costs. As shown by its
predictions for 1998, the DOE expects the cost to fall faster than do De Laquil and others.
The DOE's reasoning is based on an increase in production for a utility-scale market. The
range quoted (5.8 to 20.3 USO/kWh in 1990 dollars) is for a distributed system, whereas
the single value (6.5 US¢/kWh in 1990 dollars) is for a modular system. This may be as a
result of their projects for the development and commercialization of 5 kW and 25 k1W
dishes, as described in the section on parabolic dish technology.

Entries 26 to 28 in Annex 6 give more projections for costs from the U.S. DOE in
terms of increasing market. The decrease in cost appears to stem both from improved
technology and from increased production. According to the U.S. DOE (1992c) the cost of
dishes has fallen from $15001m2 in 1978 to $150/m2 in 1992. In comparison, Charters
(1987) quotes $300/m2 in 1987, and De Laquil and others (1993) use a figure of $300 to
$500/m2 in 1995-2000, with the cost decreasing to $150 to 200/m2 in 2005-10.

Igure 3.5. Calculated Cost of Electricity from Parabolic Dish
Solar-Thermal Technoiogy
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Cost of Electricity Generation from Central Receiver
Solar-Thermal Technology

Figure 3.6 shows the costs of electricity production using central receiver
technology (data from Annex 6). As can be seen, the predictions for the costs of electricity
generation have decreased substantially in the last few years and are expected to decrease
further. The outlier on the graph, 5.6 US¢llkWh (1990 dollars) in 1998, is the latest
projection by the U.S. DOE, on the basis of current projects in progress. Entries 37 to 40
in Annex 6 show the expected decrease in costs with increasing market, according to the
U.S. DOE. Thus, the main difference between the other predictions and that of the DOE is
a faster expansion of the market, with a 200 MW plant being set up as early as 1998,
compared with 2005, according to De Laquil and others (1993). 14

Figure 3.6. Calculated Cost of Electricity from
Central Receiver Solar-Thermal Technology
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14. The data points are from U.S. DOE 1992c; de Laquil and others (1993); and International
Energy Agency (1987). De Laquil's figures are based on data gathered from several sources, including U.S.
DOE material and studies by various U.S. utilities. The IEA data is from a U.S. DOE study in 1986.
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Let us look at reasons for this expected decrease. First, capital costs of central
receiver solar-thermal power plants from several sources are given in Table 3.1 and Figure
3.7. As can be seen, the costs do not show as marked a trend as the decrease in cost of
electricity. This is because recent studies have taken account of storage capability for
plants. Storage adds to capital costs but improves the utilization of the turbo-generator,
and, since it costs much less than the latter, it reduces generation costs.

Table 3.1. Capital Costs of Centml Receiver Plants

Quoted
capital cost Capital cost

Reference ($/kWp) ($IkWp, 1990) Year Notes

Paiz (1978) 930 (1975) 2257 1975

Intemational Energy Agency 2900(1984) 3645 1986 Study In 1986 U.S. DOE
(1987) Five Year Research and

Development Plan

Walton and Hall (1990) 2100 (1990) 21 n0 1990 *Ovemight constructlon

cost (i.e. Ignoring Interest
during constmction);

based on data from Luz.

Intemaional Energy Agency 2200(1984) 2765 1995 Study in 1986 U.S. DOE
(1987) Fve Year Research and

Developmferit Plan

De Laquil and others (1993) 3000-4000 2804-3738 1995
(assume 1992)

U.S. DOE (1992c) 2961 (1990) 2961 1998

De Laquil and others (1993) 3000-2225 2079-2804 2005
(assutme 192)

De Laquil and oters (1993) 2900-3500 2710-3271 2005-

(assume 1992) 2010

De Laquil and others (1993) 1800-2500 1682-2336 2005-
(assume 1992) 2010
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FIgure 3.7. Capital Costs of Central Receiver Solar-Thermal Plants
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The capability for storage has a significant effect on the capacity factor and
decreases the overall cost of electricity production markedly. For example, entry 30 in
Annex 6 utilizes a capacity factor of 17 percent, compared with entry 31, which has a
capacity factor of 70 percent. Both are originally from U.S. Department of Energy studies,
the former in 1986 and the latter in 1992. The details are compared in Table 3.2. Note the
higher capital cost of the more recent estimate but the lower overall cost of electricity
production because of the higher capacity factor.

The single largest cost component of the system is the heliostat field. In the United
States, this exhibits an "86 percent" learning curve, with costs decreasing by 14 percent as
production doubles (International Energy Agency 1987). The U.S. DOE (1992c) describes
a tenfold decrease in costs from $1,000/m2 in 1978 to just over $100/m2 today, with costs
expected to decrease to between $65/m2 and 85/m2 on mass production of the new
stretched-membrane heliostats currently under development. De Laquil and others (1993)
use similar values for heliostat costs in their estimates. It appears, however, that the time
scale for achieving these technological improvements and for setting up the larger scale
plants is shorter in the case of the U.S. DOE's costings.
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Table 3.2. Comparison of Two Estimates for a
Large-Scale Central Receiver Plant

Entry Capital OUU Capacity Calculated Quoted
from Size cost costs factor cost USe] cost
Annerx 6 Rfoeence (MW ($MINp) ($/yr) (%) kWh (1990) US¢*Wh Year

30a Intemational 100 2 ,2 00b 3000000b 17c 23 11.5b 195

Energy (0.02 centsl
Agency kWh)
(1987)

31 U.S. DOE 200 2 ,9 61d 62464000d,e 70 5.6 - 1998
(1992c) (0.51 cents/

kWh)

a From study In 1986 by U.S. DOE, 'Five Year Research and Develpment Plan."
b Costs are in 1984 doliasm
c Capacity factor derived from quoted value for electricity production of 148 GWh/yr.
d Costs are in 1990 dollars.

O&M costs denved fmm quoted value of 0.51 cents/kWh.

Figure 3.8. Load Dispatching Capability of Central Receiver Plants
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The Future of Solar-Thermal Electric Energy

Parabolic trough systems have so far been the most thoroughly tested of the solar-
thermal technologies. The Luz plants have demonstrated and continue to demonstrate the
capability of the technology to deliver power reliably to the grid. The capital costs,
however, are high (13 to 20 USO/kWh in 1990 dollars for solar-only operation). Some
cost reductions are considered possible from economies of scale if the approach is
expanded and if Direct Steam Generation (DSG) technology is developed and tested
successfully. Costs are predicted to fall to 10 to 14 US¢AcWh (1990) by 2005.

The parabolic dish appears to be best suited for remote application, because of its
modular nature. However, the technology still has not been commercialized. Costs are
predicted to be in the range 7 to 14 US¢lkWh (1990) by the year 2010.

Central receiver systems (with thermal storage) have considerable promise. Cost
projections are as low as 7 to 12 USO&kWh (1990) in the next 10 years or so, and 5 to 10
USI/kWh (1990) in the long term. However, the technology has still not been
commercialized, and therefore the most important factor affecting future prospe-t- is the
time scale in which initial test facilities can be set up and operational problems can be
highlighted and investigated. Some confirmation of the ability to reduce costs is the tenfold
decrease just mentioned in the unit costs of heliostats over the period 1978 to 1992. Test
facilities (with no storage capability) have been operated successfully, but these were never
scaled up to commercial size. This may be because of the high capital cost, which stems
from the inherently greater size of the plants, compared with the other solar-thermal
technologies. 5

15. De Laquil and others (1993) give an estimate of approximately $300 million (1987 dollars)
for the fist 100 MW central receiver power plant (with thermal storage) and approximately $450 million
(1987 dollars) for the fifth to tenth 200 MW central receiver plant.
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Photovoltaics

Introduction

The previous two chapters have described the conversion of solar energy to
electricity through either the combustion of the product of photosynthesis to generate heat
energy or the use of direct solar energy to heat a fluid and drive a turbo-generator. This
chapter describes a completely different way of generating electricity from sunlight:
converting light energy directly to electrical energy using photovoltaic (PV) devices.

Photovoltaic devices work by using an effect first discovered in 1839 by Becquerel
but not used in commercial applications until the 1950s (see Annex 7; "The Photovoltaic
Effect"). These early applications were in the space industry, and development of
photovoltaics for terrestrial use began only in the 1970s. In the last two decades, however,
development of photovoltaics has been nothing short of remarkable. The technology is
described briefly and then discussed in relation to costs.

The recent and rapid advances in photovoltaic technology have been driven by
technical innovations and contributions from several distinct scientific disciplines, including
materials sciences, solid-state (semiconductor) physics, and optics. The technology is also
notable for the variety of approaches being pursued by different laboratories and
manufacturers, resulting in a healthy competition of ideas among innovators and in
significant progress in the laboratory and in manufacturing.

The world market for photovoltaics was 57.9 MW in 1992, having increased from
less than 1 MW in 1978 (Figure 4.1).16 Current uses of photovoltaic modules include the
following:17

16. Data before 1980 is for U.S. manufacturers only and after 1983 is of PV manufacturers
worldwide. The curve in Figure 4.1 was drawn in on the basis of the available data.

17. Information is derived from Sandia National Laboratories studies by Thomas, Post, and Poore
(1989) and Stevens and others (1990); and from discussions with W.E. Howley and H.-D. von Lobbecke of
Siemens Solar Industries, December 1992.

47
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* Lighting (e.g., street lights, highway signs, parking lots, health clinics, and homes).

* Electricity for facilities in remote locations (e.g., refiigeration in remote health clinics
or homes).

* Communications (e.g., telephones, radio communications, and emergency call
boxes).

* Water pumping (e.g., village water supply, irrigation and drainage).

* Warning signals (e.g., navigational beacons such as buoys and lighthouses, audible
signals, railroad signals, and aircraft waming beacons).

* Monitoring at remote sites (e.g., seismic recording, meteorological informnation,
structural conditions and scientific research).

* Cathodic protection (e.g., preventing corrosion of pipelines, bridges, and
buildings).

* Battery charging for vehicles.

Figure 4.1. Global Photovoltaic Market, 1976-1992
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Photovoltaic Manufacturing and
Technology

Photovoltaic modules are made from a number of materials and fabricated in a
variety of different designs. An understanding of the designs and the direction of further
improvements requires some knowledge of the principle of the photovoltaic effect (Annex 7
explains the effect for single-crystal silicon; the principle is the same for other
semiconductor materials). In brief, when sunlight shines on these materials, it frees
electrons from fixed sites. The wavelength of the sunlight absorbed depends on the "band
gap" of the material. The materials are designed so that the electrons cannot return to these
sites easily except by flowing through an external circuit, thus generating a current. A
typical solar cell consists of a layer of semiconductor material sandwiched between
conducting top and bottom layers. Photovoltaic modules are made up of several
interconnecting solar cells, as the individual PV cells do not provide much power. PV
modules are generally less than lm2 in size and deliver between 50 and 150 W of electric
power (Thornton and Brown 1992). The whole is encapsulated in a clear, waterproof
coating to protect the cells from the environment. Modules can be further interconnected to
form arrays. These are generally of two types: "nontracking" arrays that remain in a fixed
position and "tracking' arrays that follow the sun's movement across the sky. The latter
are more complex and more expensive, but they can optimize the system's performance
(Thornton and Brown 1992).

EMtffiency

The efficiency of a solar cell is measured by the percentage of solar energy incident
on the cell that is converted to electrical energy. This percentage varies with cell materials
and design. Strategies for increasing cell efficiencies include the following (Kelly 1993;
U.S. DOE 1991):

- The surface of the cell is textured with small, pyramidal shapes that allow light
reflected off the surface to reflect back into the cell so that it can be absorbed.

* Electrical contacts on the front of the cell are designed so that the maximum amount
of light can reach the semiconductor (e.g., top contacts can either be transparent or
in the form of a metal grid with thin, conductive "fingers").

* The amount of light that passes through the material without colliding with an
electron can be minimized by selecting materials that are good light absorbers.

* Light-generated electrons and holes recombine easily if they reach a flaw or an
impurity in the crystal. These flaws are minimized in polycrystalline or amorphous
silicon by reaction with hydrogen.

* Electrical resistance within the cell can be minimized by good cell design.

* Stacking of cells with different band gaps can ensure that a broader range of the
solar spectrum is captured, despite restrictions imposed by the band gaps of
individual cells. These stacked configurations are called multijunctional devices.
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A number of approaches are therefore available for increasing the efficiency of
photovoltaic cells. However, there are trade-offs between increases in efficiency and
resulting increases in costs. For example, gallium arsenide has a near-ideal band gap for
single-junction devices, and it is a particularly good light absorber. But its cost is
considerably greater than that of silicon. Hence, gallium arsenide has yet to penetrate the
terrestrial market significantly. Similarly, although single-crystal silicon modules have
achieved higher efficiencies (10 to 13 percent) than amorp1ius silicon modules (stabilized
efficiency of 3 to 5 percent), the manufacturing cost of the latter is much lower. Thus,
despite their lower efficiency, the amorphous silicon modules have captured a third of the
world market

Annex 8 summaries data relating to photovoltaics from a large number of sources.
Annex 9 shows only the efficiency data extracted from Annex 8, with the exception of
items 117 to 128, 168 to 172, 225, and 267. These have not been used because in items
117 to 128 and 168 to 172 it is not clear whether the values are for cells or modules.'8 In
the case of items 225 and 267, the date for these projected efficiency values is not given.
The data have then been plotted in several graphs according to semiconductor material
(Figures 4.2 to 4.6). Figure 4.7 shows efficiencies of cells and modules where the
semiconductor material has not been specified.

The following points need to be noted with regard to interpretation of these data and
estimates:

- Efficiencies quoted for years after 1992 are projected; those quoted up to and
including 1992 are actual values.

- 1Cel efficiencies, experimental efficiencies, and laboratory efficiencies have been
taken to mean efficiency values obtained in the laboratory for individual cells.

- 'aModule efficiencies and commercial module efficiencies have all been assumed to
be field module efficiencies. Distinctions between prototype and field modules
have been noted, if they have been specified by the source. The latter tend to be
lower because of the effects of dust and other factors experienced in the field.

* Submodule efficiencies, where specified as such (i.e., for smaller modules), have
been noted as prototype module efficiencies.

* Light-induced degradation occurs when amorphous silicon devices are operated,
thus reducing the initial efficiency to a stabilized value after a few months of
operation (see the explanation in the section on thin-film solar cells). The
efficiencies have been noted as such in Figure 4.3.

18. Cells are typically a few square centimeters in size; submodules are about 1,000 square
centimeters; and commercial modules are about 4,000 square centimeters. Cells are more efficient than
modules because they are not encapsulated. Encapsulants around modules reduce the light reaching the
inteconnected cells. Efficiency of fied modules may be reduced further because of the effect of dust or other
factors such as temperatum
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Efficiency also varies with manufacturing method. For example, a single-crystal
silicon cell manufactured by the dendritic web method differs in efficiency from the
same cell made by the Czochralski method (see the section on "thick-film" cells).

The lines drawn on the graphs are only to aid the reader in visualizing trends and
are not based on actual efficiency values.

Figure 4.2. Etficlencies of Crystalline Silicon Cells and Modules
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Figure 4.3. Efficiencies of Amorphous Silicon Cells and Modules
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Figure 4A. Efflclencies of Cadmium Telluride (CdTo) Cells and Modules
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Figure 4.5. Efficiencies of Copper Indium Diselenide (CIS) Cells and Modules
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Figure 4.6. Efficiencies of Gallium Amenide (GaAs) Cells and Moduls
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Figure 4.7. Efficiencies of Photovoltaic Cells and Modules
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The following general conclusions may be drawn from the graphs:

Efficiencies have increased in the last few years. For example, efficiencies of
crystalline silicon modules have increased from 7 to 8 percent in 1976 to 10 to 13
percent in 1992 (Figure 4.2); for cadmnium telluride thin-film prototype modules,
from 5 percent in 1986 to 10 percent in 1992 (Figure 4.4); and for CIS thin-film
prototype modules, from 5 percent in 1986 to 11 percent in 1992 (Figure 4.5).

* Cell efficiencies are greater than module efficiencies. The time lag is not only
different for different types of photovoltaic module but is also different for different
time periods.19 For example, in the case of crystalline silicon, the time lag appears
to have been about five years between 1980 and 1985; but modules are not expected
to reach efficiencies of 17 percent (achieved by cells in 1984) till 2030 (Figure 4.2).

* Concentrator and multijunctional cells are more efficient than monojunctional cells
operating under regular light. For example, amorphous silicon monojunctional
cells have stabilized efficiencies of 6 percent, whereas the multijunctional cells have
stabilized efficiencies of 10 percent (Figure 4.3). This is also partly because
stacking reduces light-induced cell degradation. Crystalline gallium arsenide cells
under regular light have exhibited efficiencies of 25 percent, whereas the
concentrator cells have efficiencies of 27 to 30 percent (Figure 4.6). Similarly,
under regular light, crystaUine silicon cells have efficiencies of 22 to 24 percent,
whereas the concentrator cells have achieved efficiencies of 28 percent (Figure 4.2).

* The scope forfurther efficiency improvements is significant. Practical theoretical
efficiencies for monojunctional cells, under regular light, are about 30 to 33 percent
for crystalline silicon, 27 to 28 percent for amorphous silicon, 27 to 28 percent for
thin-fihn cadmium telluride, 23.5 percent for thin-film copper indium diselenide,
and 33 percent for crystalline gallium arsenide. Theoretical values are given in the
literature of 40 percent for multijunctional concentrator cells, 29 percent for a
tandem cell with two amorphous layers, 47 percent for a tandem cell with two
crystal:Ine layers, and 42 percent for mechanically stacked amorphous silicon and
copper indium diselenide.

Details in Figures 4.2 to 4.6 are discussed further in the following sections.

The scale of the variety in solar cell manufacture and design is illustrated by Figure
4.8 and can be seen in the charts on efficiency (Figures 4.2 to 4.7). Many devices are also
being investigated and manufactured, and allowing for these makes the total range of
approaches being followed by scientists and engineers in research laboratories and in
commercial companies even larger. As noted, no doniinant approach has emerged, and the
competition among ideas is intense and healthy. Some common types of solar cells are
described in more detail below.

19. However, Anderson (1992) describes a time lag of 5 to 7 years between commercial and
laboratory units, on average.
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Figure 4.a Varety In Photovoltalc Cells and Manufacturing Processes
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Crystalline Silicon Solar Celis ("7hick" Rim)

Single-Crystal Silicon. In 1980, single-crystal silicon cells accounted for 90
percent of commercial PV cells. In 1990, they were only 35 percent of the total world
market, with amorphous silicon at 31 percent and semicrystalline silicon at 33 percent.20

The cell contains a wafer cut from a single crystal of silicon. The raw material is
waste silicon from the semiconductor industry, which PV manufacturers purchase at a
reduced price (Remy and Durand 1992; Kelly i993). The silicon is melted and regrown
into large crystals. The two most established methods for this are the Czochralski method
and the floating-zone technique. In the former, a seed crystal is dipped into a reservoir of
molten silicon and slowly drawn from it to form a large cylindrical crystal; in the latter, a
rod of polysilicon is placed above a seed crystal, and movable heating coils are used to melt
the polysilicon rod at the interface, allowing it to resolidify as a single crystal (see U.S.
DOE 1991; Green 1993 for descriptions of the methods). These crystals are then sliced
into wafers.

This process results in the waste of much silicon, as the cylindrical ingots are much
larger in diameter than the required wafers. Alternative methods that minimize waste and
cut manufacturing costs, such as the use of thinner saws to slice the wafers or direct
growth of thin crystalline sheets or ribbons of silicon are being investigated actively to
reduce manufa-turing costs (see Green 1993; Carlson, 1990; and U.S. DOE 1991). i'hese
methods include (a) the dendritic web approach, in which two dendrites a few centimeters
apart are drawn from the melt, trapping a thin sheet of molten silicon in between, which
solidifies; (b) the edge-defined film-fed (EFG) growth method, in which molten silicon
moves by capillary zction between two faces of a graphite die and a thin sheet is drawn
from the top of the die; and (c) the S-Web approach, in which a carbon web is coated with
silicon as it is drawn through a silicon melt.

One potential problem in PV manufacture is that the quantity of silicon that will be
required in the near future, as the market of photovoltaics increases, is in excess of the
current silicon waste produced by the semiconductor industry, indicating that silicon
production specifically for the PV industry will be required. Silicon is the second most
abundant element on Earth, but it is present in the form of silica (silicon and oxygen) and
silicates (compounds of silicon, oxygen, metals, and possibly hydrogen). Silica is
processed into silicon, which is then refined. The silicon used in PV manufacture can be
less pure than that needed for semiconductors, but current I -"duction procedures are
expensive, and some work is being carried out to develop new, low-cost methods for
silicon production (U.S. DOE 1991; Green 1993). However, some authorities feel that
this matter merits more attention (Remy and Durand 1992; and Pistella 1992).

20. See lEA (1987) and U.S. DOE (1991). However, Meridian Corporation (1992) described the
1990 market share as single-crystal silicon (35 percent), polycrystal silicon (20 percent), amorphous silicon
(25 percent), and concentrators (1 percent). Kelly (1993) states that "about 45 percent of the modules sold
in 1990 were made from traditional crystalline materials and 35 percent from thin films."
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Efficiencies of single-crystal cells and modules are shown in Figure 4.2.
Currently, efficiencies of experimental cells are 22 to 24 percent, and those of modules
(based on field experience) are 11 to 13 percent. Theoretical efficiencies for single-crystal
silicon are 30 to 33 percent. A multijunction device of a mechanically stacked gallium
arsenide cell on top of a single-crystal silicon cell is reported to have achieved 31 percent
efficiency under concentrated light in 1988 (see the section on solar concentrator cells; U.S.
DOE 1991).

Polycr,istalline Silicon. Polycrystalline silicon is also used for PV cell
manufacture. Here, the semiconductor material consists of many crystals of silicon. The
associated problems in terms of increased electrical resistance caused by the electrons and
holes meeting at cell boundaries and recombining are overcome to a certain extent by
reaction with hydrogen or oxygen to fill the broken bonds at the grain boundaries or by
heating and cooling the material so that the crystals are enlarged further, thus reducing the
number of cell boundaries within the material (U.S. DOE 1991). Nevertheless,
polycrystalline cells are less efficient than single-crystal silicon cells, with efficiencies of 8
to 9 percent for field modules and 18 percent for experimental cells (Figure 4.2).

However, the corresponding decrease in efficiency is compensated to a certain
extent by the lower cost of manufacture for these cells. Silicon wafers are manufactured by
cooling molten silicon in a crucible in a controlled manner to form an ingot, which is then
cut into smallU-r blocks and sliced into wafers. Methods for producing thin films of silicon
on different supports (such as ceramic and steel) are also being investigated, with the
intention of reducing costs, as less silicon is ustd in these devices.

77Tin-Film Solar Cells

Thin films require substantially less active material than single-crystal silicon.
Films are typically of thicknesses 0.001 to 0.002 mm, as opposed to about 0.3 mm for a
typical thick-film single-crystal or polycrystalline silicon cell (Thornton and Brown 1992).
Manufacturing techniques are also different, with thin layers of different materials being
deposited sequentially, in a continuous process, on top of each other on a substrate (usually
glass), from the back electrical contact (usually a thin layer of transparent oxide) to the
semiconductor material to the antireflective coating to the front electrical contact, to
eveatually make up the module. The sheets are then divided into individual
(interconnected) cells by scoring with a laser beam (U.S. DOE 1991). The manufacturing
procedures are potentially much less costly than growing single crystals, because in
addition to using as little as 1 percent of active material compared with the latter, they hold
great potential for low-cost, automated, large-scale production (Kelly 1993; Zwiebel and
Bamett 1993; U.S. DOE 1991).

Amorphous Silicon. Amorphous silicon (a glassy alloy of silicon and about 10
percent hydrogen) was regarded as an insulator until 1974, when it was demonstrated to be
a semiconducting material. By 1990, amorphous silicon PV cells formed 31 to 32 percent
of the world market for PVs (Carlson and Wagner 1993; U.S. DOE 1991). The active cell
has slightly different construction, with a neutral layer of amorphous silicon (the "i" or
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intrinsic layer) present between the thin, highly doped, top p-layer and the bottom n-layer.
It is here that the electron-hole pairs are generated, thus facilitating their movement, as
electrons and holes are far less mobile in amorphous silicon than crystalline silicon, and
doping worsens this situation (U.S. DOE 1991).

The first cell had an initial efficiency of I percent in 1974, which decreased on
exposure to light to as little as 0.25 to 0.5 percent (Carlson and Wagner 1993).
Efficiencies for amorphous silicon cells are shown in Figure 4.3. It is worth noting that a
decrease of 10 to 20 percent from the initial efficiency occurs in the first few months of use
because of light-induced degradation of the amorphous silicon (Carlson and Wagner 1993;
U.S. DOE 1991). Currently, stabilized monojunctional experimental cell efficiencies are
about 6 percent, and stabilized field module efficiencies are in the range of 3 to 5 percent.21
Estimates in the literature for theoretical efficiency limits for single-junction amorphous
silicon cells are 22 percent and 27 to 28 percent (Cody and Tiedje 1992 for the lower value;
Kelly 1993 for the higher).

Multijunctional devices, with higher efficiencies, have also been developed for
-amorphous silicon. Use of this "onfiguration not only improves the overall efficiency of
the cell but, in the case of amorphous silicon, results in a further increase in the overall
efficiency of the individual cells because the thinner layers of material result in less light-
induced degradation (International Energy Agency 1987; U.S. DOE 1991). Tlhe band gap
of amorphous silicon can be altered by the formation of alloys with germanium, carbon,
tin, and nitrogen. Thus, typically three amorphous silicon cells with different band gaps
are stacked to form a multijunctional cell. Multijunctional amorphous silicon cells have
stabilized laboratory efficiencies of 10 percent (6 percent for field modules; Figure 4.3).
An amorphous silicon cell has also been stacked on top of a CIS cell, achieving initial
efficiencies in the laboratory of 16 percent and 12 percent for submodules (Figure 4.5).

The lower efficiency of the modules relative to single-crystal silicon is balanced by
their significantly lower cost per unit area due to the smaller quantity of active material
needed because of its high absorptivity (40 percent greater than single-crystal silicon), as
well as the lower temperatures required for production and the use of low-cost substrates
for deposition of the active material (U.S. DOE 1991).

Cadmium Telluride (CdTe). Efficiencies of cadmium telluride-based laboratory
PV cells are in the range of 12 to 16 percent, with prototype modules having efficiencies of
8 to 10 percent (see Figure 4.4.). Theoretical efficiencies are estimated at 27 to 28 percent.
CdTe cells do not show the light-induced instability found in amorphous silicon. Two ceil
designs are predominant. In the first, CdTe forms the p-layer, and cadmium sulfide forms
the n-layer. However, CdTe is highly resistive when doped, and this problem has been

21. The higher values shown in Figure 4.3 for module efficiency of 4 to 7 percent are from
Meridian Corporation (1992); this source does not specify whether the values are initial or stabilized
efficiencies. Several other sources quote stabilized efficiencies as 3 to 5 percent. Similarly, the cell
efficiencies of 11 to 12 percent cited by Carlson (1992) are not classified as initial or stabilized values. The
lower value of 6 percent is from Kelly (1993).
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circumvented in another design that makes CdTe into an intrinsic layer, sandwiched
between p-zinc telluride and n-cadmium sulfide (U.S. DOE 1991). Cadmium telluride-
based cells are about to be commercialized, after benefiting from the experience of research
in the late 1970s and early 1980s, when several companies unsuccessfully attempted to
conmmercialize these cells (Zweibel and Barnett 1993).

Copper Indium Diselenide (CIS). Efficiencies of copper indium diselenide PV
cells are in the range of 14 to 15 percent, with prototype modules demonstrating
efficiencies of 11 percent (see in Figure 4.5). The theoretical efficiency for single-junction
thin-film CIS cells is estimated as 23.5 percent by one source (Kelly 1993). These cells
consist of a p-layer of CIS and an n-layer of cadmium sulfide (U.S. DOE 1991). Copper
indium diselenide is also both being used in various designs of multijunctional cells (U.S.
DOE 1991). An amorphous silicon cell has also been stacked on top of a CIS cell,
achieving initial efficiencies in the laboratory of 16 percent (12 percent for submodules;
Figure 4.5).

CIS not only has high absorptivity, absorbing as much as 99 percent of the incident
light, but also displays good stability with regard to light degradation (U.S. DOE 1991).
CIS modules are amenable to low-cost, large-scale manufacture and are seen by many as
the "model" thin film. It is worth noting, however, that indium supply may become an
issue if CIS modules enter large-scale production. Indium is thought to be as abundant as
silver, but current supply capacity cannot meet heavy future demand. This could well lead
to an increase in indium prices that would impede growth of CIS module production.
However, several companies have expressed interest in producing sufficient supplies of
indium (Zweibel and Bamett 1993).

Concentrator Solar Cells

The high cost of the active semiconductor material has stimulated research into
methods to reduce this cost further. One innovative idea is the concentrator cell (Boes and
Luque 1993). Here, mirrors or Fresnel lenses are used to concentrate the sunlight onto a
smaller-area photovoltaic cell, allowing low-cost mirrors or lenses to replace high-cost PV
cells. Furthernore, because only a small area of PV cell is required, one can pay a slightly
higher price for it and still have a lower overall cost compared with a conventional PV cell
of the same material. Both single-crystal silicon and single-crystal gallium arsenide have
been used in concentrator cells, as well as in various multijunctional cells. Cell efficiency
also appears to increase in concentrator cells, although the increase seems to depend on
factors such as cell material and design (U.S. DOE 1991). However, concentrator cells,
unlike conventional cells, cannot use diffuse sunlight and thus require direct-beam
insolation, which is more variable than the total (diffuse plus direct) insolation at a
particular site.

Silicon. Several silicon PV concentrator systems have been installed and are
operational (Boes and Luque 1993). The efficiencies of laboratory concentrator cells are in
the range 20 to 28 percent and of commercial concentrator modules under 20 suns are 15 to
17 percent (Figure 4.2).
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Gallium Arsenide. Gallium arsenide is an excellent active material for use in PV
cells because its band gap of 1.43 eV is near ideal for single-junction solar cells; it also has
high absorptivity, and it is relatively insensitive to heat (U.S. DOE 1991). The last factor
is particularly important in concentrator devices, where the cell is subjected to high
temperatures. Single-crystal gallium arsenide, however, is very costly, and therefore its
use in concentrator devices is more economical than its operation under regular light. To
date, because of its high cost, gallium arsenide has been used primarily in modules for
applications in space rather than for large-scale terrestrial uses. Approaches to reduce
module costs include fabrication of cells on cheaper substrates, such as silicon or
germanium (U.S. DOE 1991). Efficiencies for gallium arsenide cells under regular light
are 20 to 25 percent; efficiencies for concentrator cells are in the range 28 to 30 percent,
with concentrator prototype modules showing efficiencies of 22 percent (Figure 4.6). It is
worth noting that gallium arsenide devices show little difference between module and cell
efficiencies.

Much of current research on multijunctional cells focuses on gallium arsenide as
either one or as all of the component cells. In 1988, the record for the highest efficiency
(31 percent) PV device was set by a gallium arsenide cell on top of a single-crystal silicon
cell under concentrated light (U.S. DOE 1991). The current record for the highest
efficiency cell is also held by a multijunction device consisting of a gallium arsenide cell on
top of a gallium antimonide eell. Under concentrated light of 100 suns, an efficiency of
34.2 percent was achieved.2

Environmental Effects

From an environmental point of view, the use of photovoltaics for electricity
generation is a benign operation.

The solar cells themselves are made from either silicon or certain heavy metals,
such as gallium arsenide, cadmium telluride, and copper indium diselenide. Silicon is
obtained from silica by reaction with hydrogen, to form silicon and carbon dioxide (U.S.
DOE 1991). Thus, a small quantity of carbon dioxide, dependent on the amount of silicon,
is released to the atmosphere. However, when compared with the amount of carbon
dioxide released from a fossil fuel power station over its life, this quantity is negligible. At
the manufacwring stage, silicon dust is an important occupational hazard, but its risk can be
minimized with careful handling (Holdren, Morris, and Mintzer 1980). In the case of
disposal, silicon solar cells are thought not to pose any apparent health and safety risk
(Zweibel and Barnett 1993).

The toxicity of the other heavy metals is worth some consideration. Cadmium
telluride, cadmium sulfide, copper indium diselenide, and gallium arsenide pose
occupational risks and a hazard to the public if the arrays are consumed by fire (see both

22. U.S. DOE (1991) and Boes and Luque (1993); however, Carlson (1990) gives a value of 37
percent for apparently the same cell.
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Holdren, Morris, and Mintzer 1980 and Zweibel and Barnett 1993). Arsenic, a constituent
of gallium arsenide solar cells, is very poisor.ous (U.S. DOE 1991).

Hydrogen sclenide, used as a feedstock in copper indium diselenide thin-cell
manufacture, is an extremely toxic gas. It can be used safely, however, if documented
safety procedures are followed. Research is being conducted to find a substitute to replace
the use of the gas altogether. After manufacture, sealed modules of copper indium
diselenide contain small quantities of selenium, sandwiched between glass layers. This
selenium could threaten groundwater if modules are disposed of improperly (Zweibel and
Barnett 1993).

Tests have been conducted by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency on
copper indium diselenide solar cells (which also contain a layer of cadmium sulfide; see the
section on thin-film cells). On grinding the cells and suspending them in various solutions,
it was found that tests for leaching of cadrnium, selenium, and other substances were
within limits. Thus, under present U.S. laws, these modules are not considered haza-dous
waste (Zweibel and Barnett 1993; and discussions with R.H. Annan, Director, Office of
Solar Energy Conversion, U.S. Department of Energy, Washington D.C.).

Cadmium is another toxin; it is both poisonous and a possible carcinogen. Both at
the manufacturing stage and at the disposal stage, health and safety issues and
enviromnental concerns must be addressed, as the technology matures, for cadmium
telluride solar cells. Recycling procedures are being studied (U.S. DOE 1991). However,
it is worth bearing in mind thbt the quantities are small compared with the amounts of
cadmium waste from disposal of nickel-cadmium batteries and the cadmium entering the
food stream from phosphate fertilizers. For example, in the United States 1,000 tons of
cadmium enters the waste stream yearly from discarded batteries; this is equivalent to the
waste that would be created from 20 billion watts of discarded PV modules (Zweibel and
Barnett 1993). Coal burning also produces some cadmium waste (about one
kilogram/GWh of electricity, equivalent to 150 m2 of cadmium sulfide/cadmium telluride
modules producing the same 1 GWh in 30 years; Zweibel and Banett 1993).

The Cost of Photovoltaic Power

The cost of electricity from photovoltaics is dependent on the following factors:

Insoladon at the site. This determines the amount of electricity generted from a
specific system, as it is analogous to the amount of fuel available.

* Module and system efficiency. The system efficiency is important, as it is the
percentage of available energy converted to electrical energy, after energy losses
during electricity generation. Data taken from Annex 8 on system efficiencies are
shown in Figure 4.9. Values beyond 1992 are projected; the others are values used
in calculations of various photovoltaic schemes. System efficiencies have increased
with time. The main component of the system efficiency is the module efficiency.
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For most PV systems, the system efficiency is about 70 to 85 percent of the module
efficiency.2 3 The module efficiency varies considerably between different PV
modules, as illustrated in Figures 4.2 to 4.7. The module efficiency is also of
importance in its contribution toward other costs, because generating a specific
amount of power, will require different amounts of land, and will therefore result in
different total area-related costs for modules with differing efficiency.

* Module cost. The module cost depends on the cost of the materials comprising the
module, thet particular technique used to manufacture it, and tise size of the module
order. Costs are discussed in detail in the next subsection.

* Balance-of-system (BOS) cost. This can include the cost of the supporting
structure, power conditioners (to convert the DC power to AC current), control
devices, electrical wiring, batteries for storage, site preparation, installation, and the
secondary system (such as lights or a water pump). Different souirces differ about
what constitutes the balance-of-system costs, and these inconsistencies make it
difficult to compare BOS costs directly unless the costs of the individual
constituents are given. These BOS costs can account for approximately 40 to 60
percent of the total capital cost according to varying sources.24 Balance-of-system
costs are discussed in more detail in the cost subsection.

* System life. The life of the system is also important. Most sources quoted in this
report assume a photovoltaic life of 30 years in calculations. One PV manufacturer
has recently increased its warranty to 20 years, but most currently guarantee only
10 years, even though modules are expected to function longer (Real Goods 1991).
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (1992c) reports current module lifetimes as
10 to 15 years. These are expected to increase to 20 years by 1995-2000 and to 30
years by 2010-2030, according to the U.S. DOE's Photovoltaics Program Plan
(NREL 1992c). The Interational Energy Agency (1991) states that the technology
has already approached a 30-year lifetime for single-crystal silicon.

- mInterest rate. The main distinguishing fealdre of this technology is the high capital
cost and the zero fuel cost, unlike conventional technologies, in which fuel costs are
high and the initial investment is low. For example, a conventional system may
have a capital cost of $1,500/kW and an operating cost (including fuel) of 4
cents/kWh, whereas a PV system can have a capital cost which is six times higher

23. International Energy Agency :1987) and Zweibel and Barnett (1993) assume system
efficiencies of 85 percent and 75 to 80 percent of module efficiencies, respectively, for calculations. In
ESMAP reports on Yemen and Pakistan (ESMAP 1991b and ESMAP 1989, respectively), a system
efficiency equal to 70 percent of the module efficiency was used in calculations.

24. BOS cost estimates as percentages of total capital cost are 40 to 60 percent according to
Perlack, Jones, and Waddle (1990); 38 to 55 percent (system cost is 60 to 120 percent higher than module
cost) according to Kimura (1992); 40 to 50 percent according to Kelly (1993) for flat plate systems; and 50
percent according to SERI (1989).
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($10,000/kW) but an opcrating cost which is six times lower (0.6 cents/kWh) than
the conventional system.

Figure 4.9. Sysbtm Efficiencles
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Operating and Maintenance CosL Operating and maintenance (O&M) costs are
generally low, because of the absence of moving parts in the electricity-generating
components. Items 54 and others in Annex 8 quote O&M costs of about 0.5S/kWh for
smaU PV systems. This is small relative to the O&M costs of a small diesel system (about
1.0 to 1.5¢JkWh for maintenance and about 5.0 cents/kWh for fuel). Operating and
maintenance costs of 0.39 to 1.449/kWh are found for utility-scale flat-plate systems (U.S.
Congrss 1992). Another source quotes a study of seven medium-scale U.S. PV projects
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as having O&M costs of 0.4 to 7.0¢/kWh (Kelly 1993). These are shown below in Table
" 1 and may be divided into flat plate (0.39 to 1.44 ¢/kWh) and concentrator systems (4.81
w 6.97¢1kWh). In the case of concentrator systems, almost 40 percent of the O&M cost in
Arizona was for the tracker, whereas in Texas, 80 percent resulted from problems with the
power conditioner.

Table 4.1. The Operating Experience of Large PV Systems

O&M costs (OAWh)

Power Observed Potential

Slte )System type Tracker only Total Best pails Double otency

Lovington, CA 0.10 FP/OD 0.00 0.39 0.13 0.11

Washington, DC 0.30 FP/OD 0.00 1.44 0.14 0.12

Sacramento, CA 2.00 FP/1D 0.02 0.61 0.15 0.13

Carissa Plains, CA 6.50 FP/2D 0.18 0.80 0.29 0.20

Lugo, CA 1.00 FP/2D 0.37 1.10 0.29 0.20

Phoenix, AZ 0.23 C/2D 1.78 4.81 0.53 0.30

Dallas / Fort Worth, TX 0.03 C12D 0.82 6.97 0.73 0.35

Notes FP = flat plate; C = concentrator; OD = no tracking; ID = one-dimensional traddng; 2D
= two-dimensional tracking.

Source., Electric Power Research Institute, aPhotovoltaic Operation and Maintenance
Evaluation,' EPRI GS-6625, December 1989, cited in Kelly (1993).

Potential using 'best parts" corrects known design defects and essumes use of parts
with proven low O&M costs. Potential using udouble efficiency" assumes best pafs
are used but module outut is doubled by improved celI design (affects only some
O&M).

Of O&M in Dallas/Fort Worth system, 80% resulted from problems with the Dower
conditioner. More than half of the Sky Harbor (Phoenix) costs result from moisture
leakage Into the arrays, forcing extensive component replacement. The design
defect has been corrected with improved seals.
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Costs In Detail

The following subsections look at module costs, balance-of-system costs, and
electricity generation costs in more detail.

Module Costs
Module costs, both historic and future, according to various sources in the

literature, are given in Annex 10. These were obtained from Annex 8, except items 62,67
to 68, 159, 187 to 188, 194 to 195, 201, 207, 235 to 237, 267, and 278 to 285, which
were excluded for one of the following reasons:

* Costs for arrays were excluded, because they may also include the cost of the racks
for supporting the modules.

* Tracker or racking (support) costs were included in the quoted cost.

* It was not clear from the text whether the cell or module cost was being stated.

* Costs were based on achieving a particular production level (this necessitates certain
assumptions about the rate of market increase).

* Costs were cited, but it was not possible to ascertain the date of the quote.

* Costs were projected for years up to and including 1992.

The costs in Annex 10 were converted into 1990 U.S. dollars per peak watt using
the methods described in Annex 1. These costs then were plotted in Figures 4.10 to 4.13.
*he following must be noted with regard to these graphs:

* Only photovoltaic module costs are shown. BOS costs (e.g., mounting costs,
storage costs) are not included but are discussed in the next section.

* In most cases, the year of the module cost quoted is from the source material.
Where it is not, the publication date of the document is used, unless noted
otherwise.

* Similarly, the year of the price quoted is usually stated. Where this is not so, the
year of the quoted cost is taken as the year of the currency. Beyond 1992, the year
of publication of the document is taken as the cunrency year.

* The size of the module systemtorder is different in each case, with prices for both
2.5 Wp orders as well as megawatt orders being shown.

* Figures for 1992 and earlier are actual; those after 1992 are projections.

* Both production costs as well as selling prices are shown. Prices may differ from
production costs for several reasons; producers may have a higher implicit discount
rate to provide for risks, taxes, recovery of R&D, and other factors. This adds to
dispersion on the graphs.

* Type of module is rarely specified; thus, no differentiation was made in the graphs.

v The varying "quantities" (i.e., total peak wattage) of modules, as specified by the
source, are shown in the graphs. In addition, Figure 4.11 shows only the module ces-s
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where the total sale is less than 1,000 Wp, as well as those bought in "small quantities."
Figure 4.12 shows the module cost when the quantity being purchased is 1,000 Wp or
greater, or when "large quantities" are being purchased. Figure 4.13 shows the data (the
largest data set) for those costs where the wattage is not specified.

Figure 4.10. Photovoltalc Module Costs by Size of Order
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Figure 4.11. Photovoltalc Module Cost for Small Orders
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The following may be deduced from the graphs:

* The costs of photovoltaic modules have decreased from about $300/Wp (1990
prices) in the early 1970s to $4 to I lI/Wp (1990 prices) in 1992. An outlier figure of

over $1,000/Wp (1990 prices) appears in the early 1970s, which may be due to the
small scale of the application. There are also outlier figures of $2 to 3/Wp (1990
prices) in 1992; these may be actual production costs.

* The costs vary with the total quantity (in terms of wattage) required, with larger
quantities being cheaper.

* Projections for future cost reductions show that the cost is expected to drop to $1 to

2/Wp (1990 prices) by the beginning of the next century. The outliers for 1998 are

based on projections made in the 1980s (Items 114 and 116) and appear optimistic.
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The costs are spread over a range for both 1991 and 1992. This probably stems
from the range of data collected. This includes both actual module prices in a
developing country, Zimbabwe, as well as actual module prices in the United States
(from Real Goods, a commercial publication). On the other hand, the costs quoted
by Zweibel and Barnett (1993; items 264-66) appear to be actual manufacturing
costs. Furthermore, the latter are for thin-film PV modules, whereas the former are
for crystalline silicon PV modules (except for item 42), which have a higher
manufacturing cost.

Figure 4.12. Photovoltalc Module Costs for Large Orders
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Figure 4.13. Photovoltalc Module Costi% for Unspecifled Order Simes
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From Figure 4.10, it appears that module costs are expected to drop further with
time. Indeed, as noted earlier, a number of authorities quote decreases in price with respect
to market size (i.e., values for module costs have been projected for a particular market
size). This illustrates the extent to which economies of scale and the gain in manufacturing
experience are expected to play a part in reducing future costs. Indeed, the "leaming curve"
for photovoltaics has been calculated by several authorities (Cody and Tiedje 1992; and
Tsuchiya 1992). This is a measure of the decrease in price with increasing production
because of economies of scale and technological progress and is defined by the following
relationship:

Y=aXb or logY=loga+blogX

where Y = Unit production cost for accumulated production X

X = Accumulated production

a = Cost of a unit at first production

b = Leaming parameter (a negative number)
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From this equation, a doubling in the accumulated production leads to a reduction in
the unit cost by a factor, called the progress ratio, which is usually expressed as a
percentage.

Cody and Tiedje (1992) found their data to yield a "77 percent learning curve" for
"silicon solar cells" between 1976 and 1988; that is, that a doubling of production resulted
in costs decreasing to 77 percent of their initial level.25 Cody and Tiedje (1992) also
report Maycock as identifying a learning curve parameter as 90 percent for silicon solar
cells up to 1965 and 80 percent between 1965 and 1973. Interestingly, Tsuchiya (1992)
found a similar result for Japanese photovoltaic production between 1979 and 1988 (i.e., a
nearly "80 percent learning curve"). although he does not specify the type of photovoltaic
module. 2 6

These reductions in costs may be attributed to several factors:

The steady progress in the efficiency of cells and modules as noted earlier. For
example, efficiencies of crystalline silicon modules have increased by 50 percent
from 1976 to 1992; that is, from 7 to 8 percent to 10 to 13 percent. Furthermore,
as discussed earlier, further gains in efficiency are still possible and likely.

- Increases in the scale of manufacturing, and with this changes in cell design and
manufacturing technologies. The 60-fold increase in the market from 1976, albeit
from very small levels has permitted manufacturers to introduce methods more
amenable to large-scale, low-cost production. Examples are the introduction of
thin-film modules that are amenable to automated manufacturing processes, and the
innovative methods being used for the production of single-crystal silicon wafers,
such as the dendritic web approach which minimize silicon waste.

Balance-of-System Costs

As described earlier, the term balance-of-system can include supporting structure,
power conditioners (to convert the DC power to AC current); control devices; electrical
wiring; batteries for storage; site preparation; installation; and the secondary system, such
as lights or a water pump. Sources differ in their definition of what exactly constitutes the
balance-of-system, and these inconsistencies make it difficult to compare BOS costs
directly, unless the costs of the individual components are given. These BOS costs can

25. Cody and Tiedje (1992) note that up to 1982 the market was dominated by single-crystal
silicon solar panels, but by 1985 consisted of a mix of 48 percent single-crystalline silicon materials, 27
percent polycrystalline silicon materials, and 24 percent amorphous silicon materials. They also comment
on significant perfornance differences between these. However, they include all the cells under a generic
category of "silicon solar cells." They use the average selling price of solar modules in their calculations.
Cumulative annual worldwide sales are used in place of cumulative production.

26. Tsuchiya (1992) does not clarify the approximations made by using the accumulated
production values from 1979 as opposed to those from the first production in order to obtain the learning
curve for the period: 1979-88. Furthermore, it is not clear whether the module cost is the actual selling
price or the manufacttring cost, though it is more likely to be the latter.
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account for approximately 40 to 60 percent of the total capital cost according to varying
sources.2 7 Annex 8 does give an indication of costs of certain BOS items. These are
specified as either a percentage of the total cost, or a total area-related ($/sq. m.) and a total
power-related ($/kW) cost, or as individual component costs. The following should be
noted with regard to these costs:

The BOS differs in different applications, from photovoltaics for water pumping to
photovoltaics for gexerating electricity. Second, further variance is found between
a grid-attached PV system and an individual unit for a house, both producing
electricity. The situation can then become more complicated: Hankins (1993) gives
a number of examples of PV power in developing country situations, where the
system is only required to deliver DC electricity, unlike, say, for a home in the
United States thus eliminating the need for power converters.

The BOS component parts are usually made or obtained locally, and thus even
further variation is found in the cost of individual components depending on the site
of the PV scheme. See, for example, items 49 and 50 which compare costs
between the Dominican Republic and the United States (U.S. Congress 1992).
Battery cost is $1,0501kW (lasts 3 to 5 years) in the former, and $1,400/kW (lasts 3
to 5 years) in the latter. Similarly, the cost of electronic control equipment is
$l1,000kW in the Dominican Republic and $1,800/kW in the United States. In
addition, mounting hardware, with a cost of $800IkW, is required in the latter,
unlike the former.

* -lThe cost of the land and the cost of labor for instailation of the PV scheme are again
very much dependent on the site.

* Batteries can make up a large part of the cost. Variation in cost will be found
depending on whether these are needed for a particular application. An example of
an application that may not require batteries is a utility-based, grid-attached PV plant
supplying only peak power.

Significant reductions in future BOS costs are expected with increases in:

e Module efficiency; this is with regard to area-related BOS costs, which will
decrease as the area requirement is reduced with increasing module efficiency.

* Market size, which lead to scale economies.

Table 4.2 shows U.S. DOE (1992c) and SERI (1989) assessments. The main
reductions are expected to be in power conditioning, wiring and labor (installation) costs.
Incrases in inverter and battery life are also projected.

27 . BOS cost estimates as percentages of totai capital cost vary from 40 to 60 percent according
to Perlack, Jones, and Waddle (1990); 38 to 55 percent (system cost is 60 to 120 percent higher than
module cost) according to Kimura (1992); 40 to 50 percent according to Kelly (1993) for flat plate systems;
to 50 percent according to SERI (1989).
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Table 4.2. Balance-of-System Costs for Photovoltaic Systems

system Module System
size BOS costs cost cost Year

loem- Refernoe () $kWp $fkWp $JkWp Notes
187 U.S. 5,000 1,500 (controlsl 5,000 7,650 1991

DOE inverter); 150 (array) Remote power systems;
(1992c) (battery); 1.000 assumptions Incl. 3-day batery

Installation storage, 80% max. depth of
discharge, 5 yr battery life, and
10 yr controls! Inverter ife

188 U.S. 5,000 1,000 (controls! 2,500 4,125 2000
DOE Inverter); 125 (array) Remote power systems;
(1992c) (battery); 500 assumptions hcl. 3-day battery

Installation storage, 80% max. depth of
discharge, 8 yr battery Ife, and
15 yr controls! Inverter lile

278 SERI - 2,00W battery (storage 7,000 - 1987
(1989) for5days);1OOwiring (module All costs In 1987$/kWp

controls; 1,500 labor Incl. racks) (DC). Actual cost, remote stand-
alone (1kW) system.

279 SERI - 1,500 battery (storage 5,000 - 1990
(1989) for 5 days); 50 wiring (module All costs in 1987$AlWp

controls; 1,000 labor incl. racks) (DC). Predicted cost, remote
stand-aone (1kW) system.

280 SERI - 1,500 battery (storage 3,000 - 1995
(1989) for 5 days); 50 wiring (module Al costs in 1987$A/Np

controls; 800 labor incd. racks) (DC). Predicted cost, remote
stand-alone (1kW) system.

281 SERI - 1,500 battery (storage 2,000 - 2000
(1989) for 5 days); 50 wiring (module All costs in 1987S/dNp

controls; 500 labor incl. racks) (DC). Predicted cost, remote
stand-Wone (1kW) system.

282 SERI - 500 power 5,000 - 1987
(1989) condffioning; 500 (module All costs in 1987 $/kWp

wiring; 1,000 labor incl. racks (AC). Actual cost of large,
or tracker) installed, grid-tied system.

283 SERI - 400 power 4,000 - 1990
(1989) conditioning; 300 (module All costs in 1987 $/kWp

wiring; 800 labor incl. racks (AC). Predicted cost of large,
or tracker) installed, grid-tied system.

284 SERI - 200 power 2,000 - 1995
(1989) conditioning; 200 (module All costs in 1987 $IkWp

wiring; 500 labor incl. racks (AC). Predicted cost of large,
or tracker) installed, grid-tied system.

285 SERI - 150 power 1,500 - 2000
(1989) conditioning; 150 (module All costs in 1987 $/IkWp

wiring ;300 labor incl. racks (AC). Predicted cost of large,
or tracker) installed, grid-tied system.

Note: *Item from Annex 8
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Cost of Photovoltaic Electrlclty

Figures 4.14 and 4.15 show the cost of photovoltaic electricity as calculated by a
variety of different sources taken from the table in Annex 8. The costs have all been
converted to 1990 dollars per kilowatt hour using the procedure described in Annex 1.
Figure 4.14 distinguishes between cases where the details are given in the reference on the
calculative assumptions made; and Figure 4.15 shows the same data but distinguishes
between on-grid and off-grid generation, as specified by the reference. It is assumed that
costs quoted up to and including 1992 are based on actual component prices, lifetimes, and
efficiencies; though this is not always specified in the text. Costs beyond 1992 are based
on projected component costs, lifetimes, and so on, and in some cases the basis for these
projected values is given in the text.

The graphs show that the cost of electricity is decreasing. However, it is difficult to
arrive at conclusions about the rate of decrease, because different assumptions have been
made by different sources for their calculations. These range from different insolation
values, to different interest rates, to different types and size of schemes; furthermore,
because scale economies are significant, projected costs are particularly dependent on the
scale of the markets assumed. Nevertheless, some trends can be seen. The figures below
compare the cost of photovoltaic electricity (in the same units) as quoted by different
authorities. Current estimates for PV electricity generation range from 25 to 300
cents(1990)/kWh. Figure 4.15 illustrates the lower cost of on-grid PV electricity
generation compared with remote systems. This is partly because of economies of scale (as
illustated earlier by the lower cost of modules for large quantities) and may also be because
storage costs (i.e., batteries) were not included for on-grid generation. Current cost
estimates for off-grid generation are in the range 25 to 250 cents (1990)/kWh, whereas
those for on-grid generation (where specified as such) are in the range 30 to 40 cents
(1990)/kWh.
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Figure 4.14. Cost of Electricity from Photovoktalcs
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As described earlier in this section, the cost of electricity depends on several
factors, such as insolation, system efficiency, lifetime, capital costs, O&M costs, and
interest rates. The method for calculating the levelized cost of electricity is shown below:

Cost of electricity (levelized) = AC + (O&M) (in $/kWh)
E

where AC = Annualized capital cost ($/yr)

C = Total capital cost ($)

A= Theannuityrate= r(l+r)n ,wherer=0.10,i.e. adiscountrateof
(l+r)n -I 10%, and n = life of plant (yr)

(O&M) = Annual operating and maintenance cost ($/yr)

E = Number of kilowatt hours produced annually (Whlyr)
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Figure 4.15. Cost of Electricity from Photovoltaics
(Remote and Grid-Attached Generation)
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In the case of photovoltaics, the fuel cost is zero. The term (AC/E) can be written as
the sum of three terms: MOD (PV module component) + BOS(A) (area-related balance-of-
system component) + BOS(P) (power-related balance-of-system component), where

MOD = A(r, nM) x CM($IkW) x I (kWIm2, peak solar power incident on system) x EffM
Effs x lnsol.

BOS(A) = A(r, nA) x CA($/ M2)
EffS x Insol.

BOS(P) = A(r, np) x Cp($tkW) x I (kW/m2, peak solar power incident on system)
Insol.

where
nM= module life (years)

nA life of area-related balance ot system components (years)

np = life of power-related balance of system components (years)

CM = module cost ($/kW)

CA = cost of area-related balance of system components ($/m2)

Cp = cost of power-related balance of system components ($/kW)

EffM = module efficiency (%)

Effs = system efficiency (%) = EffBos x EffM

EffBOS = balance-of-system efficiency (%)

Insol. = Annual solar insolation at site (kWh/mr2 ).

As can be seen, longer component lifetimes, higher insolation, and lower
component costs all result in lowering the cost of electricity generation. It is interesting to
see the part played by the module efficiency. As discussed earlier, the system efficiency is
about 70 to 85 percent of the module efficiency. Thus, in the module component term,
MOD, it is only the ratio of the two (EffM/Effs) that is of importance as the quoted module
cost in $/Wp already accounts for the module efficiency. The power-related balance-of-
system components, BOS(P), are a function of capacity requirements and being
"downstream" ef the system are not affected by module efficiency. However, the area-
related balance-of-system, BOS(A), is affected by both module efficiency, EffM, and
system efficiency, Effs. First, the system efficiency is of importance in determining the
electricity generated. Second, the area-related balance of system costs are linked to the
module area and therefore the module efficiency for a required peak wattage.
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The Future of PhotovoltaIcs

There is no doubt that costs of photovoltaic modules have decreased by a factor of
10 over the past 15 years or so and a factor of over 50 since the early 1970s. This decrease
has been as a result of both technological progress and gain in PV production experience.
There has also been an increase in PV module efficiencies. The "bottom line" is the cost of
electricity. This too has decreased, as a result of lower module costs and higher module
efficiencies. Indeed, it is already competitive with the cost of electricity from conventional
technologies in certain instances. Remote sitings are the main example of this, particularly
for small loads, due to the high costs of grid extension. For example, Waddle and PerJack
(1991) found that in Guatemala, PV systems were less expensive than grid extension when
loads were less than 15 to 25 kWh/day and the distance to the nearest tie-point was 6 to 10
km.

The extent of interest and technological research in the field of photovoltaics
appears to offer prospects for further cost reductions, in particular with the large-scale
commercialization of heterojunctional thin-film modules and multijunctional PV modules,
as well as with advances in PV concentrator technology. Increases in the PV market will
also play an important part in cost reduction because of scale economies and in the creation
of incentives for further technical innovation in manufacturing. The incentive to PV
manufacturers to decrease costs substantially will occur only if the market increases are
large enough to enable the industry to recoup its investment in PV research and
development. Other future issues of importance in the photovoltaic industry are the supply
of raw materials, as the crystalline silicon PV market expands beyond the "waste" silicon
available from the semiconductor industry.

The emphasis to date, however, has been on photovoltaic modules, when the
balance-of-system components form 40 to 60 percent of the total cost. Economies of scale
and extensions in component lifetimes are expected to be the main two factors in reducing
the.e costs further. Batteries, especially, are mentioned as being a particularly expensive
component because of their short lifetime (3 to 5 years) and consequent need for regular
replacement. hnis, however, is mainly an issue for remote systems; grid-attached PV
systems futi Lhe provision of peak power (if peak insolation and peak demand match) or PV
schemes used in conjunction with an existing hydro scheme have less need for storage.
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Annex 1. Cost Calculations and
Currency Adjustments

The costs quoted in this paper are drawn from a variety of sources. Some are actual costs,
whereas others are results of tabletop and engineering studies. Frequently, the sources
quoted do not specify the details of their calculations and the assumptions made therein,
such as discount rates and tax credits. Where these assumptions have been specified, I have
attempted to note them. However, it is worth bearing in mind that this does cause
difficulties in making direct cost comparisons.

Where data is available, the levelized cost of electricity has been calculated using the
following standard formula

Cost of electricity (levelized) = AC + +±&MŽ +±F (in $/kWh)

E

where

AC= Annualized capital cost ($fyr)

C = Total capital cost ($)

A = The annuity rat = r (l+r)n ,where r = 0.10, i.e., a discount rate of

(1+r)n -1 10%, and n = life of plant (yr)

(O&M) = Annual operating and maintenance cost ($Iyr)

F = Annual fuel cost for plant ($Iyr.)

E = Number of kilowatt hours produced annually (kWhlyr).

All currency values have been converted to 1990 currency figures using the
Consumer Price Index (line 64) quoted in the IMFs International Financial Statistics. They
have then been converted to U.S. dollars (1990) using the period average of the market
exchange rate (rf) taken from the same document. For 1992 dollars, an average of the first
three quarters of the market exchange rate (rf) has been used for conversion to 1990
dollars. Any variations from the methods given above are noted in the relevant section of
the text.

The reader is referred to the International Energy Agency's Guidelines for the
Economic Analysis of Renewable Energy Technology Applications or to the Electric Power
Research Institute's Technical Assessment Guide (EPRI TAG) for more detailed cost
analyses of these technologies.
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Annex 2. Costs of Ethanol Production
Table A2.1. Costs of Ethanol Production

Productfion Poductfon
Raw cost (as cost(1990

Reference material quoted) US MO Year Notes

I U.S. Congress sugarcane 10-11.80 10-11.8 1992 Based on operating expenence-
(1992) $IGJ (1990) average production cost in Brail.

2 U.S. Congress sugarcane 9.0 S/GJ 9 1992 Based on operating experience of most
(1992) (1990) efficient distilleries in Brazil.

3 U.S. Congress sugarcane 8.5 SIGJ 8.5 2000 Technology could be available by 2000
(1992) (1990) with concerted R,D&D effort assumes

biomass gasiflerdgas turbine cogener-
ation; sale of surplus electricity, rev-
enues credited against cost of ethanol.

4 U.S. Congress cellulosic 19-21 $1GJ 19-21 1992 Utilizing acid hydrolysis; technology
(1992) material (1990) commercially ready but not yet

implemented commercially.
5 U.S. Congress cellulosic 15 SA;J 15 2000 Technology could be avaiable by 2000

(1992) material (1990) with concerted R,D&D efforL

6 U.S. Congress cellulosic 9-11 W/GJ 9-11 1992 Enzymatic process; technology near-
(1992) material (1990) commercial.

7 U.S. Congress cellulosic 6-6.5 $1GJ 6-6.5 2000 Enzymatic process; technology could
(1992) materil (1990) be available by 2000 with concerted

R,D&D effort.
8 U.S. DOE (1990a) com $1.28/gallon 16 1990 Assuning cost in 1990 $; com feed-

stock represents half this cost rev-
enues from animal feed co-products
include about half the total costs.

9 U.S. DOE (1990a) cellulosic $1.35/gallon 17 1990 Assurming costs are in 1990 $; Cost
material based on technology of the time.

10 U.S. DOE (1990a) cellulosic $0.60Ugallon 7.5 1998 Assuming costs are in 1990 $- for
matial enzymatic hydrolysis technology.

11 U.S. DOE (1990a) not 17.4 $MilBtu 16.6 1990 Assuming costs in 1990 $; levefized
specffied cost; states 'approach to fuels is

consistent with EPRls required
revenues (Fxed Charge Rate)
methodology; Science Applications
Intemational Corp. (SAJC) model used
for economic analysis.'

12 U.S. DOE (1990a) not 7.2 $/MilBtu 6.9 2000 Assurming costs in 1990 $; levelized
specified cost assumes intensified R,D&D;

states "approach to fuels is consistent
with EPRI's required revenues (Fixed
Charge Rate) methodology; SAIC
model used for economic analysis."

(continued on next page)
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Rv cost (as cost(1990
Reference rntWfal quate<) US$SJ) Year No1bs

13 U.S. DOE (1990a) not 13.0 $UMiBtu 12.4 2000 Assuming costs in 1990 $; levelized
specified cost assumes Business-as-usual;

states "approach to fuels is consistent
with EPRls required revenues (Fixed
Charge Rate) methodology; SAIC
model used for economic analysis."

14 U.S. DOE (1990a) not 7.2 $IMilBtu 6.9 2010 Assuming costs in 1990$; levelized
specified cost assumes intensified R,D&D;

states mapproach to fuels is consistent
wifth EPRI's required revenues (Fixed
Charge Rate) methodology; SAIC
model used for economic analysis."

15 U.S. DOE (1990a) not 10.0 $/MplBtu 9.5 2010 Assuming costs in 1990 $; levelized
specified cost assumes business-as-usual;

states 'approach to fuels is consistent
with EPRl's required revenues (Fixed
Charge Rate) methodoloyy, SAIC
model used for economic analysis."

16 U.S. DOE (1990a) not 7.2 $/MilBtu 6.9 2020 Assuming costs are in 1990 $;
specified levelized cost; approach to fuels is

consistent with EPRI's required
revenues (fixed charge rate)
methodology, SAIC model used for
economic analysis."

17 Hal and Overend sugarcane $0.264- 16.5-18.4 1983 Ouoting Geller (1985).
(1987) 0.295/liter

(1983 $)

18 Weiss (1986) sugarcane $0.13- 8.1-14.4 1983 Direct production cost incl. "carrying
023iter charges' for majority of Brazilian
(1983) installations.

19 Weiss (1986) sugarcane $0.30/liter 18.7 1983 Higher estimate of direct production
(1983) cost (including 'carrying charges" for

new autonomous installations in
Northeast of Brazi.

20 Seroa da Motta and sugarcane $0.167fi 10.4 1983 Brazil: Sao Paulo (annexed dstilery,
da Rocha Ferreira (1983) sugarcane from market and self-
(1988) supplied) including capital costs.

21 Seroa da Motta and sugarcane $0.143fi 8.9 1983 Brazil: Sao Paulo (annexed disillery,
da Rocha Ferreira (1983) sugarcane from market and self-
(1988) supplied) excl. capital costs, assuming

continuation of production with existing
installed capacity.

22 Seroa da Motta and sugarcane $0.206fi 12.9 1983 Brazil: Sao Paulo (autonomous
da Rocha Ferreira (1983) dLstillery, self-supplied sugarcane)
(1988) including capital costs.

23 Seroa da Motta and sugarcane $0.160/i 10 1983 Brazl: Sao Paulo (autonomous
da Rocha Ferreira (1983) distllery, self-supplied sugarcane)
(1988) excluding capital costs, assuming

continuation of production with existing
installed capacity.
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Prauiwbn Rmdcio
Raw cost (as cost (1990

Reference nabS quote SW)J Year Noe

24 Smos da Motta and sugarcane $0.209A 13 1983 Brazil: Center/South (annexed
da Rocha Femira (1983) distlflery, sugarcane from market, and
(1988) self-supplied) incl. cap. costs.

25 Seroada Motta and sugarcane $0.1689 10.5 1983 Brazil: Center/South (annexed
da Rocha Ferreilra (1983) distillery, sugarcane from market and
(1988) self-supplied) excluding capital costs,

assuming continuation of production
with existing installed capacity.

26 SeroadaMottaand sugarcane $0.264i 16.5 1983 Brazil: Centre/South (autonomous
da Rocha Ferreira (1983) distillery, self-supplied sugarcane)
(1988) cIn. capital costs.

27 Seroa da Mota and sugarcane $0.1791 11.2 1983 Brazil: Centre/South (autonomous
da Rocha Ferreira (1983) distillery, seHf-supplied sugarcane)
(1988) exd. capital costs, assuming

continuation of production with current
capacity.

28 Seroa da Motta and sugarcane S0.240i 14.4 1984 Brazil: Nortl/Nortl'east (annexed
da Rocha Ferreira (1984) distiflery, sugarcane from mkl. and
(1988) self-suppe incl. capital costs.

29 Seroa da Motta and sugarcane $0.191A 11.4 1984 Brazil: North/Northeast (annexed
da Rocha Fereira (194) distiflery, sugarcane from marhet, and
(1988) seaf-supplied) exc-. capital costs,

assuming continuation of production
with existing instafled capacity.

30 Seroa da Mota and sugarcane 60.261A 15.6 1984 Brazil: North/Northeast (autonomous
da Rocha Ferreira (1984) distillely, self-supplied sugarcane)
(1988) including capital costs

31 Seroa da Motta and sugarcane 60.194A 11.6 1984 Brazil: NorthNortheast (autonomous
da Rocha Ferreira (1984) distllery, seHf-supplied sugarcane)
(1988) excluding capital costs, assuming

continuation of production with existing
instlled capacity.

32 CENAL (1988) sugarcane $0.233- 13.2-16.7 ? From World Bank Staff Appraisa
0.295Ai Report 1985; *entrepreneurial total"
(1986) including opportunity cost of capital at

11% for "new areas."

33 CENAL (1988) sugarcane $0.201- 11.4-14.5 ? From Wod 1Bank Staff Appraisal
0.255/ Report. 1985; 'economic total
(1986) inclucing opportuniy cost of capital at

11% for new areas.
34 CENAL (1988) sugarcane $0.2581 14.6 ? Data from FGV; "entrepreneurial totar

(1986) including opportuniy cost of capital at
119.

35 CENAL (1988) sugarcane $0.173A 9.8 ? Data from FGV; 'economic total"
(1986) inducling opportunity cost of capital at

11%.

36 CENAL (1988) sugarcane $0.264A 15 ? Data from SOPRAL; mentrepreneurial
(1986) total" including opportunity cost of

capital at 11%.

(continued on next page)
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pwcxd PmrAdxf
I~w cas (as cos(1990

Refenee Vmtea qte US$SW) Year Notes

37 CENAL (1988) sugarcane $0.175A 9.9 ? Data frorn SOPRAL; *economic total*
(1986) Including opportunity cost of capital at

11%.
38 World Bank sugafcane S027-0.28/1 14.2-14.7 1978 Refers to SAR; Lower estimate of

Performance (1988) economic production costs of
Audit,1990 anhydrous ethanol in late 1970s in

Southeast Brazil.
39 World Bank sugarcane $0.19/i 10 1988 Refers to PCR estimates, under

Performance (1988) average conditions, in late 1980s for
Audlt,1990 economic production cost of hydrous

ethanol, assuming 12%o cost of captal.
40 Wordd Bank Perfor- sugarcane $0.27/i 14.2 1980 Esfimated hydrous alcohol economic

mance Audlt,1990 (1988) cost (ex-distllery) in 1980.
41 World Bank Perfor- sugarcane $0.21/1 11 1984 Estimated hydrous alcohol economic

mance Audki,1990 (1988) cost (ex-dstillery) in 1984.
42 World Bank sugarcane S0.179- 10.7-11.5 1984 Refers to CENAL; WB Appraisal

Subsector 0.193/1 Report, 1985; World Bank financial
Review,1989 (1984) cost data for Brazil: Sao Paulo (trad.

areas) incl. standard conversion factor
on local costs of 0.83 and return to
capital of 11%/yr.

43 World Bank sugarcane S0.145- 8.7-9.5 1984 Relers to CENAL; WB AppraisW
Subsector 0.159/1 Report, 1985; World Bank econ. cost
Review,1989 (1984) data for Brazil: Sao Paulo (trad. areas)

ma. standard conversion factor on
local costs of 0.83.

44 World Bank sugarcane S0.20-0252/1 12-15.1 1984 Refers to CENAL;WBAppraisal
Subsector (1984) Report, 1985; World Bank financial
Review,11989 cost data for Brazal: New areas incl.

standard conversion factor on local
costs of 0.83 and return to capital of
1 1%/yr.

45 World Bank sugarcane S0.16-021211 9.6-12.7 1984 Refers to CENAL;WBAppraisal
Subsector (1984) Report, 1985; World Bank economic
Review,1989 cost data for Brazil: New areas incl.

standard conversion factor on local
costs of 0.83.

46 World Bank sugarcane S0.202- 12.1-17.5 1984 Refers to CENAL;WB Appraisal, 1985;
Subsector 0.293/1 World Bank financial cost data for
Revlew,1989 (1984) Brazil: Northeast incl. standard

conversion factor on local costs of
0.83 and return to capital of 11%V/yr.

47 World Bank sugarcane 50.169- 10.1-14.7 1984 Refersto CENAL;WBAppraisal, 1985;
Subsector 0246/I World Bank economic cost data for
Review,1989 (1984) Brazil: Northeast incl. standard

conversion factor on local costs of
0.83.
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Pndco Pdcdbn
aw cot (as cost (1990

Refeence mate dW qoL) US $'GJ) Year NAtes

48 World Bank sugarcane $0.25M 14.9 1985 RelfestoCENAL;WB Appraisal, 1985;
Subsector (1985) FGV financial cost data for Brazil incl.
Revlew,1989 standard conversion factor on local

costs of 0.83 and return to capitsl of
1 1%/yr.

49 World Bank sugarcane $0.173/1 10 1985 Refers to CENAL WB Appraisal, 1985;
Subsector (1985) FGV economic cost data for BrazD incl.
Revlew,1989 standard conversion factor on local

costs of 0.83.
50 World Bank sugacane $021 15.3 1985 ReferstoCENAL;WB Appraisa, 1985;

Subsector (1985) SOPRAL financial cost data for Brazi
Review,1989 incl. standard conversion factor on

local cosms of 0.83 and retum to caprtal
of 11%/'yr.

51 World Bank sugarcane $0.175/1 10.1 1985 Refers to CENAL WB Appraisal, 1985;
Subsector (1985) SOPRAL econ. cost data for Brazil
ReviEw.1989 ind. standard conversion factor on

local costs of 0.83.
52 Firm and com $1.34-1.76/ 26.8-35.1 1980 -Beverage" pcess; indudes cred-fs

Hertzrnark (1981) gallon (1980) from sale of co-products.
53 Hain and com $1.30-1.39/ 26.0-27.8 1980 Wet milling process; includes credits

Hertzmark (1981) gallon (1980) from sale of co-products.
54 Geler V 98 sugarcane $02.8-01 18.0-21.3 1982 Data from Copersucar for Sao Paub,

(1982) Brazil, wih compensation for
overvaluabon of crtzeiro (increased
official exchange rate by factor of 1.25
to 1.5); accordIg to author, can be
viewed as approximation of
unsubsided production cost without
pof it.

55 Geller (1985) sugarane $0264-0.295/ 16.5-18.4 1983 No calculation assumptions given.
liter (1983 $)

56 Goldenbergand sugarcane $0.20tI 12 1984 ReferstoWorldBankstudy,figureis
others (1993) (19?4) weighted average takdng into account

different regions in Brazil, type of
ethanol, annexed and autonornous
distilleries, and ind. correction factor
of 0.83 over official exchange rate for
cruzeiro.

57 Gokdnberg and sugane Averaged ? ? Quotes a 1985 and 1989 report wih no
others (1993) $0.185A1, with further details, except that the figures

range of are for outside Brazirs Northeast
$0.17-0.2311 region."

58 Gowdebeg and sugarfane $0.22911 11.5 1990 Anhydrous ethanol production cost in
othes(11993) (1989) 1990; based on data from Copersucar

for 50 mills, sanple average given;
capital cost data based on a 25 year
lifecycle with 10% residual value;
calcuations based on a 12°/O real
discount rate with taxes not indluded.

(continued on next page)
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Raw cost (as cost (1990
Refeence rmode quo) US S'GJ) Year Notes

59 Goldemberg and sugarcane $0.251/ 12.6 1990 As above, except average for mills
others (1993) (1989) operating at above average cost.

60 Wyman and others com $9.9-19.5l0J 10.4-20.5 ? Estimates (based on references dating
(1993) (1969) from 1984-87) for wet milling operation,

pretax, based on 12% discount rate.
Range corresponds to com cost

61 Wyman and others com $15.0- 15.8-25.3 ? Estimates (based on references daUing
(1993) 24.016J from 1984-87) for dry mOling operation.

(1989) pretax, based on 12% ciscount rate.
Range corresponds to com cost

62 Wyman and others com $45/GJ 42 1982 Assuming costs are in 1992 $. Pretax
(1993) cost of production, assuming a 12%

discount rate.
63 Wymn and others com $18/G1 12 1992 Assuming costs are in 1992$. Pretax

(1993) cost of production, assuming a 12%
discount rate.

64 Wyman and others cellulosic $15.4/GJ 16.2 1990 Estimates (based on 1990 engineering
(1993) material (1989) stuly) for the pretax cost of production

of ethanol from cellulosic biornass,
assuming a 12% discount rate.

65 Wyman and others cellulosic $12.6/GJ 13.3 1990 As above, but on a larger scale.
(1993) material (1989)

66 Wyman and others cellulosic S7.51GJ 7.9 ? Engineering study estmate based on
(1993) material (1989) improved technology to that above, but

with no time frame; assuming 12%
discount rate.

67 Wodd Bank Staff sugarcane 14.5-15.9 US 8.7-9.5 1983 Direct economic production cost, not
Appraisal,1985 CA (1984) incduding interest for Sao Paulo, Brazil

(traditional areas), ind. standard
conversion factor.

68 World Bank Saff sugarcane 16.9-24.6 US 10.1-14.7 1983 Direct economic production cost, not
Appraisal, 1985 ¢11 (1984) incl. interest for Northeast, Brazil, incl.

standard conversion factor.
69 World Bank Staff sugarcane 15.7-21.7 US 9.4-13.0 1983 Direct economic production cost, not

Appraisal,1985 e/t (1984) induding interest for Northeast, Brazil
(labor shadow priced), incl. standard
conversion factor.

70 World Bank Staff sugarcane 16.0-212 US 9.6-12.7 1983 Direct economic production cost, not
Appraisal, 1985 /A (1984) incl. interest for new areas, Brazil, incl.

standard conversion factor.
71 World Bank Staff sugarcane 17.9-19.3 US 10.7-11.5 1983 Cost of ethanol prod'n forSao Paulo,

Appraisal,1985 OA (1984) Brazil (trad'l areas), incl. I1 % return
and standard conversion factor.

72 World Bank Staff sugarcane 202-29.3 US 12.1-17.5 1983 Cost of ethanol production for
Appraisal, 1985 *11(1984) Northeast, Brazil, incl. 11% etum and

standard conversion factor.
73 World Bank Staff sugarcane 19.0-26.3 US 11.4-15.7 1983 Cost of ethanol production for

Appraisal,1985 C1 (1984) Northeast, Brazil (labor shadow
priced), incl. 1 1% return and standard
conversion factor.
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74 Wodd Bank Staff sugarcane 20.0-252 US 12-15.1 1983 Cost of eanol pmuction for Now
Appraisal, 1985 o (1 984) areas, BrazE, md. 11% retun and

standrid conversion factor.



Annex 3. Costs of Electricity from Biomass
Table A3.1. Costs of Electricity from Blomass

Plant size Annualized Cost of electricity
in Capital Interest capital Lifetme Fuel Efflciency O&M Units 1990 USC*Iib1

Reference MWP cost rate (%) cost (years) cost (%) cost Year quoted pnices (1990) Notes

1 Elliott and 37 1600-1700 nq nq nq 2.8 $1 42 nq 1990 6.0-7.0 US 6.0-7.0 6.0-7.0 Tabletop
Booth (1990) $/kW GJ LCV (fuel) ¢/kWh US ¢/ study for

(1990) 1kWh biomass

gasifier plant.
2 Elilott and 37 1200-1300 nq nq nq 1.00 - >42 nq >1990 4.0-6.0 US 4.0-6.0 4.0-6.0 Predicted

Booth (11 990) $1 kW 4.00 $/ (fuel) (Assume 0/ kWh us O/ costs on basis
GJ LCV 2000) (1990) kWh of tabbetop

study, for
blomass

gasfer plant
3 Perlack, 20 8000 yuan/ 10 0.215 (con- 20 45 yuanr/ 25 120 yuan/ kW t99O 0.311 0.311 6.6 Cost esG-

lanney, and kW version dry M (overall)fixed mainte- yuan/ kWh yuan/ mates for
__ Russell plant) + (SY.6U/ nance, 6,000 (1990) kWh ORNL China

(1991) 0.001 (road dry Mg) yuan/yr labor, projectusng
constriuc- 0.01u yuan/
tion) yuan/ kWh variable steam
kWh maintenance turbines.

4 Perlack, 0 5850 yuan/ 10 0.157 (con- 20 45 yuan/ 35 120 yuan/kW 1990 0.236 0236 5 cost esti-
Rannev,and kW verslon dryMg (overall) fixedmainte- yuan/kWh yuan/ mates for
RussoI1 plant) + (a960/ nance 4,000 or 5 US tI kWh ORNL China
(1991) 0.001 (road dry Mg) yuan yr la- kWh projtusing

construc- bor, 0.010 (1990) gaoec turbineg
tion) yuan/ yuari/ kWh 
kWh varable

maintenance
5 Mahin (1989) 160 DM780,000 11.73 DM nq na nq DM 146,877 1987 0.26 DM/ 0.28 17.2 Compares

kW (Installesd (over 13 85,677 (total annual kWh DM/ gasiferpgaller yrs In ojerafng (1987) kWh with ieplant

power plant) case of cost) iant, which
plant) has total cost

of wer as

kWh.

Note: na = not applicable; nq = not quoted; MWp = peak megawatt (continued on next page)



(Table A3. I continued)

Plant size Annualized Cost of electricity
in Capital Interest capital Lifetime Fuel Efficiency O&M Units 1990 IJSCAJh

Reference MWp cost rate (%) cost (years) cost (%) cost Year quoted prIces (1990) Notes

6 Grassi (1992) 2 to 2000 ECUi 10 nq 25 50 ECU/ 20 0.009 ECU/ 1992 0.092-0.11 _ 11.8-14.1 Existing 1
30 kW dry tonne/ (power kWh ECU/ kWh (converted to systems.

120 ECU/ gen.) (assuming USS at Sept
TOE in 1992) 1992 ECU ex-
table change rate,

and then to
USS1990)

7 Grassi (1992) large 1200-1300 10 nq 30 50 ECU/ dry 35-38 0.006 ECU/ 1995 0.06-0.066 7 7.7-8.4 Projected
ECU/ kW tonne (power kWh ECU/ kWh (converted to costs for

biomass and gen.) (assuming USS at Sept thermal power hTi
170-176 1992) 1992 ECU Ex. tona fuel a

ECU/ TOE staa r te, nsfueled
blocrude oil and aien to by biocrude oil

prod. US$1990) or water
charcoal
slurry.

8 Grassl (1992) 100 to 330 ECU/ 10 nq 20 50 ECUI 33-40 0.008 ECU/ 1997 0.05 ECU/ I 6.4 Projected
500 kW dry tonne (power kWh kWh (converted t costs for
kW biomass gen.) (assuming US$ at SEPt decentralized oo

and 150192 19 ECU eet1 it r- 5
ECUI 199) cecanc ro

TOE fuel rate, and ten d -tion by
to US$1990) firing small

biomass pow-
der in ceramic
gas turbines.

9 Grassl(1992) <500 900-1200 10 nq 20 300 55- 60 0.01 ECU/ 1997 0.068 8.7 Advanced
kW ECU/ kW ECU/ (power kWh ECU/ kWh (converted to concept of the

TOE up- gen.) (assuming US S at Sept above.
clraded ~~~~~1992) 1992 ECU ex-

blocrude change rate,
oil and then to

US $1990)

10 Grassl (1992) 0.3- 930 ECU/ 10 nq 20 50 ECU/ 50 0.004 (base) 1996 0.072 _ 9.2 (base) Projected
50 kW dry and 0.007 (base)and and 10.9 costs for elec-

tonne (peat.) ECU/ 0.085 (peak) toctyi" produc-
biomass kWh (peak) (converted to
and 300 ECU/ kWh uSSat Se tion. aero-
ECU/ (assuming 1992 ECI? engine-

TOE up- 1992) exchange derived gas
sraded rate, and then turbine-steam
blofuel to US $1990) turbine com-

bined cycles
fueled by
upgraded
blocrude oil.

Note: na = not applicable; nq = iot quoted; MWp peak megawatt



Plant size Annualized Cost of electrkity
In Capital Interest capital UJleUme Fuel Efficiency OM Units 1990 UScokWh

Reference MWP cost rate (%) cost (years) cost (%) cost Year quoted plices (1990) Notes

11 Grassl (1992) ito 2000 ECU/ 10 nq 20 50 ECU/ 40 0.009 ECU/ 1996 0.067- _ 8.6-8.7 Projected
30 kW dry kWh 0.068 (converted costs for

tonnol ECUI kWh to US t electrict ro-
120 (assuming Sot 1992

ECU/ 1992) E U ex- duction by
TOE chanse rate, gasflcation of

and Ten to biomass and
US $1990) use of aero-

eng(ne-
ierived gas

turbinen steam
turbine
combined
cycle.

12 Grassl (1992) nq 930 ECUI 10 nq 20 500 50 0.007 ECU/ 1992 0.119 _ 15.2 Projected
kW ECU/ kWh ECU/ kWh (convertad costs for bio-

TOE (assuming to US $ t ethanol
1992) Set1992

ECtU ex- system.
change rate,
and then to
US Si 990)

13 Grassi (1992) nq 600 ECU/ 10 nq 20 150 30 0.008 ECU/ 1997 0.071 -9.1 Projected cost
kW ECUi kWh ECUf kWh (Converted frbois

TOE (assuminig powder

ECU ex- system.
change rate,
and then to'
US $1990)

14 BTG (1992a) 880 estmated at nq nq nq na 85% nq 1992 Sold to Sold at 3.5 Wood-waste
kW ECU (gene- grid for (base) and fird oo
gen- 490 000 rator) 0.04 4.6 (peak) neration
orator (DRA 1 mln (peak) and tOfYrtIdn istale

at 1980 0.03 tiUS st lan ld
prices) (bas) March 1992 1980 gm

ECUlkWh ECU ex- ECU= u
(1992) change rate, 2.05 In March

US S10 1992).

Note: na = not applicable; nq = not quoted; MWp = peak megawatt (continued on next page)



(Table A3.1 continued)

Plant size Annualized Cost of electitcty
In Capit interest pital Lifetime Fuel Efficiny O&M Unts 1990 US#AlW7

Refrence MWP cost rate (%) ost (years) cost (%) 'sot Year quoted pices (1990) Notes
15 BTG(1992b) 3.5 ECU6.6 nq nq nq na 96% nq 1992 Est.at0.02 _ 2.3(0.02 Woodwaste(gen. mln (DM (gene- ECU/ kWh ECU/ kWh fired Coen-era- 13.5 mln) rator) (0.05 DMW conveted to D ianttor) for boiler kWhl Sold to us at a mjonpl,nt

and ECU grid for 0.06 March 1992 Cost cwula-1.7 mlin (DM (peak) snd 0.04 ECU ex- Von does not
3.5 nln) for (bass) EChanWe rate, include invest-
turbine and kWh(1 992) and ihen to ment for boilergenerator US $1990) and man-

power costs
(required in

- - - ~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~any case). C,
16 WoddEnergy na na na na na 1.9-3.9$IGJ na na 1992 Quotes 5.3-6.3 5.3-6.3 a

Council (1987) quot 6-6 US e/ kWh (USA) (USA) and(1992) IngHall (1989) In USA and aprox4
(1992): Upto (Hall and others, approx Brazil)
4.9 in 1991 and 4
US In 1992 Johansson and (Brazil) _and ost. 2.06/ others, 1993) Usi °
GJ by 2000 RosIllo-Calle and kWh.

Hall (1992) sug-
gest est. 4 1

kWh for elec. In
Brazil (no dates)

17 Terrado 3 2116$/kW 12 _ 29 na _ Detailedinref- 1985 12.08US 15.2 15.2 Costestimate(1985) (1984$) erence. Costs ¢/ kWh US e for direct
base in- are for planta- (1984) kWh combustion/
stalled cos)ion ana pwereobsirplant steam tubine

3 MW plant
t8 Terrado 10 1705$/kW 12 2 29 na _ Detailedinref- 1985 8.41 USo/ 10.6 10.6 Costestimate(1985) (1984$) erence. Costs kWh US ¢/ for directbase in- are for planta- (1984) kWh

stalled cost) ion anA power (Wcombustbone
plant. steam turbine1p0 MW plant.

19 Terrado 50 1272 $/kW 12 _ 29 na _ Detailed In ref- 1985 6.63 US O/ 8.3 US 8.3 Cost estimate(1985) (1984$) erence. Costs kWh ¢/ kWh for direct(base In- are for plmnta- i984
stalled cost) lion and power 8corerbustion

plant. steam turbine50 MW plant.

Note: na = not applicable; nq = not quoted; MWp = peak megawatt



Plant size Annualized Cost of electricity
in Capital Interest capital Lifetime Fuel Efficiency O&M Units 1990 USCi*Wh

Reference MWp cost rate (%) cost (years) cost (%J cost year quoted priCes (1990) Notes

20 U.S. 5- 1.900$/kW 7 nq nq $2VGJ nq nq 1992 5-7US¢/ 6-7 US 5to7 Electricity from
Congress 50,000 (1990) kWh 0/kWh biomass using
(1992) kW (1990) steam turbine;

numbers based
on operating ex-
perence.

21 U.S. 5kW 1,200$/kW 7 nq nq $21GJ nq nq 1992 10USO/ 10US 10 Electricityfrom
Congress (1990) kWh C/ kWh biomass using
(1992) (1990) blogas Intemal

combustion en-
gine; numbers
based on operat-

Ing experience.
22 U.S. 5-100 680-420 $1 7 nq nq $2/GJ nq nq 1992 24-15 US 24-15 24-15 Electricity from

Congress kW kW (1990) 0/ kWh US ¢/ blomass using
(1992) (1990) kWh producer gas in-

temal combus-
tion engine;
numbers based
on operating ex-
perience.

23 U.S. 50 1,150$/kW 7 nq nq $2/GJ nq nq 1992 4-5USOI 4-5US 4to5 Electricity from
Car (1990) kWh ¢/ kWh blomass using
(19) (1990) producer gas-gas

turbines; tech-
nology near
commercializa-
tion.

24 U.S. 100 890$/kW 7 nq nq $2 GJ nq nq 2000 3.4USe/ 3-4US 3to4 Electrcityfrom
Congress (1990) kWh 0 kWh biomass using
(1992) (1990) producer gas-gas

turbines; tech-
nol ibl
by 20 wlth
concerted R,D&D >
effort.

25 U.S. DOE 50 $1,500/ kW; nq nq nq 1.00-2.00 $1 nq 0.50/ kWh 1990 4.2-5.4¢/ 4.6-6.0 4.6-6.0 Depends on fuel
(1990a) 2.5 0/ kWh MIBtu; 1.2- levelized kWh lbv- US 0/ cost being ap-

levelized 2.4¢/ kWh (constant elized kWh proximately;2w
(constant levellzed 1988 $) (constant vlB
19B8 $) (constant 1988 S)

1958$)

Note: na = not applicable; nq = not quoted; MWp peak megawatt (continued on next page)



(Table A3.M continued)

Plant size Annualized Cost of electricity
In Capital Interest capital Lifetime Fuel Efficiency OAM Units 1990 USOMWh

Reference MWp cost rate (%) cost (years) cost (%) cost Year quoted pilces (1990) Notes

26 ESMAP _ _ 10% $246,790 12 $9sBOO0/ nq $167,100Jyr 1985 19.2 US el 23.3 23.3 Financial analysis
(1987) (resl dis- (1985) (dlesel yr kWh US ¢/ of Ehania palm oil

(o1t98) (dises) (1985) av, kWh processing faclity rate) ~ (steam) cisc. cost (C6te d'lvolre).

27 ESMAP 10% $327,450 15 0 nq $470,980/ yr 1985 6.8 US ¢ 8.3 US 8.3 Financial cost esti-
(1987) (real das- (1985) (steam) kWh C/ kWh mate for Ehania

count (19a 5) palm oil process- a
rate) avelect ing facility. Use of

cost ~~~~additional equip-
ment to maximize
electricity produc-
tion Is assumed.
Total proposed m
electricity pro- 9.
duction = 11.8 a
GWh/ yr. a

28 ESMAP 1.3 _ 10% $259,332 0 nq $181,100yr 1985 6.60/kWh 8.0 US 8 Estimate of energy (.
(1987) (real /yr (1985) O/ kVVh potential from

discount Ctrate).wood residues forrate) large-scale semi-
integrated mills.
Analysis of case
study, assumes
use of additional
equipment for
existing plant.
Total proposed
elecriclty produc-
tion = 6.7 aWh/ yr.

29 ESMAP 0.275 _ 10% $76,904/ - 0 nq $34,001 yr 1985 20.39/ 24.6 24.6 Estimate of energy
(1987) (real yr kWh US 9e potential from

discount (1985) kWh wood residues for
rate) small-scale

sawmills. Financial
analysis of steam
plant for Sinfra
Sawmill, assuming
use of additional
equipment for
existing plant.
Total proposed
electncity pro-
duction = 0.55
GWh/ yr.

Note: na = not applicable; nq = not quoted; MWp = peak megawatt



Plants ke AnnuAJzed Cost of eloctncity
In Captal Interest capital UfeUme Fuel Effclency OIM Units 1990 USeJWh

Rehrence MW(P cost rate (() cost (y)w) oot cost Year quoted pdcGU (1990) Notes
30 ESMAP _ _ 10% $152,341 0 nq *82.399/yr 1985 3.7e/kWh 4.5US 4.5 Estimateofen-(1987) . (real /yr (1985) ¢/ kWh orgy potenealdiscont from coffee

rate) residues. Cost
per total elctric-
lity poduction

Coffee
Decortication
Plant. Scenario
assumes addi-
ffonal equipment
to convert all
rasdues to pro-
cess heat and
lectricity.

31 ESMAP 10% $304,560 15 0 nq S102,610/yr 1985 17.4e/ 21.1 21.1 Estimateof en-(1987) (real /yr kWh USof rgy potential
discount (1985) kWh from rice
rate) residues.

Financial analy-
sis of large
Ivorin Rke Mill.
Scenario as-
sumes maxdmumn
eXctricity pto-

duction I2.34

32 ESMAP 10% S50.430/ 15 0 nq *26.220/yr 1985 21.90/ 26.8 26.6 Estimate of en-
(1987) (rel yr kWh Usof/ ergy potentialdiscount (1985) kWh ki t

rate) residues
(meiun-scale
mHI). Financial
analysis of 
model; Installs-
tion of gasffir 1

pntor pro._

Note: na = not applicable; nq = not quoted; MWp = peak megawatt (continued on net page)



(Table A3.1 continued)

Plant size Annualized Cost of electricity
In Capital Interest capital Lifetime Fuel Efficiency O&M Units 1990 USO/Wh

Reference MWp cost rate (%) Cost (years) cost (%) cost Year quoted p1ioos (1990) Notes

33 ESMAP _ _ 10% $13,150/ 15 0 nq $4,230/yr 1985 38.6¢/ 46.9 46.9 Estimate of en.
(1987) (real yr kWh US e/ ergy wtential

discount (1985) kWh fromgy p
rate)fomrc residues (small- C

scale mill).
Financial analy-
sis of model; in-
stallation of lo-
comobile plant. tri
Proposed elec-
tricity production
= 45 MWhiyr.

34 ESMAP R As. 85.4 Assume Rs. 11.2 Assume Assume As. 1.1 mil- 1991 Rs. 0.37/ _ Approx. Calculations car-
(1991a) million 10% mIlilon 15 nil lion kWh 2 red out based on

years (1991) capital and O&M
costs quoted to
generate maxi- x
mum possible 5-
electricity (sale of
excess electricity
not included) for
2500 TCD suar
mill. Expect
total electricity
production -
29,587 MWh/yr.

35 ESMAP R Rs. 110.9 Assume Rs. 14.e Assume Assume Rs. 1.5 mil- 1991 Rs. 0.39/ _ Approx. Calculations car-
(1991a) million 10% million 15 nil lion kWh '13 ried out based on

yearm (1991) capital and O&M
costs quoted to
generate maxi-
mum possible
electrilcty (sale of
excess e'ectricity
not Included) for
3500 TCD sugar
mill. Expected
total electncity
production =
41,423 MWh/yr.

Note: na = not applicable; nq not quoted; MWp = peak megawatt



Plant size Annualized Cost of electricity
In Capital Interest capita) Lifetime Fuel Efficlency O&M Units 1990 US¢/Wh

Reference MWP cost rate (%) cost (years) cost (%) cost Year quoted prices (1990) Notes

36 ESMAP _ Rs. 142.8 Assume Rs. 18.8 Assume Assume Rs. 1.9 mil- 1991 Rs. 0.35/ _ Aqrox. Calculations car-
(1991a) million 10% million 15 nil lion kWh d red out based on

years (1991) capital and O&M
costs quoted to
generate maxi-
mum possible
electricity (sale of
excess electricity
not included) for
5000 TCD sugar
mill. Expected
total electricity
production=
9, 172 MWhtyr.

37 ESMAP _ Detalls in 10% Details In 15 yrs _ _ Details in ret. 1988 5.6 to 7.1 6.2-7.8 6.2-7.8 Estimated
(1988) ref. (real ref. US o/ kWh US O/ marginal financlal

discount (assuming kWh costs for residue
rate) 1988) fueled cogener-

ated elecfricity at
large sawmill In
Ghana.

38 Rajabapalah 5kW $1,207/ kW nq nq 25 nil? nq nq 1992 ,25 US 0/ >.23.4 :23.4 Cost of biogas
and others (1990) kWh US ¢/ electricity gener-
(1993) (assuming kWh ation for existing

1992) 4.2 hours/ day of

operatlon (the
Pura village case
study).

39 Rajabapaiah 5kW $1 207/kW nq nq 25 nil? nq nq 1992 12 US ¢/ 11.2 11.2 Estimated cost of
and others (1690) kWh US ¢/ blogas electrcity
(1993) (assumlng kWh generation for

1as2) approximately 15
hours/ day oper-
ation (the Pura
villaqe case
study).

40 IntemaHonal 5 $7,887,500 5 _ 20 _ _ $122,917 1987 4.1 US ¢/ 4.7 US 4.7 Estimate for ur-
Energy (notinclud- kWh 0/kWh ban gatbagetu-
Agency inD cost of (assuming eled power sta-
(1987) boiler) 1987) tion In Japan.

Note: na = not applicable; nq = not quoted; MWp = peak megawatt



Annex 4. Land Requirements for Power Stations

Table A4.1. Land Requirements for Power Stations

Ratio
Item Size Area sq. km/
no. Reference Type AW (sq. km) MW Notes
1 Terrado Dendrothermal 50 300 6 Land requirement for plantaton under

(1985) plantafton assumptlons made In analysis.
2 IFC back-to- Luz parabolIc 80 483,960 sq. m. 0.021 Ratio calculated on the basis of 416

office report, trough solar (0.48 sq. kn.) of acres.
1991 thermal reflector covering

system approx.1 sq. mie
(2.59 sq. km.) area
(text). Total land

416 acres (1.68 sq.
km.) (annexure)

3 De Laquil and Solar One 10 Collector area 0.007
others (1993) solar-thermal 71,084 sq. m.

central
receiver plant

4 De Laquil and CESA-1 solar- 1 Collector area 0.01
others (1993) thermal central 11,880 sq. m.

receiver plant
5 De Laquil and Eurellos solar- 1 Collector area 0.006

others (1993) thermal central 6,216 sq. m.
receiver plant

6 Boes and PV concren- 0.3 Total array area 0.01 ?3 Soleras, Saudi Arabia. Average
Luque (1993) trator power 3,806 sq. m. annual DC efficiencies - 9%.

system

7 Boes and PV concen- 0.225 Total array area 0.009 Sky Harbor, Phoenix, Arizona.
Luque (1993) trator power 2,022 sq. m. Average annual DC efficiencies -

system 6.5%.
8 Boes and PV concen- 0.025 Total aperture 0.01 DFW, Dallas-Fort Worth, Texas.

Luque (1993) trator power area 245 sq. mn. Eectric and thermal efficiencies, 7o
system and 39%, respectively.

9 Moreira and Jaguatr 24 _ 0.004 Selected existing and planned
Poole (1993) hydroplant hydroplants, Brazil. Power output to

inundated area = 2400 kW/ha

10 Morera and Sapucaia 300 0.014 Selected existing and planned
Poole (1993) hydroplant hydroplants, Brazil. Power output to

inundated area = 714 KM/ha
11 Moreira and )Gngo 5,000 - 0.017 Selected existing and planned

Poole (1993) hydroplant hydroplants, Brazil. Power output to
inundated area = 588.2 kW/ha

12 Moreira and Segredo 1,260 - 0.065 Selected existing and planned
Poole (1 993) hydroplant hydroplants, Brazl. Power output to

inundated area = 152.7 kW/ha

(continued on next page)
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(Table A4.1 continued)

Ratio
Item Size Ara sq. kJin
no. Reference Type kM (sq. Ion). MW Notes

13 Morelra and Ita hydroplant 1,620 - 0.086 Selected existing and planned
Poole (1993) hydroplants, Brazil. Power output to

Inundated area = 116.7 kW/ha
14 Morelra and ltaipu 12,600 - 0.11 Selected existing and planned

Poole (1993) hydroplant hydroplants, Brazil. Power output to
Inundated area = 93.6 iWMha

15 Morelra and Belo Monte 11,000 - 0.11 Selected existing and planned
Poole (1993) hydroplant hydroplants, Brazil. Power output to

inundated area = 89.8 MiMha

16 Moreira and Machadinho 1,200 - 0.22 Selected existing and planned
Poole (1993) hydroplant hydroplants, Brazil. Power output to

inundated area = 45.8 kW/ha
17 Moreira and Garabi 1,800 - 0.44 Selected existing and planned

Poole (1993) hydroplant hydroplants, Brazil. Power output to
inundated area = 22.5 kiN/ha

18 Moreira and Itaparica 1,500 - 0.56 Selected existing and planned
Poole (1993) hydroplant hydroplants, Brazil. Power output to

inundated area = 18 kW/ha
19 Moreira and Tucurui 3.900 - 0.72 Selected existing and planned

Poole (1993) hydroplant hydroplants, Brazil. Power output to
inundated area = 13.9 kW/ha

20 Moreira and Tres lrmaos 640 - 1.1 Selected existing and planned
Poole (1993) hydroplant hydroplants, Brazil. Power output to

inundated area = 9.0 kW/ha
21 Moreira and Porto 1,800 - 1.2 Selected existing and planned

Poole (1993) Prmavera hydroplants, Brazil. Power output to
hydroplant inundated area = 8A kW/ha

22 Moreira and Serra da Mesa 1,200 - 1.5 Selected existing and planned
Poole (1993) hydroplant hydroplants, Brazil. Power output to

inundated area = 6.7 kW/ha
23 Moreira and Camargos 45 _ 1.6 Selected existing and planned

Poole (1993) hydroplant hydroplants, Brazil. Power output to
inundated area = 6.1 kW/ha

24 Moreira and Manso 210 - 1.9 Selected existing and planned
Poole (1993) hydroplant hydroplants, Brazil. Power output to

inundated area = 5.4 kW/ha
25 Moreira and Samuel 217 _ 3 Selected existing and planned

Poole (1993) hydroplant hydroplants, Brazil. Power output to
inundated area = 3.3 kW/ha

26 Moreira and Sobradinho 1,050 _ 4 Selected existing and planned
Poole (1993) hydroplant hydroplants, Brazil. Power output to

inundated area = 2.5 kW/ha
27 Moreira and Balbina 250 9.1 Selected existing and planned

Poole (1993) hydroplant hydroplants, Brazil. Power output to
inundated area = 1.1 kW/ha



Annex 5. The Luz Experience
The bankruptcy of Luz International Limited (Luz), the company responsible for setting up
and mnning the Luz SEGS power plants in California, has raised many questions about the
future of the technology. It should be noted, however, that the plants are still operating
under new companies formed by groups of the SEGS plants' owners/investors (which
include some U.S. utilities), and they continue to provide much information on technical
performance and costs. A synopsis of the difficulties encountered by the Luz Corporation,
along with comments, is presented below (see Lotker 1991, De Laquil and others 1993,
and Kearney and Price 1992 for further information).

Each SEGS project was set up with private financing from investors. who benefited
by receiving a return on their investment from revenues generated from electricity
production; investors also benefited from certain financial incentives, such as Californian
and U. S. Federal tax credits, that were in place at the time. The intemal rate of return to
investors was about 15 percent.

In 1'991, Luz was unable to finance a tenth plant (SEGS X) because of financial and
regulatory constraints. In the same year, the company was forced into bankruptcy. This
business failure had a number of causes:

a. The revenues generated from the sale of electricity were expected to cover the cash
flow requirements of the plants, including operating and maintenance expenses.
However, this sale price was linked to the price of natura gas, which progressively
decreased from 1981 to 1991 (see figure), in real terms, by 78 percent This
resulted in reduced electricity revenues.

b. Financial incentives, such as Californian and U.S. federal tax credits, although still
available, had decreased by about half over the period 1981-91 (see figure). The
incentives could also change unpredictably. For example, tax credits were renewed
annually; however, in 1989 these were only renewed for nine months, forcing Luz
to reduce the construction period for the SEGS IX plant from a planned ten months
to seven months. This was achieved, but it weakened the company financially, as
investors demanded a higher rate of return on their investments because of the
increased risk, while vendors of goods and services charged a higher nisk premium
for their services from the company. Ironically, the tax credits were later extended
in late 1990 until December 1991.

c . The state of Califomia recognized the greater land requirement of these solar plants
compared with, say, a natural gas plant, and therefore exempted the solar field part
of the plant from a state property tax. This exemption expired at the end of 1990
and was not reenacted until May 15, 1991; the delay meant that the tenth SEGS
plant was also required to be constructed in about seven months (to get in under the
December 31, 1991, expiration of the energy credits). Hence, Luz was further
"squeezecr' after the shortened construction penod of the SEGS IX plant.

(continued on next page)
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A number of important lessons can be learned from the Luz experience. First,
consistency and durability of policies is essential. It is a prerequisite at the early stage of
any new technology-particularly one that is highly capital-intensive. The unpredictable
changes in this particular case not only squeezed Luz financially by causing it to accelerate
construction of the SEGS IX plant from 10 to 7 months but also raised risks and deterred
investors. Second, the wisdom of basing the price of electricity from a renewable energy
technology on a mature fossil fuel price, such as natural gas, which is linked to other
factors, must surely be questioned. Thus, not only were the positive environmental
features of the technology not recognized in the price obtained for the electricity generated
but investors were deterred, because any investment was tantamount to "gambling" on
futre fossil fuel prices.

Figure A5.1. Energy Prices and Policy Support for
Solar Energy, 1980-1991
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Annex 6. Calculated Cost of Electricity from Solar-Thermal Technologies

Table A6.1. Calculated Cost of Electricity from Solar-Thermal Technologies

Calulated
Capital Lifetime Capacity cost
costs O&M of plant factor US0AWh Quoted

Reference System Size ($ANWp) costs (years) (%) (1990) cost Year Notes

PARABOLIC TROUGH TECHNOLOGY
1 U.S. Congress Parabolic 80 MW 3000 1.5 0/kWh 30 40 11.5 9.30 ¢/kWh 1990 Quoted cost assumes 70h discouit rate

(1992) trough/ natural (1990) and 0.90 ¢hWh fuel costs.
gas nybrdd

2 U.S. DOE Parabolic 80 MW 3100 2.2 0/kWh 30 40 12.5 - 1991 All costs In 1990$. Net electricty
(1992c) trough/ natural outPut = 281,000 MWhlyr and fuel cost

gas hybrid o1 $2,505,600/yr.
3 U.S. DOE Parabolic 80 MW 2675 1.26 0/kWh 30 40 10.1 1998 All costs In 1990 $. Net electricity

(1992c) trough/ natural output = 287,710 MWh/yr and fel cost
cn gas hybrid of $2,829,120/yr.

4 U.S. DOE Parabolic Assume nq 15-20% of nq nq - 8.5 0/kWh 1992 Assume 1992. Levelized cost
(1992c) trough/natural 80 MW total level- (1990) according to Luz.

gas hybrid ized costs

5 De Laqull and Parabollc 80 MW 2800- 1.8-2.5 Assume 25-22 14-20 11.8- 1992 Assume costs are in 1992$.
others (1993) trough 3500 ¢/kWh 30 (solar 16.70/kWh

only) (solar);13.0-
9.30/kWh

(hybrld, 25%
natural gas)

6 De Laquil and Parabolic 80 MW 2400- 1.6-2.4 Assume 26-18 12 to 21 9.8-17.2 1995- Assume costs are In 1992 $.
others (1993) trough 3000 0/kWh 30 (solar ¢/kWh (solar); 2000

only) 13.5-7.9
0/kWh

(hybrid, 25%
natural gas)

7 De Laquil and Parabolic 80 MW 2000- 1.3-2.0 Assume 27-22 10 to 14 7.9-11.7 2000- Assume costs are in 1992$.
others (1993) trough 2400 ¢/kWh 30 (solar ¢/kWh (solar); 2005

only) 9.3-6.5 O/kWh
(hybrid, 25%
natural gas)

Note: na = not applicable; nq= not quoted; kWp = peak kilowatts; Tech. = technology. (continuited on ntext page)



(Table A6.1 continued) - _ _
Calculated

Capital Lifetime Capacity cost
costs O&M of plant factor US0 ,kWh Quoted

Reference System Size ($IkWp) costs (years) (%) (1990) cost Year Notes

8 IFO back-to- Parabolic 80 MW 2813 1.30 0/kWh Assume 53 7.4 6.80 ¢IkWh 1991 Luz data. Assume costs In 1991 S.
office report, troughJ 50% 30
1991 natural gas

hybrld

9 IFO back-to- Parabolic 80 MW 3708 2.22 0IkWh Assume 37 13.8 14.67 ¢/Wh 1991 Authors calculations based on Info. on
office report, trogh/30% 30 Luz plants. Assume costs In 1991 S.
1991 natural gas C

hybrid

10 IFC back-to- Parabolic 80 MW 3575 3.17 ¢kWh Assume 26 19 18.93 ¢Wh 1991 Authors calculatons based on Info. on
office report, trough 30 Luz plants. Assume costs In 1991 S.
1991

11 IFC back-to- Parabolic 200 2000 0.80 MkWh Assume 53 5.2 5.10 /kWh 1991 Luz data. Assum costs in 1991$.
office report, trrughl 50% MW 30
1991 natura= gas

hybrld d o
12 IFC back-to- Parabollc 200 2638 1.07 0/kWh Assume 53 6.8 8.30 /kWh 1991 Authors calculatns based on Info. on

office report, trogh/50% MW 30 Luz plants. Assume costs in 1991S.
1991 natural gas

hybrid

13 IrC back-to- ParabolIc 200 2500 2.15 0/kWh Assume 26 13.2 13.62 /kWh 1991 Auftor's calculations based on Info. on
oMce report, trough MW 30 Luz plants. Assume costs in 1991 S.
1991

14 Keamay and Parabolic 80 MW 3000 25% ol Assume 35 12.1 _ 1992 Assume costs in 1992 S. Data based
Price (1992) trough/ natural total elec. 30 on Luz plants.

gas hybrld cost

15 Keameyand Parabollc 80MW 3000 25%of Assume 25 17 _ 1992 Assumecostsare in 19926. Data
Price (1992) trough total elec. 30 based on Luz plants.

cost

16 Walton and Parabolic nq, but 2100 1.21 Assume 26 11 nq 1990 Based on Lu7 olant data. Construction
Hall (1990) trough based US ¢/kWh 30 costs Include allowance for gas boiler,

on Luz (1990) but capaciy factor altered by autors to
data exdude natural gas from analysis.

17 U.S. DOE Parabolic 80 MW nq nq nq nq _ 13 $/kWh 1990 Assume 199C S. Calculated uublizing
(1990b) trouch/ natural common economic assumptions (i.e.,

gas hybrid fixed charge rate * 10.2%). Value of
capadty credits Is not included.

18 U.S. DOE Parabolic 80 MW nq nq nq nq _ 12.2 /kWh 5th plant to above. Assune 1990S.
(1990b) trough/ natural Cost calculated *u61eing common

gas hybrid economic assumptions.e., fixed
charge rate = 10.2%). Value of
capacity credits Is not Included.

Note: na = not applicable; nq = not quoted; kWp = peak kilowatts; Tech. = technology.



Calculated
Capital Lifetime Capacity cost
costs O&M of plant factor USO /kWh Quoted

Reference System Size ($A*Wp) costs (years) (%) (1990) cost Year Notes

19 U.S.DOE Parabolic 160 nq nq nq nq - 9.9olkWh Sth160MWplantAssume1990S.
(1990b) trough/natural MW Cost calculated 'ublizi common

gas hybrid economic assumptins .e., fixed
charge rate - 10.2%). Value of
capacity credis Is not incuded.'

20 Keamey Parabolic 80 MW nq nq nq nq 10 O*cWh 1991 For SEGS IX.
(199$ Data trouaga%natural (1990)

frr erda gas hybrdd
Corp.
PARABOLIC DISH TECHNOLOGY

21 U.S. DOE Pambolic dish 0.5 780- 1.66-3.45 20 27-23 5.8-20.3 _ 1998 All costs in 1990 $. Net elecMcit
(1992c) (distrIbuted) 2780 *IAWh output1,115 to 969 MWhiyr.

22 U.S.DOE Parabolicdlsh 30 1328 0.7¢/kWh 20 40 6.5 1998 AIlcosWtInlIgO$.Netelectrly
(1992c) (modular) output 105000 MWhyr and fuel cost

of S1,391,040/yr.

23 De Laquil nd Parabolic 3 3000. 2.5-5.0 Assume 22-16 19-44 14.6- 1995- Assure 2000 on graph.
others (1993) dish/ Srling MW/yr 5000 0/kWh 20 32.8 e/kWh 2000. Assume costs are in 1992$.

englits

24 De Laquil and Parabolc 30 2000- 2.0-3.0 Assume 26-20 12 to 25 68,- 2000- Assume 2005 on graph.
others (1993) dish/Stirilng MW/yr 3500 ¢kWh 20 18.6 ikWh 2005. Assume costs are In 1992S.

engine
25 De Laqull and Parabolic 300 1250- 1.5-2.5 Assume 28-22 7 to 14 5.5- 2005- Assune 2010 on graph.

others (1993) dish/Sffrling MWi'r 2000 A/kWh 20 10.6 ikWh 2010. Assume costs are in 1992S.
engine

26 U.S. DOE Parabolic dish 25 kW nq nq nq nq _ 20: /kWh 1985 Assume 1990 $. Calculated 'utizlng
(1990b) tech. common economic assumpftos .e.,

fixed charge rat - 10.2%). Value of
capacity edits i ot Included.

27 U.S.DOE Pambollcdish 5-25 nq nq nq nq _ 12.10/kWh 5-25kWstand-aone modules
(1990b) kW solar) and Assume 1990$. Calculated 'utlIing

10.5 tAkWh cofrcmmon economic asumpnions (.e.,
(20% gas, 1ixed dcage rate = 10.2%). Value of

hiblId mode) capadcy credts Is not Included.' I>
28 U.S. DOE Parabolic dish 25kW nq nq nq nq _ 5.4A/kWh 25kW modules mass-produced for 0

(1990b) modules (solar) and 5.5 ufiltty Assume 1990S. Calacuated
for utility ¢hWh (20% 'utizing common econark aTswr, -
scale gas, hybrid Wlons (I.e., fied charge rate *S 102%).
plant mo) Value of capacty cdits Is not

included.

Note: na = not applicable; nq = not quoted; kWp = peak kilowatts; Tech. = technology. (continued on next page)



(Table A6. I continued)
Calculated

Capital Lffetime Capacity cost
costs 08M of plant factor USo A/Wh Quoted

FfRference System Size ($IkWp) costs (years) (%) (1990) cost Year Notes

CENTRAL RECEIVER TECHNOLOGY

29 Intemaffonal Central receiver 100 2900 6,000,000 30 nq 43 23eikWh (1984) 1986 1986 U.S. DOE 5-Yr. R&D Plan. X
Energy MW $/yr (see assuming 5% EleCicy productfon = 108 GWhIyr.
Agency (1987) note) discount rate; Note that caculated cost is 34 e

130kWh (1984) (1984)/kWh or 43 0 (190)/kWh wfth
assuming 10% discount rate and 19.5

3.15% discount C(1984)kWh with 3.15% dscount o
rate + favorable rate, with no tax credits.

tax credits =

30 Intemational Central recelver 100 2200 3,000,000 30 nq 23 11.5¢/kWh 1995 1986 U.S. DOE 5-Yr. R&D Plan: m
Energy MW S/yr (see (1984) decrease reflects Increase in effidiency, 
Agency(1987) note) assuming 5% avaiabTty, and dcreasehi O&M.

discount ratc Electriit production = 148 GWhlyr.
Note that calcated cost Is 17.8 C
(1984ykWh or 23 ¢ (1990)/lWh with
10% discount rate. 0

31 U.S. DOE Central receiver 200 2961 0.51 0/kWh 30 70 5.6 1998 All costs in 1990 $. Net electricity 0

(1992c) MW output= 1,228,561 MWhIyr.

32 Intemational Ceonra] receiver SOMW nq nq nq nq $ S0.16/kWh 1984 Feasibility study by Zur ch mun
Energy utlity and SOTEL (Swis s
Agency (1987) for favorable Swiss site and 4,000

hours operatlonZyr under peak
conditons.

33 De Laquil and Central receiver 100 3000- 1.3-1.9 Assume 40-25 10 to 20 8.0-16.1 0MkWh 1995 Assume costs are in 1992 S.
others (1993) MW 4000 0/kWh 30

34 De Laquil and Central receiver 200 2225- 0.8-1.2 Assume 40-30 7 to 12 5.8-10.1 0/kWh 2005 Assume costs are in 1992 S.
others (1993) MW 3000 ¢/kWh 30

35 De Laquil and Central receiver 200 2900- 0.5-0.8 Assume 63-55 6 to 8 4.6-6.5 o/kWh 2005- Assufme 2010 on graph BaseIcod.
others (1993) MW 3500 ¢/kWh 30 2010. Assume costs are in 1992 S.

36 De Laquil and Central receiver 200 1800- 0.5-0.8 Assume 43-32 5 to 10 4.5-8.2 /kWh 2005- Assume 2010 on graph Advanced
others (1993) MW 2600 $/kWh 30 2010. receiver. Assume costs are in 1992 S.

37 U.S. DOE Central receiver 100 nq nq nq nq _ 14.2 /kWh 1986 Assume costs are In 1990S. Cost
(1990b) MW tech. caculated *utIl1ng common economic

(study) assumPtions (i.e.. Foxed dcarge rate =
102%). Value of capacity credits is not
Included.

Note: na = not applicable; nq = not quoted; kWp = peak kilowatts; Tech. = technology.



Cato.
Caital Lifetime Capacity cost
costs O&M of plant factor US¢/kWh Quoted

Reference System Size $/kWp costs yrs % (1990) cost Year Notes
38 U.S. DOE Centralrecelver 100 nq nq nq nq _ 10.8 AWh Ist 00MWplant AsstuamcstsareIn(19SOb) MW (solar) and 1990$. Cost calculated uubWzng

10.3 ¢tkWh common econorkmic assumptions (.e.,
(23% gas, fixed charge rate = 102%). Value of

hybrid mode) capacity credits Is not Included.'
39 U.S. DOE Centralrecelver 200 nq nq nq nq _ 7.9 ¢IWh 1st200MWplant(SthCRplant)(1990b) MW Assume 1990$ Calculated 'utlWng

common econorric assu_m (i.e.,
fixed charge rat -10.2%). Value of
capacty credis Is not hcLded.'

40 U.S. DOE Central recehvr 200 nq nq nq nq _ 5.7 AWh 1st 200 MWdreotahso ptionreceher(1090b) MW plant (6th CR plant) Ass 1900 S.
Cost cakulatRiWD coMNmn
economic assu tn e, fbxd
harg rat = 101 ). Value of capaciy

cradil Is not incduded.

Note: na * not appllcable; nq - not quoted; kWp - peak kilowatts.



Annex 7. The Photovoltaic Effect
Excellent descriptions of the photovoltaic effect may be found in the U.S. Department of
Energy's Photovoltaic Fundamentals (U.S. DOE 1991). Kelly (1993), and other texts.
This description is for the reader's convenience (diagrams are from U.S. DOE 1991).

* A silicon atom has 14 electrons with 4
electrons in its outermost orbit.

* These 4 valence electrons are shared
by 4 other silicon atoms in a crystal.

* So silicon atoms form a lattice.

* Ught of a specific energy can
dislodge a negative electron from
a bond, creating a positive hole.

s* These negative and positive
charges, which can move around
freely, are the constituents of
electricity.

* Silicon can be "doped" with atoms of other elements to alter the crystal's ectical properties.

* n-type material (e.g., phosphorus atom * p-type material (e.g., boron atom with 3
with 5 valence elctrons) is *dopant. valence electrons) is *dopant.

- Results in the presence of an extra - Results in a hole in the crystl.
unbonded electron in crystal. - Holes are the majority charge carriem

- Electons are the majoity charge carriers.
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* When a p-type material is placed In I
contact with an n-type materal, an
electric field forms at the junction.

* This Is caused by two effects:
a. Difusion of the charge carrers

from areas of high concentraion to
areas of low concentration.

b. Electric attraction by the opposkte
charge of the majority carriers +
across the juncton.

n.Sd p1de

+ - * Eventually equilibrium is reached when
) + - / any additional crossover is repelled.
) + 1 ( * The strength of the field depends on
o + _ \ the amount of dopant in the silicon.

* When sunlight of a specffic energy _S_d_ ______

(called the 'band gap") shikes the cell,
charge carrers are created.

* These carriers would normally recombine
in a fraction of a second, however the
cell is so designed that the electric field
across the junction pushes electrons to
one side and holes to the other.

I 7/rFfl- a* If an extemal circuit is connected,
t"IN current f lows.

* Electrons from the n-layer can flow
through the circuit to the p-layer and

noTVW _ reoDmbine with the holes.
0-T, {



Annex 8. Cost of Electricity from Photovoltaic Systems
Table A8.. Cost of Electricity from Photovoltaic Systems

Module Costs In curfentprfws Electdcity
Size life Efficiency cost, 1990

Reference (W) (yrs) (%) O&M BOS Module System Electr city USO*Wh Year Notes
1 Costelloand - - _ _ _$lO/Wp - 21 21kWh 158-317 1980 Nodetailsgiven.

Rappaport (assume
(1980) 1980 S)

2 Costello and _ - _ _$20/ Wp - - 1975 lst large US federal purchase
Rcppaport (assume for lerresbW use
(1980) 1975 $)

3 Costello and _- - $15-36/ - 1978 Result of SERI survey of
Rappaport Wp (assume oommerdal mnodule pdces In
(1980) 1978$) 1978. sold In small quantWties

4 Costello and _- - - S10-151 _ _ - 1978 Result of SERI survey of
Rappaport Wp (assume commerdal module pries In
(1980) 1978 $) 1978, sold In large quanttes

5 Costello and _ _ _ _ _ _ $20.40/ _ _ 1978-
Rappaport Wp 79
(1980) (assume

1979$)

6 Carlson(1990) - - 7 to 8 _ _ _ - _ _ 1976 Crystallne Si: average
(module) commnercial module eficiency

(source: Solarex Corporabon)
7 Carlson(1990) - - a to 10 - - -_ 1980 Crystalline Si: average

(module) commercial module efficiency
(source: Solarex Corporation)

8 Carlson(1990) - - 11to12 - - - - 1985 CrystallneSl:average
(module) commercial module efficiency

(source: Solarex Corporation)

9 Carlson(1990) - - 12 to 13 _ - - - - - Assume Crystalline Sl
(module) 1990

10 Carlson(1990) - - 14.5-23.2 _ - - - - - Assume Crystalline Si (higher values
(cell) 1990 for sIngle crystal)

11 Carlson(1990) - - 4to5 - - - - - Assume Amorphous Si commercial
(module) 1990 modules (after several months

of operation)

Note: Si = Silicon; CIS = Copper Indium Diselenide; GaAs = Gallium Arsenide; CdTe = Cadmium Telluride; (contiinued on next page)
O&M = operation and maintenance; BOS = balance of system.



Module Costs In current pnces Electdclty
Size life Efficiency cost, 1090

Reference (W) (yI) (%) O&M BOS Module System Electricity US¢/Wh Year Notes

12 Caulson(1990) - - 11 to 12 _ _ _ _ Assume Amorphous Si (in laboratory)
(cell) 1990

13 Carlson (1990) - - 11 to 17 _ _ - - - - Assume Amnorphous St (mulJiuncrtonal)
(cell) 1990

14 Carlson (1990) - 11to14 _ _ - - - - Assume Polycrystalline thin film CIS-
(cell) 1990 based solar cells _

15 Carlson (1990) - _ 20-27 (cell) _ - - - - Assume Concentrators (Single crystal 

16 Carlson (1990) - - 29 (cell) - - - Assume Concentratora (GaAs)

17 Caltson (1990) - - 37 (cell) _ _- - Assure Concentrators (GaAs/GaSb)) )
1990

18 Cadson (1990) _- - $4/_ _ e _ 1988 Called solar cell cost In text,
(1987S) but factory module price In 0

graph. CD
Ca,

19 Carlson(1990) _- $100/Wp _ - - Eadly CalledsolarcellcostIntext,
(assume 1970s but factory module price In
1972 S) Assume graph.

1972.
20 Cartson (1990) - _ _ - $I S3/Wp _ - - 1980 Factory price for module.

(1987 $)

21 Real Goods 48 _ $6.85-7.27/ _ - - 1991 Mfr.: Hoxan (hellopower):
(1991) WP (1991) H-4810; single crystal; actual

sale price of module. Higher
price Is for 1-3 modules; lower
for >20.

22 Real Goods 96 _ _ _ _ $4.47-4.99/ _ _ _ 1991 Mfr.: Siemens; recycled Arco
(1991) Wp (1991) modures (6-7 yrs old); single

crystal. Higher price is for 1-3
modules; lower for -20.

23 Real Goods 48 $8.73-9.35/ - _ - 1991 Mfr.: Siemens; M-75; single
(1991) Wp (1991) crystal; actual sae price of

module. Higher price Is for 1-3
modules; lower for p20.

24 Real Goods 53 _ _ _ _ $9.04-9.42/ _ - - 1991 Mfr.: Siemens; M-55; single
(1991) Wp (19 1) crystal; actual sale price of

module. Higher pdce is for 1-3
modules; lower for >20.

Note: Si = Silicon; CIS = Copper Indium Diselenide; GaAs = Gallium Arsenide; CdTe = Cadmium Telluride;
O&M = operation and maintenance; BOS = balance of system.



Module Costs In current prices Electricity
Size life Efficiency cost, 1990

Reference (W) (yrs) (%) O&M BOS Module System Electricity US0.*Wh Year Notes

25 Real Goods 40 - _ _ _ S8.98-9.73/ _ _ _ 1991 Mfr.: Siemens; M-40; single
(1991) Wp (1991) crystal; actual sale price of

module. Higher price Is for 1.3
modules; lower for >20.

26 Real Goods 43 - ' _ _ $9.51-10.21/ - _ _ 1991 MIr.: Siemens; M-6; single
(1991) Wp (1991) crystal; actual sale price of

module. Higher price Is for 1.3
modules; lower for >20.

27 Real Goods 22 - - $11.321Wp - - 1991 Mfr.: Siemens; M-20; single
(1991) (1991) crystal; self-regulatng module:

actual sale price of module.

28 Real Goods 37 - -_9.16-9.971 - - 1991 Mir.: Slemens; M-35; single
(1991) Wp (1991) crystal; actual sale pice of

module. Higher price Is for 1-3
mnodules; lower for >20.

29 Real Goods 48 - - $8.94-9,56/ - - 1991 Mtr.: Siemens; M-50; single
(1991) Wp (1991) crystal; actual sale price of

module. Higher price Is for 1-3
rnodules; lower for >20.

30 Real Goods 5 _ _- - $ 17.80/ Wn _ 1991 Mtr.: Slemens; T-5; single
(1991) (1991) crystal; useful for small

applications; actual sate price
of module.

31 Real Goods 2.5 -_- $23.60/ Wp - - 1991 Mfr.: Sbemens; 0.50; single
(1991) (1991) crystal; useful for very small

applicatons; actua sale prce
of module.

32 Real Goods 51 _- -_7.82-8.22/ - - 1991 Mfr.: Kyocere; K-51;
(1991) Wp (1991) multicrystl; actual sae ptice

of module. Higher pice is for
1-3 modules; lower for >20.

33 Real Goods 45.3 _- - $7.92-8.59/ - 1991 Mfr.: Kyocera; K-45;
(1991) Wp (1991) multicrystal; actual sale prce >

of module. Hlgher price is for
1-3 modules; lower for >20. C

34 Real Goods 62.7 _ _ _ $8.60-8.92/ 1 _ - 1991 Mfr.: Kyocera; K-63; co
(1991) Wp (1991) multicrystal; actual sale price

of module. Higher price Is for
1-3 modules; lower for >20.

Note: Si =Silicon; CIS = Copper Indium Diselenide; GaAs = Gallium Arsenide; CdTe Cadmium Telluride; (continued on niext page)
O&M = operation and maintenance; BOS = balance of system.



(Table A8.1 continued)

Module Costs In cunlent prices Electricity
Size lifie Efflclency cost, 1990

FSeference (W l (yrs) Eie O&M BOS Module System Electricity USs*Wh Year Notes -

35 Real Goods 30 _ _ _ _ S13.30/W~ W -p 1991 Mfr.: Soarex; MSX30
(1991) (1991) Unbreakable Module; mult-

crystal; TNn, Ightweight,
portable; achtal sale prie g
of module. C

36 Real Goods 18.6 - _ _ _ $l2.B5lWp 1991 Mfr.: Solarex; MSXIB
(1991) (1991) Unbreakable Module; F

mulcerystal; Thin, flightwelght,
portable; aa sale ptice of
module. C-

37 Real Goods 10 _ _ S13.90/ Wp 1991 Mfr.: Solare MSXlO
(1991) (1991) Unbreakable Module: rnult -

crystal; TNn, wlghLeg
porte; acual sal prke 
of module. 

38 Rea Goods 60 _ _ _ _ S6.98-7.32/ - _ _ 1991 Mfr.: Solaroz MSX60 00
(1991) Wp (1991) rmnrsl perioceis0forI- 

31 moue;lower for >20. 

39 Real Goods 56 _ _ _ _ 7.13-7.48/ - 1991 Mfr.: Solarei MSX56;
(1991) Wp (1991) mucrystal acta salie 

of module. Higr price is for
1-3 modules; lower for >20.

40 RealGoods 53 _ _ $6.77-7.34/ 1991 Mfr.: Soareq MSX53;
(1991) Wp (1991) mulbcrystl; actual sale pi,e

of moduAe. igher price Is for
1-3 modulies; lower for >20.

41 Real Goods 40 - _ - _ S7.98-8.48/ 1991 MEr.: Solamre MSX40,
(1991) Wp (1991) muldcrystal; actu sale prke

of module. Hgher price Is for
1-3 modudes; lower for >20.

42 RealGoods 10 - _ _ _ S6.90lWP - - _ 1991 E.: Chrorac; amorphous;
(1991) (1991) originally rated 12W, but seier

ratlng them as 1OW to alow for
20% degradation In first year
actual sale prke ol mod1le.

43 U.S. Congress 70 _ _ _ _ _ S11,200/ t199o Actual retarr pdes in the
(1992) kWp United States In 1990

44 U.S. Congress 190 _ _ _ _ _ S8,400/ _ _ 1990 Actual retail price in te
(1992) kWp Unted States in 1990

Note: Si = Silicon; CIS = Copper Indium Diselenide; GaAs = Gallium Arsenide; CdTe s Cadmium Telluride;
O&M = operation and maintenance; BOS = balance of system.



Module Costs In current prices Electricity
Size life Efficiency cost, 1990

Reference (W) (yrs) (x) O&M BOS Module System Electrcity USo*Wh Year Notes

45 U.S. Congress - - _ 0.5 ¢/ kWh _ _ _ _ Assume
(1992) 1992

46 U.S. Congress - 20-30 - _ _ -_ _ Assunm
(1992) 1992

47 U.S. Congress - 30 10 0.7¢/kWh _ _ $6,000/ 37.50e/ 35 Assum On-grid generation; 20%(1992) kWp kWh (based 1992 capacty factor used. From the
on 7% cauculatlons, it appears that

discount rate there Is a rrisprint In the text
and 20% and that the system costs
capacity should read $8.0001 kWp as
factor) opposed to S6,0001 kWp.

48 U.S. Congress - 30 0.5 / kWh S10,000/ 51 */kWh 47.7 Assume Off-grid generation.TaIdng(1992) kW 1992 capacty ftor as 20% and
system losses as 10%.

49 U.S. Congress 38 - _ _ Battery: - Assume Smell residenk a system In the(1992) $1,050, kW 1992 Dominican RepbrIe
(lasts 3-6 yrs);

Elctonic
contN

equipment
$1,000W kW

50 U.S. Congress 200 Battery: Asme RsieraT mixerd use(1992) $1,400/ kW 1992 system In the United Sbtas
(lasts 3-5 yr.);

Mounting
hardware:
$800/ kW;
Electronic
control

equipment:
S1,800/ kW

61 U.8. Congress _ _ _ _ - 84.000- _ _ _ Assumc UN Comnittee on Develop.(1992) 6,000/ kWp 1992 ment &Utlization of Now &
(Assume Renewable Sources of Energy, 
1992 $) $4000/ kWp prke for cyst[-

line Si large orders (oxcldung C
taxes and deltvery); US PC
retaiTer $6,000 for small
orders; Dorminican Republc:
S6,000/ kWp for 38W panel.

Note: Si = Silicon; CIS = Copper Indium Diselenide; GaAs 3 Gallium Arsenide; CdTe Cadmium Telluide; (continued on next page)
O&M = operation and maintenance; BOS = balance of system.



(Table A8.1 continued)

Module Costs In cuffent prkces Electdlty
Size life Efflclency cost, 1990

Reference (N) (yrs) (%) O&M SOS Module System ElectriciY USoA*Wh Year Notes

62 U.S.Congress _ _ _ _ S1,000/kWp _ _ 1995 PVlndustryreps.forecastfor
(1992) (Asume 1995, according to SERI In

1990 $) 1990.

63 U.8.Congress _ _ _ _ _ S1.500/kWp _ _ _ 1994 Electric Power Research C

(1992) (Assume Insute estimate In 1989 for
1989 $) large flat-plate system In 1994.

64 U.S.Congres - _ _ 0.5 t/kWh - -_ _ Asuume ForsmallPVyptmsen
(1992) 1986 according to 1986 estlmate. M

55 U.S. Congress _ _ 0.39-1.44 1 _ _ _ - Assum For utility scale flat plate PV C

(1992) kWh 1989 systems acc. to EPRI. (Also
see itens 239 and 268, same
reference qucted but different
valus cited for O&M costs as
others refer to both ftat plate 0
and concentrator systems).

56 U.S. DOE 30 _ 0.5 ¢/kWh _ _ $7,000/kW 32¢/kWh' 35 1988 'Leverizedcostofelectzicity,
(1 990a) (1988 $) (assume over 30 years at 6.1% discount

1988 S) rate (EPRI TAG tTechnoal
Assessment Guide]), using
25% capadty factor.

57 U.S. DOE 30 0.2 ¢/ kWh _ $3,500/ 15 (BAU) 17 (BAU) 2000 BAU= Business-as-usual
(1 990a) kW(BAU) and 10 and 11 scenaro and R,O&D*

and (R,D&D) (R,D&D) Intensified R,D&D scenarlo.
S2,325/ C1 kWh* Levelized cost of electricity,

kW (assume over 30 years at 6.1 % discount
(R,D&D) 1988 $) rate (EPRI TAG), using 27.5%
(198 $) capacity factor.

58 U.S. DOE _ 30 _ 0.2¢/ kWh _ _ S2,100/ 9 (BAU) 10 (AU) 2010 BAU= Business-as-usual
(1990a) kW (BAU) and 7 and 8 scenario and R,D&D-

and (R,D&D) (R.D&D) Intenslfied R,D&D scenario.
$1,625/ e/ kWh' 'Levelized cost of electicity,

kW (assume over 30 years at 6.1% dis-
(R,D&D) 1988 S) count rate (EPRI TAG), using
(1985 $) 27.5% capacity factor.

59 U.S. DOE _ 30 _ 0.2 ¢/kWh _ _ $1,4001 6 (BAU) 7 (BAU) 2020 BAU. Business-as-usual
(1990a) kW (BAU) and 5 and 6 scenario and R,D&D=

and (R,D&D) (R,D&D) intensified R,D&D scenario.
$1,150/ C/ kWh 'Levelized cost of electicdty,

kW (assume over 30 years at 6.1% dis-
(R,DAD) 1988 S) count rate (EPRI TAG), using
(198 S$) 27.5% capacty factor.

Note: Si = Silicon; CIS - Copper Indium Diselenide; GaAs = Gallium Arsenide; CdTe = Cadmium Telluride;
O&M = operation and maintenance; BOS = balance of system.



Module Costs In cuffent pdc*s Electrcity
Size life Efficiency cost, 1990

Reference (149 (y) O&M BOS Module System Electricity US0,*Wh Year Notes

60 U.S. DOE 30 _ 0.1 ¢/kWh _ _ $1,175/ 5 (BAU) 6 (BAU) 2030 BAU- Business-asa-ual
(1990a) kW (BAU) and 4 and 4 scenado and R,D&Dn

and $930/ (R,D&D) (R,D&D) Intensified R,D&D scenario.
kW O/ kWh* *Leveized cost of slctrcty,

(R,D&D) (assume over 30 years at 6.1% dis-
(108S$) 1988$) count rate (EPRI TAG), using

27.5% capacity factor.

el Natlonal I _ 10 _ - $20430/Wp - - _ 1976
Research
Council (1976)

62 NacnW - - - - $30,000. - -_ 1976 Si solar cells
Research 70,000/kWp
Council (1976) (array)

63 Natbonal - - - - $22/Wp - - - 1976 In he US
Roesarh (Assume
Council (1981) 1976S)

64 Natonal _ - - - - $7-101 Wp - - - 1980 In th US wHh 2 MW
Research (Assumn producton.
Couwil (1981) 1980 $)

66 Hlsp (1992) _- - - - $_1Wp - _ _ 1991
(MWP

orders), $101

Wp (c100W
Wp orders).

66 Palz(t078) _- - $20/Wp - - 1975 TerestralPVyaly
(Assume poducion volume d 100 kW
1975$) In 1975.

67 SERI (196) _ - - _ _600/W _ - - 19506 Costofslliconsolarcalls."

68 8ERI (1898) - - _ _ _ $100200/W _ _ - 1970 Not dearftomtMetextwhtwer
cost Is of modules or cals;
prbably the latter.

69 SERI (1989) _ _ _ _ _20/W _ _ - 1977 0
(Aswnme
1977$) 00

70 SERI (1989) _ _ _ _ _ S4.5/W S8-10/W - 1988
(Assume
1988 $)

Note: Si = Silicon; CIS = Copper Indium Diselenide; GaAs = Gallium Arsenide; CdTe = Cadmium Telluride; (continued on next page)
O&M = operation and maintenance; BOS = balance of system.



(Tablk A8.1 continued)

Module Costs In cuffent pi'i Electfty
Size lffe Efficiency cost 1990

Refrwnce )(yi) t%) OSM BOS Module System ElOtdddty USA*Wh Year Notes

071 NREL (19920) _ _ _- __O500/w - - 1972

72 NRE (19f) _ __4 .004.6W - _ _ 1
w

73 NREL(199) _ _ 11to17 _ _ _ _ _ - 1991 Efflcienclholf1to17%are
(mod.) ;or commerdy avabwle 

modules; evpelmetal CON hI
demnsraed fiinisuUfe laborator hWOed_ruktd fMbid as
hlgh as 34%

74 NREL (IOl ) _ 10 b5 StolS M M b 1 250t/ 25 to 50 1991 Istsled capadly < 50 MW;
kWh (1900) Uypowersyes 10-16 5

MW; tpical e t pc: 
cOrdfmu; inmate, s 1d , aN1.

75 NREL(1I92c) _ 0 b2O20 _ _ 12-20/ 12to20 1995 Mid gOalsfOrUn L dA
kWh (190l) s; utlty power ssm

50W100 MW; typldiaecbty
pdie: buted; Mhi vek
uOVappkeloi.

76 NREL (12c) 30 15tb25 _ _ 5-6 B kWh 5toB 2010- Longtem goalsbr U.S.; ut
(1990) 2030 power systems 10,000 50,000

MW; pical ed pke:
central ulity power.

77 NREL(1 2c) - - 17(cael) _ _ _ - - Early Asme1983.CrysalllS
1980s cos.

78 NREL (1902c) _ - 23 (cell) _ _ _ _ _ _ 1991 Crysllnf Sllboatory eslt.

79 NREL(1992c) _ - 1 (cell) _ _ _ _ _ _ 1974 knorphouAidSlgilgurcflon
cell.

80 NREL (1992c) - - 12 (call) _ _ _ _ _ _ 1991 Amorphous SlrlflOjUc
cell; nital edfficency.

81 NREL (1992c) - _ >13 (cell) _ _ _ _ _ _ 1991 Amnorphous 81 multlunction
cell; Initial effciency.

82 NREL (1992c) - - 10 (sub- _ _ _ _ _ _ 1991 Amorphous Si submodules
module)

83 NREL(1092c) - - 4to5 _ 1991 Amorphous SI; very large
(module) modules (10 sq. feet or lrger)

Note: Si = Silicon; CIS = Copper Indium Diselenide; GaAs = Gallium Arsenide; CdTe = Cadmium Telluride;
O&M = operation and maintenance; BOS = balance of system.



Module Costs In cuffent prices Electricity
Size life Efficiency cost, 1990

Reference (W) (yrs) (%6 O&M BOS Module System Electriclty USOAWh Year Notes

84 NREL (1992c) _ _ 14 (cell) - - - - - _ 1991 CIS polycrystalline thin film
calls

85 NREL(1992c) _ 11 (sub- - - - - - _ 1991 CIS polycrystalline thin film
module) submodules

86 NREL (1992c) _ _ 14.6 (cell) - - - - - _ 1991 Expedmental cells combining
CIS and amorphous Si.

87 NREL(1992c) _ _ 12 (cell) - - - - - _ 1991 CdTepolycrystalrinethinfilm
cells

88 NREL (1992c) _ 7 (sub- - - - - - - 1991 CdTe polycrystalfine thin film
modiule) submodules

89 NREL (1992c) - - 15 (cell) - - - - - - 1991 Thin film crystalline Si cells.

90 NREL (1992c) _ _ 25 (cell) _ _ _ - - 1991 GaAs cells under one-sun
conditions.' Assumed to be
under regular light.

91 NRiEI. (1992c) _ _ 30 (cell) _- - - 1991 GaAs cells under concentrated
light

92 NREL (1992c) _ _ 25 (cell) _- - - 1991 Single crystal GaAs cells on a
GaAs substrate.

93 NREL (1992c) _ _ 20 (cell) _- - - 1991 Single crystal GaAs cells on a
germanium or Si substrate.

94 NREL (1992c) _ _ 22 (cell) _- - - 1991 Single crysa GaAs ceis made
on a GaAs substrate, but
removed after fabrication.

95 NREL (1992c) >25 (cell); 30 _ _ - 1991 Advanced Si coacentrator celis
(expected from unversity laboratories
practical incorporated into rnodules;
limit) expected practicai limit 30%.

96 NREL (1992c) > 3 >34 (cell); 40 _- - 1991 Multijunction solar ceoib under
(expected concentrated light In laboratory
practical research; expected praccal >
limit) limit. 401.

97 NREL (1992c) _ _ 11-13(22- _ _ _ _ - - 1991 ilat plate crstairme Si 
23) commerdca modules;

laboratory cell efficencies in -
parentheses.

Note: Si = Silicon; CIS = Copper Indium Diselenide; GaAs = Gallium Arsenide; CdTe = Cadmium Telluride; (continued on next page)
O&M = operation and maintenance; BOS = balance of system.



(Table A8.1 continued)

Module Costs In current prices Electncity
Size life Efficiency cost, 1990

Reference M9 (yrs) (%) O&M 0OS Module System ElectriSty LIUS¢Wh Year Notes

98 NREL (1992c) 14-15 (25) _ _ _ _ _ _ 1996 Flat pOats cyaln Si
commerda nodues;
aboraty cel effcindes In M
parentes. 

99 NREL (1992c) _ >18 (>26) _ _ _ _ _ _ 2010- Flat plat aystalineSl
2030 comsmrcIal modt s; 

laboratory cel efficiences in
parenthese. T

100 NREL(1992c) _ _ 44(12-14) _ _ _ _ _ _ 1991 Flatplateli ffimconwnerial
modies; lboratory ca m0
enfkca hI parentees.

101 NREL(1992c) _ _ 8-10(15-18) _ _ _ _ _ 1995 Flat plate iin firn comeffial
modUse; lboratory cal
effidendes In parenieses. 

102 NREL (1992c) _ 15(>20) _ _ _ _ _ _ 2010- FlatOate nflmcowmmnrdal 0A
2030 modules; laboratDry ae

efficicies in puwent .
103 NREL(1992c) _ _ 14.17(27.32) _ _ _ _ _ _ 1991 Cna*aoors; comwrdu

modujh eftcencles; laboratory
cal cffidencies in
paretee.

104 NREL (1992c) _ - 18-20 (35) _ _ _ _ _ 1995 Concerbaor; CWnnwmmaI
module eftkncks, labotory
ce ellidendes In
pareneses,

105 NREL (1992c) _ - >25 (>40) _ _ _ _ _ _ 2010- Concantrators;conmneral
2030 modie effliien; laboatoy

cel effidencies in

106 NREL (1992c) _ 5-15, - - _ - _ - 1991 BOS canponent relably
mods 5 yrs.

107 NREL (1992c) _ 15-20, - _ _ _ _ _ _ 1995 BOS conepon relnabUy.
mods >15 yrs.

108 NREL (1992c) - >30, - 2010-
mods 2030

109 Thomtonaand _ _ _ _ _ $4.00-8.00IW _ 25-40w/kWh 24.38 1991
Brown (1992)

Note: Si - Silicon; CIS = Copper Indium Diselenide; GaAs = Gallium Arsenide; CdTe = Cadmium Telluride;
O&M = operation and maintenance; BOS = balance of system.



Module Costs in currentprces ElectWcity
Size life Efficiency cost, 1990

Reference (W) (yrs) (%) O&M BOS Module System Electricity USOAWh Year Notes

110 Internatonal _ _ _ _ *0.50/kkWh 61 Assume Acording to reports from U.S.
Energy Agency (1985) 1987 DOE. No battery stoage (this
(1987) wotud result In :nreasg

costs by as much as 50%).

111 Internatonal 10 20 8 (system) S50/kW/yr *11,145/ *0.50/kWh 57 Assume Data from US, Japan. and
Energy Agency kW kW (insolatfon of (insolation 1987 Germany. Reference shs
(1987) 8 kWhV sq. of 6 kWh/ varlatfon of generating cost

rnV day); sq. m/ wvth insolation. No battery
>$0.80/ kWh day); >92 stoDage.
(insolation of (insolation
c 4 kWh/ sq. of < 4 kWhI

mv day) sq. rnr day)
(1982 $)

112 intermational >500 _ _ _ $7,000- $0.30-0.35/ 34-40 Assume According to reports from U.S.
Energy Agency kW 8,0001kW kWh (1982$) 1987 DOE. No battery storage(h
(1987) woJld result b increasing

coasb by as muoh as 50%).

113 International _ 20 12 (module); _ S140/sq.m S550/sq.m *1,115/sq. *0.450/kWh 61 AssumeFlatplatesystems.AN costsIn
Energy Agency 10(system) and$530/kW mor (discount 1987 1982$.Forareawthhsolar
(1987) $11,150/ rate5%) lnsolationof6kWh/sq.nV

kW (1982S) day.

114 Intemational _ 30 13-17 _ $50/sq.m $40.75/sq. $161-222/ $0.048- 6to7 Late Assume 1998. Flatplate
Energy Agency (module); and 150/ kW M sq. m or 0.049/kWh 1990s systems. All costs In 1982 $.
(1987) 11.7.15.3 $1,379- (discount For area wfth solar insolaon

(system) 1,451/ kW rate 5%) of 6 kWh/sq. rnr day.
(1982 S)

115 Intematonal _ 20 17 (module); _ *250/sq. m *750/sq. m *1,615/sq. *0.452/kWh 61 AssumeConcentratorsystem. AM
Energy Agency 14.4 and S530/ kW m or (discount 1987 costs In 1982 S. For area with
(1987) (system) *11,212/ rate 5%) solar Insolation of 6 kWtI sq.

kW (1982*) rn day.

116 Intemational _ 30 23-29 _ *100/sq. m $90-100/sq. $332-359/ *0.046- 6 to 7 Late Assume 1998. Concentrator
Energy Agency (module); and $1S0/ kW m sq. m or 0.05/ kWh 9IOs systems. All costs In 1982$.
(1987) 20.7-26.1 *1.374- (dIscount For area wih solar Insolaion

(system) 1,6021kW rate 5%) of6kWilh sq. rn day.
(1982 S)

117 International _ - 12-16(producffon _ _ _ - - - AssumeCrystlWine Si flat plate cel
Energy Agency efficiency); 18-22 1991 efficiencies. co
(1991) (laboratory goal)

118 International - 25-28 (production _- - Asswme CrystaMlne Si concentrator cell
Energy Agency efficlency); 28-30 1991 effidencies.
(1991) (laboratory goal)

Note: Si = Silicon; CIS = Copper Indium Diselenide; GaAs = Gallium Arsenide; CdTe = Cadmium Tellu,ide; (continued on next page)
O&M = operation and maintenance; BOS = balance of system.



(Table A8.1 continued) -

Module Costs In current prces Electricity
Size life Efficiency cost, 1990

Reference (W) (yrs) (%) O&M BOS Module System Electricity US0AkWh Year Notes

119 Intemational _ _ 10-15 (production A _ _ _ _ _ Assurne Polycrystalline Si cell
Energy Agency efficiency); 15-18 1991 efficiencies.
(1991) (laboratory goal) e

120 Intemational _ 11-14(production - Assurne SI ribbon cell efficiencies.
Energy Agency efficiency); 14-16 1991
(1991) (laboratory goal)

121 Intemational _ 5-8 (production _ _ _ _ _ _ Assume Amorphous Si flat plate cell
Energy Agency efficiency); 8-10 1991 efficiencies. 1
(1991) (laboratory goal) '

122 Intemational - _ 13 (laboratory _ _ _ _ _ _ AssumeAmorphous Si (aSi): thin film
Energy Agency goal) 1991 aSV aSi multijuncton cell
(1991) efficiency.

123 Intemational _ _ 12-15 _ _ _ _ _ _ Assume Amorphous Si (aS): thin film
Energy Agency (laboratory 1991 aSV/CIS multijunctioncen °
(1991) goal) efficiency. °

124 IntematIonal - - 24 (laboratory _ _ _ _ _ - Assume GaAs: thin film cell effidiency. °
Energy Agency goal) 1991
(1991)

125 Intemational - - 29 (laboratory _- - Assume GaAs: concentrator cell
Energy Agency goal) 1991 efficiency.
(1991)

126 Intemational - - 30 (laboratory _- - Assume GaAs: concentrator
Energy Agency goal) 1991 multijunction cell efficiency.
(1991)

127 Intemational - 8-10 A _ _ Assume CIS cell efficiency.
Energy Agency (laboratory 1991
(1991) goal)

128 Intemational - - 6 (laboratory - - - - - - Assume CdTe cell efficiency.
Energy Agency goal) 1991
(1991)

129 Tsuchiya (1992) - - - - - 7,000 yen/ - - _ 1979 Assume cost is In 1979
Wp currency.

130 Tsuchlya (1992) - - - - - 4.000 yen/ - - - 1980 Assume cost is in 1980
Wp currency.

131 Teuchiya (1992) - - - - - 3,500 yen/ - - - 1981 Assume cost is in 1981
Wp currency.

132 Tsuchiya (1992) - - - - - 2,200 yanr - - 1982 Assume cost ls In 1982
Wp currency.

Note: Si = Silicon; CIS = Copper Indium Diselenide; GaAs = Gallium Arsenide; CdTe = Cadmium Telluride;
O&M = operation and maintenance; BOS = balance of system.



Module Costs in current prkces Electricity
Size life Efficiency cost, 1990

Reference (W) (yrs) (%) O&M BOS Module System Electdclty US¢/Wh Year Notes

133 Tsuchiya (1992) - _ _ _ _ 1,800 yern - - - 1983 Assume cost is In 1983
Wp currency.

134 Tsuchlya(1992) - 1,500-yenI/ _ - - 1954 AssumecostIsIn 1984
Wp currency.

135 Tsuchlya(1992) - - - 1,200 yen/ - - - 1985 AssumecostIsIn 1985
Wp cufrency.

138 Tsuchlya (1992) - _ _ _ 1,100yen/ - - - 1986 AssumecostLsIn 1986
Wp currency.

137 Tsuchlya(1992) - _ _ _ _ 1,000yrn/ - - - 1987 AssumecostIsIn1987
Wp currency.

138 Tsuchlya (1992) _ - - - ON yen/ Wp - - _ 1988 Assume cost b in 1988
currency.

139 ESMAP(1989) 103 15 11.6 Rs1OO/yr Rs700/kWh RS.1041Wp - Rs25.77/ 129 1989 DecentalzedDCsystem;no
(battery); Rs (assume kWh (real (Currency and costs; assumptn

1,300 (control- 1989) levellzed adcusted to Including Insolatbn =3.5 kWh
ler); Rs 400 el y 1990 sq. ri day (worst case), 2 day
(cable); Rs cost) Pakistan storage requlrement, and

200 (assume rupees, certain battery and controller
(connecton 1989) and then to Ofletlmes (2 and 8,

cost). 1990$as respecively).
described

In Annex 1)

140 ESMAP (1989) 3423 15 11.5 Rs 18,000/ yr Rs 2,200/kWh Rs.104JWp _ Rs 36.44/ 178 1989 Cntralzed DC system; 30
(battery); Rs (assume kWh (real (Currency conncons per unit land

3,600 (control. 19) lvelized adcusted to costs assumpto hikxrs
ler); Rs 9,000 electr cy 1990 Insolatlon = 3.5 kIW sq. rm
(cable); Rs cos) Pakdstn day (worst case), 2 day

900/ oonnec- (assunm rupees, and storage reqJrerment, and
lon 1989) thwn to 1990 cerbIn baelby, hvwstr and

(connectdon $ as conoler tetknmes (2. 8. and 8
cost 30 described In respectiy).

connections); Annex 1)
Rs 85,000

(site civil cost).

Note: Si = Silicon; CIS = Copper Indium Diselenide; GaAs = Gallium Arsenide; CdTe = Cadmium Telluride; (continued on next page)
O&M = operation and maintenance; BOS = balance of system.



(Tabk A8.I continued)

Module Codts In cunent pries E.c&W
Size llfe Effldcenc, cost 1990

Refeence ( (yrs) (%) O&M SOS Module System Eletricty USO/*Wh Year Notes

141 ESMAP(198) 114 15 11.5 Rs100/yr Rs700/kWh Rs. 104/Wp _ Rs38.75/ 195 1989 DecanzadACsystenrno
(battery); Rs (asme t kWh (ral (Cufrwncy land cost assimnlon

1,300 (control 189) levelizad austedto hIcludingol5ion =&3.5kWt kA
br); Rs 400 electriciy 1990 sq. rV day (worst cam). 2 day 0
(cable); Rs Cast) Paistan stag rqimrmt and

200 (asmie nees, ad cetk b0try and ontrlr
(connecton 1989) hen to 1990 0 e (5 nd 8 ree).
cost): Rs S as

5,200 desocbed In hi
(Inverter). Annex 1)

142ESMAP(1989) 3423 15 11.5 Rsu8,000/yrRs2,200/kWhRs.1041Wp _ Rs49.60/ 249 196 CentruizddACsystem;30
(battery); Rs (assumn kWh (real (Currency connectors per unit land

3,600 (control- 1989) levelized ajsted to coasts; ass-w hkkudtg
ler); Rs 9,000 electcy 1990 hnslon = 3.5 kWtV sq. nV
(cable); Rs cost) Paistan day (worst case), 2 day
900/ conn. (assum nupees, and storage reqiirement, and .
(connecton 1989) then to 1990 certhn basy, nvetert and os
cost 30 S as contrlr lifetrnes (5, 8. and 

connections); descdbed In respectIVely).
Rs 85,000 Annex 1)

(sie ciil cost);
As 200,000
(nverter).

143 Cody and Tedje _ _ 7.2 (peak _ $0.40/ kWh 44 1988 sumnplons such as 30 year
(1992) system (1GM8) rie and 7.5% rate o retum;

conversion insolatTon for gneral
efficiency) souwest loation hn the

United States (Cap fac. 0.27);
etc.

144 CodyandlledJe _ 15(system) _ _ _ _ *0.0-0.10/ 7to12 2010 Precflonsfrcostof
(1992) kWh (1986) elecrncity fm PVs In dhe case

of 40% and 20% annual
growth In sales between 1988
and 2010.

145 Cody andTiedje - - 12 (slingle cell); _ _ _ _ _ - 1957 Amophous Sl.
(1992) 22 (fundamental

lImlt)
146 Cody and Tedje - - 24 (single cell); _ - 1990 Crystallne Si.

(1992) 33 (fundamental
limit)

Note: SI = Silicon: CIS = Copper Indium Diselenide; GaAs - Gallium Arsenide; CdTe = Cadmium Telluride;
O&M = operation and maintenance; BOS = balance of system.



Module Costs In current prices Electncity
Slze life Efficiency cost, 1990

Reference (W) (yrs) (%) O&M BOS Module System Electricity USEOkWh Year Notes

147 Cody and Tiedie - - 25 (single cell); _ _ _ - - - 1990 Crystalnne GaAs.
(1992) 33 (fundamental

limit)
148 Cody and Tledje - - 14 (single cell); - - _ _ _ _ 1988 Tandem cell wth two

(1992) 29 (fundamental amorphous layers.
limit)

149 CodyandTledje - - 21 (singlecell); - - 1982 Tandemcellwfhhtwo
(1992) 47 (fundamental crystalline layers.

limit)
150 Perlack, Jones _- - - - $4-5/Wp _ _ _ 1990 Costs dlarger systens are

and Waddle lower.
(1990)

151 UNDP(1992) _ - - - $4/W(cell _ _ Assumelmportedcellsby
cost) 1992 SOLARCOMM Into Zimbabwe.

162 UNDP (1992) _- - $41 /W(module - - Assumelntemationa prce formodules
cost for large 1992 per container load.
consigniments,

S0 MW)

153 UNDP (1992) _ _ 12-13 _- - - - Assume Module efficiency of
(module) 1992 SOLARCOMM modules.

154 UNDP (1992) _- $ 12.17/W - - - 1991 Solematkmoduleprice.
(1991)

155 UNDP(1992) - $ 9.22/w - - - 1991 BatteryWoddmodulepdce.
(1991)

156 UNDP (1992) _- $ 9.27/W - - - 1991 Solarcommmodulprke.
(1991)

157 ESMAP back- BOW _ - - - $6.21/Wp - - - Assume
to-office report, (total 1992
1992 $260.69)

158 ESMAP(1991b) 90 15 11.5 $5/yrfixed $265(Battery: $5.5/Wp $760 $1.44/kWh 144 1990 AssumptlonslncludlngI kWh
Wp (module), 8 $70/ kWh; (total $495) storage requlrement 10% 1

(overall Controller discountrate;4 kWh/sq.mrrU
system) $75; cables: day Insolation (worst case);

$30; 3 80% battery energy efficlency;
fluorescent 70% max. depth of dicharge; °°
lamps and 2 yr battery lifetifme; 8 yr

fixtures: $90) controller lIetime; 0.25 kWhl
day system load; etc.

Note: Si = Silicon; CIS = Copper Indium Diselenide; GaAs = Gallium Arsenide; CdTe = Cadmium Telluride; (continued on next page)
O&M = operation and maintenance; BOS = balance of system.



(Table A8.1 continued) 
-

Module Costs In current ptices Electricity

Size lif Efficiency 
cost, 1990

Reference (W) (yrs) (%J O&M SOS Module System Electricity USoAWh Year Notes _

169 Terado, Mendis _ _ _ $12/Wp 1989

and Fitzgerald 
(Instalied afray)

11989)X
160 Meridian _ _ _ _$301 W(cunrency -_- 1975 From Maycock (1991). (1

Corporatlon 
yr not specifled;

(1992) 
assume 1975 S) 

0

161 Meridian _ - $1_ W(currency - - 1980 FromMaycock(1991). co

CowpoatIon 
yr not speclfied;

(1992) 
assume 19808)

162 Meridian _ _ _ _7/-W(currency - - 1985 From Maycock (1991).

Corporation 
yr not spectfied;

(1992) 
assume 1985 $)

163 Meridian _ - _ _4/-W(cunfency - - 1990 From Maycock (i199).

Corporation 
yr not specified;

(1992) 
assume 1990$) 

C

164 Merkdgan _ _ _$31 W(cuffency _ - - 199 Projectedvalues fron

Corpoaation 
yr not specified; 

Maycock (1991).

(1992) 
assume 1992$)

165 Merldian _ _ _ _21W (currency _ 2000 Projected values trom

Corporation 
yr not specfied; 

Maycock (1991).

(1P92) 
assume 1992 8)

166 Merkidan _ _ _ $1.4/W _ - 2005 Prolected values ftom

Corporation 
(currency yr not Maycock (1991).

(1992) 
specilled;

assume 1992 SJ

167 Melidian _ 
S1/W(currnecy - - 2010 Proectedvaluestrom

Corporaton 
yr not pecifled; Mayoock (1991).

(1992) 
assume 1992 $)

166 Meridian nq nq nq 3%(PV& Re20(1988Y Rs90 - - Asaum.Costsforsubcom=Wrentsof

Corporation pump), 2% (PV Wp (domestc (1988)/Wp 1988 PV systems in Inda (Rs.

(1992) & domestic) system) and (no Import 1988). Also storage cost of Rs

and 2% (PV & Rs 10 (1988)/ dut;Rs V2kWh.

street lighting) Wp (street 155/Wp
of total cost lIg(htin RW with duty)

(P\/ motor &
pump)

169 Meridian _ _ 11-13 
Assume Single-cell (nonocrystalline) Si

Corporatlon (commercial cell 
1992

(1992) efficiencies)

Note: Si = Silicon; CIS = Copper Indium Diselenide, GaAs = Gallium Arsenide; CdTe Cadmium Telluride;

O&M = operation and maintenance; BOS = balance of system.



Module Costs In current prices Electricity
Size life Efficiency cost, 1990

Refrence (W) (yrs) (%) O&M BOS Module System Electricity USokWh Year Notes

170 Meridian _ _ 10-12 _ _ _ _ _ - Assume Polycrystailline Si
Corporation (commercial cell 1992
(1992) efficlencies)

171 Meridian _ _ 4-7 (commorcIal - _ _ _ - Assume Thin film amorphous SI
Corporation cell efficlencies) 1992
(1992)

172 Meridian _ _ 14-17 _ _ _ _ _ - AssumeConcentrators
Corporation (commercial cell 1992
(1992) efftclencIes)

173 Meridian 250 _ _ _ _ _ - 12.5-21.3 12.5-21.3 Assume Costs are based on 1998
Corporation kW (1990 ¢/ 1998 projections.
(1992) kWh)

174 Meridian S5.30-10.50/ $8.00- - Assume Estimate for stand-alone
Corporation W 25.00/ W 1992 systems.
(1992)

176 Mraddian _ 20 _ _ $1,756/ kW $5,854/ kW - S0.96/ kW 90 1990 Level6zed cost of grid
Corporation (batteries); $59/kW (1992$) (1992 $) independent system; 10%/
(1992) (wirlng/ controls); discount rate; assumptions

S1,171/kW (labor, including 5 yr bantery life
profit). and 10 year controls life.

176 Merldlan 20 _ - $1,756/kW $3,512VkW _ $0.81/kWh 76 1995 Levelizedcostofgrid
Corporation (baKteries); $59/ kW (1992 $) (1992 5) Independent system; 10%
(1992) (wirlng/ controls); discount rate; assumptions

$937/ kW (labor, including 5 yr battery lIfe
profit). and 10 yr contros life.

177 Meridlan 30 _ $1,758/ kW $2,342/ kW S0.47/kWh 44 2000 Levelized cost of grld
Corporation (batteries); S59/ kW (1992 $) (1992 $) independent system; 10%/
(1992) (wiring/ controls); discount rate; assumptions

$585/ kW (labor, including 8 yr battery Ife
profit). and 15 year controls lIfe.

178 Merldian 30 _ _ $1,756/ kW $1.756/ kW _ S0.44/ kWh 41 2010 Levelizad cost of grld
Corporation (batterles); S59/kW (1992S) (1992$) independent system; 10%
(1992) (wiringl controls); discount rate; assumptons >

S585/ kW (labor, including 8 yr battery lifs =
profit). and 15 year controls life,

179 Meridian _ 20 - _ 6820/ kW (wiring/ $4,683/ kW $0.46/ kWh 43 1990 Levelized cost of grid c
Corporation controls); 6937/ kW (1992 $) (1992 6) connected system; 10%
(1992) (labor, profit). discount rate; assumptions

Including 5 year battery life
and 10 yr controds fe. _

Note: Si = Silicon; CIS = Copper Indium Diselenide; GaAs = Gallium Arsenide; CdTe =Cadmium Telluride; (continued on next page)
O&M = operation and maintenance; BOS = balance of system.



(Table A8.1 continued)

Module Costs In current prices Electricity
Slze life Efflciency cost 1990

Reference (W) (yrs) (%) O&M BOS Module System Electricity US¢ikWh Year Notes

180 MerldIan 20 _ _ $468/kW(wirlng/ $2,3421kW - $0.25/kWh 23 1995 Leverezedcostof grid
Corporaton controls); S585/ kW (1992$) (1992S) connected system; 10%(1992) (labor, profit). disong5t rate; assumions

Including 5 yr battaly life and
10 yr contros Ofe.

181 Merdlan 30 _ _ $351/kW(wiring/ $1,756/kW $ $0.16/kWh 15 2000 Leverizedcostofgrid ;Corporaton controls); $351/ kW (1992 $) (1992 6) c ted system; 10%
(1992) (labor, profit). discount rate; assu4VxWifns

including S yr battery fife and
15 yr controls life.

182 Meridian 30 _ _ $351/kW(wirlng/ $1.4051kW $0.14/kWh 13 2010 Levelzedcostofgrldd
Corporation controls); S351/ kW (1992 $) (1992 $) connected system; 10%(1992) (labor, proflt). dicount rate; assu_p on

including 8 yr battery ife and
t5 yr conlolsGfMe. O

183 U.S. DOE 250 30 - 0.585¢/kWh - 1,080,00 _ 1998 DaggettLdemandsido OQ(1 992c) kW (system) (S4.32/ Wp) management 31% capacity 
factor; net elcticity output -
690 MWh/ yr.

184 U.S. DOE 500 30 - 0.216-0.613 O/ - - $1,660,000- _ _ 1998 Dagetdstrbut dsyusm(1992c) kW (system) kWh 2,600,000 28-31%capadtyfactor, net
(63.32-5.V2 eectIcity output= 1240-1380

Wp) MWh/yr.
185 U.S. DOE 10 30 - 0.613C/kWh - - 42,260,000 - - 1998 Daggett,modularsystem 28%(1 992c) MW (system) (64.2/Wp) capacity factor net electcity

output = 24840 MWIV yr.
186 U.S. DOE 10 30 - 0.5850/kWh - - 41,760,000 - - 1998 Denver,modularsystem;28%

(1992c) MW (system) ($4.2V Wp) capacy factor; net elect
output = 24832 MWhl yr.

187 U.S. DOE 5,000 20 - $0.021kWp S1,500/kWp $5,000/kWp S7,650/ - 1991 Remote power systems;(1992c) (controls/ (array) kWp assumptiors icludig 3 day
Inverter); S150/ battery slOrage, 80% iax.kWp (battery); depth of discharge. 5 yeams
$1,000/kW0 battery Ife and O years
(installation5. controlsl bienor iife.

186 U.S. DOE 5,000 30 _ $0.01/kWp $1,000/kWp $2,500/kWp S4,125/ _ _ 2000 Remote powersystems;(1992c) (controls/ (array) kWp assumptions induding 3 day
inverter); S125/ bantery storage. 80% max
kWD (battery); depth of discharge. 8 years
S500/ kWp battery bfe and 15 years

(installation). controls/ inverter rde.

Note: Si = Silicon; CIS = Copper Indium Diselenide; GaAs = Gallium Arsenide; CdTe = Cadmium Telluride;
O&M = operation and maintenance; BOS = balance of system.



Module Costs in current prices Electricity
Size life Efficiency cost, 1990

Reference (W) (yrs) (%S) O&M BOS Module System Electricity US¢/kWh Year Notes

189 Carlson (1992) _- - $5/ Wp (for - $0.35-0.451 35-45 1990
large kWh

quantites)

190 Carlson (1992) - - about$201 - - 1980
Wp (Assume

1980 $)

191 Remy and - - $5.3/ WS (selling - _ - 1990 1990 (current) prices.
Durand (1992) puce', S8.3/Wp

(installed price-
no storage, but

Inverter Included)

192 Remy and _ _ -2.6/ W (selling _ _ 1995 Projected price assuwing

Durand (1992) pric*), $4.1/ Wp absence of lage (ufity-besed)
(Installed price- markets but expectng a
no storage, but 'natural' doubling of sales

Inverter Included) every 5 years.

193 Kimura (1992) _ _ _ _ _ Yen 600-7001 w 1990 Productn level of 3-5 MW/ yr.
($4.60-5.40/ Wp)

194 Kimura (1992) _ Yen 500/Wp - - 1990 Costpredicionin19glf
($3.8/ Wp) production level was 10 MWI

yr.

195 lCmura (1992) _ _ _ _ Yen 2001 Wp - - 2000 Predcwtion by Japanese
($1.5/W p on Photovtaic Specasts and

basis of currency government staff in 1988;
conversions producton level of 100 MW/ yr.

above)

196 Kimura (1992) _ _ 60-120%° --

higher than
module
cost.

197 Kimura(1992) _ _ _ _ _ _ Yen150/ 120 1990 Predictionforfirsthalfof 1990
kWh ($1.2/ decade, nakrig PV systems

kWh) prackal as auxdliaiy power >
supply sources in islands.

198 Klmura (1992) _ _ Yen 70-120/ kWh 60-100 1995 Predlction for 1995 sor 
(- $0.6- 1.0/ kWh thereabouts, rnaldng PV

on basis of sy3tems direcdy competitve
currency against diesel power

conversion generation.
above)

Note: Si = Silicon; CIS 5 Copper Indium Diselenide; GaAs = Gallium Arsenide; CdTe - Cadmium Telluride; (continued on next page)

O&M = operation and maintenance; BOS = balance of system.



(Table A8. I continued)

Module Costs In current prkes Electricity
Size life Efficiency cost, 1990

Reference (W) (yrs) (%) O&M BOS Module System Electricity US¢JkWh Year Notes

199 Klmura (1992) _ _ _ _ - _ _ Yen 20-30/ kWh 20-30 2000 Prediction for 2000. assuming
(- S0.2-0.3/ kWh large scale grid connected

on basis of systems, with PV modules
currency mounted on roofs of private

conversion houses.
above)

200 Hankins(1993) 18 - _ _ _ _ $350 AssumeCostforW18 two lamp
1992 system In Sn Lnka; operating

at12V(DC).

201 Hankins (1993) 35 _ _ _ 10.15% (battery), 57.46% $600 - Assume Suntec data for typical PV
2.89% (controller), (module and 1992 home system in Sr Lanka.
7.65% (wIrIng end support) of
swltches), 17.33% total cost.

(lIghts), 4.53% (69.85/ Wp)
(installation) of total °

cost. °

202 Hankins (1993) 47 - _ _ _ _ S1,000 _ - Assume Cost for 47W four lamp
1992 system In Zrbabwe;

operating at 12 V (DC).

203 Hankins (1993) 50 - _ _ _ _ US$1,500 - Assume Solarcomnm home lighbng
(including 1992 system wth a 100 Ah battery,

labor, a 50 Wp module, four
excluding fluorescent lamps, a charge
transport) controller, and associated

wiring and switches in
Zimbabwe.

204 Hankins (1993) 50? _ _ _ _ - US$700- _ _ Assume PV systems In ZJmbabwe.
2,000 1992

205 Hankins (1993) - _ _ _ _ US$13-15/ Assume PV module price to customer
Wp 1992 In Zimbabwe.

206 Hankins (1993) - _ _ - 8.21% (battery), 67.84% _ _ _ Assume Component cost of
5.22% (control- (module and 1992 representative home system in

ler), 1.82% support) of Zimbabwe; data from
(wiring and total cost. Zimbabwe Min. Energy.
switches),

11,94% (lights),
4.970% (installa-

Von) of total cost.

Note: Si = Silicon; CIS = Copper Indium Diselenide; GaAs = Gallium Arsenide; CdTe = Cadmium Telluride;
O&M = operation and maintenance; BOS = balance of system.



Module Costs In current prices Electricity
Size fife Efticleniy cost, 1990

Reference (W) (yrs) (%) O&M BOS Module System Electriclty USo*Wh Year Notes

207 Hankins (1993) 48 _ _ _ 7.65% (battery), 50.43% $700- _ _ 1992 Data frorn Enersol Associates;
5.22% (controV (module 750 48 W PV lighting system cost

Junction box), 9.57% and breakdown, Dominican
(lamps, wiring support) Repubolc; operating at 12 V

switches), 3.48% of total (DC).
(installation, labor), cost.

23.65% (dealer ($7.35.
margin) of total cost. 7.68/ Wp)

208 Hankins (1993) 40 - $800-850 _ Assume A typical 40 Wp solar electric
1992 system wflh four fluorescent

tube lights, a locally made
battery, a controi, a module,
and mounting equipment In
Kenya.

209 Hanldns (1993) _ _ _ _ 14.23% (battery), 42.15% _ _ Aume Cost component data from
11.14% (module and 1992 Alpa Nguvu, Inc., Nairobi.

(controller), 8.05% support) of
(wiring and total cost.

switches), 15.70%
(lights), 8.72%
(installaton) of

total cost.
210 Hanldns(1993) _ _ _ _ $9.38/Wp _ _ _ AssuneTyplcalpdcehfrstandard

(assume 1992 module In Dominican Repubk.
1992 $)

211 Hankins (1993) - - $7.80/ Wp _ _ _ Assume Typical price for standard
(assume 1992 module In Kenya.
1992 $)

212 Hankins (1993) _ - - - $10.40/ Wp Assume Typical price for standard
(assume 1992 module In Sr Lanka.
1992 S)

213 Hankins (1993) _ - - - $14.34/ Wp Assume Typical price for standard
(assume 1992 mnodule In Zimbabwe.
1892 S)

214 Charters(1991) _ _ _ _ _ _ $30/kWh 10100 1970
(assume
1970 $) Go

215 Charters(1991) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $0.30/kWh 30 1990
(assume
1990$)

Note: Si = Silicon; CIS = Copper Indium Diselenide; GaAs = Gallium Arsenide; CdTe = Cadmium Telluride; (continued on next page)
O&M = operation and maintenance; BOS = balance of system.



(Table A8. I continued)

Module Costs in cuffent prkes Electricity
Size life Efficency cost, 1990

Reference (W) (yrs) (%) O&M BOS Module System Elect dcity USe/kWh Year Notes

216 Charters(1991) _ _ _ _ _ _ $0.10/kWh 10 2000 Forecastbyinformalsources.
(assume
1991 $)

217 Chafters (1991) _ _ _ _ $0.04/kWh 4 2030 Forecastbylnfomralsources.
(assume
1991 $)

218 Kelly (1993) _ _- $20/Wp - 1976 Theaverageseliingppdleof co
(1989$) flat-plate photovoltac modules. p

219 Kelly (1993) - _ _- - $_7.1/W_ - _ 1984 Theaveragesellingprice of
(1989 S) flat-plate photovoltaic modules. c

220 Kelly(1993) _- - $6.2/W _ _ _ 1990 Theaveragesellingprlceof
(1989 $ flat-plate photovoltalc modules. n

221 Kelly(1993) - _ _ - - S10-15/ - Assume Recently Installed PV systems. o
Wp 1992 a

222 Kelly (1993) - - 10-12 (modules, _- Assume Flat plate crystailne Si S-
field expeRence), 1992 photovoHalc cell.
17.8 (prototype),

24.2 (experI-
mental), 30-33

(theoretical limit).
223 Kelly(1993) - - 8-9 (modules, _ _ _ _ - Assume Flat plate polycrystaline Si

fleld expedence), 1992 photovoltalc cell.
18.2 (experd-

mental)
224 Kelly (1993) _ _ 3-5 (modules, _ _ - - - Assume Flat plate single-uncton

field experience), 1992 amorphous Sl photovoltaic
6 (prototype), 6 cell; stabilized eflidendes.
(experimental),

27-28 (theoretical
limit).

225 Kelly (1993) I _ 15-20 Future projedon. Flat plate
(experimental) single-junctlon armorphous Si

photovoltaic cell; initial
effidency.

226 Kelly (1993) _ _ 6 (modules, field _ _ _ _ _ _ Assume Flat plate muwjuncton
experience), 8 1992 amorphous SI photovoltaic
(prototype), 10 cell; stabilized effidencies.
(experimental)

Note: Si = Silicon; CIS Copper Indium Diselenide; GaAs = Gallium Arsenide; CdTe = Cadmium Telluride;
O&M = operation and maintenance; BOS = balance of systcm.



Module Costs In current prices Electricity
Size life Efficlency cost, 1990

Reference (W) (yrs) (%) O&M BOS Module System Electicilty US¢/kWh Year Notes

227 Kelly (1993) - - 7-8 (modules, _ _ _ _ _ _ Eaty Assume 1993. Flat plate murl-
ffeld experlence) 1990s jurton amo uphos Sl

photovoKaic cell; stablized
effidencies.

228 Kelly (1993) - - 10 (modules, field _ _ _ _ _ _ Mid. Assume 1995. Flat plate mult-
experience) 1 990s juncton amorphous Si

photovoltaic cell; stabilzed
effidencies.

229 Kelly (1993) - - 15.6 _ - - - - - AssumeFlatplate mecharically
(experimental), 1992 stacked amorphous Si and CIS
12.3 (prototype), photovoltWc cell; Initial, not
42 (theoretIal) stabiIzed, efficdences.

230 Kelly(1993) _ _ 18 (modules, field _- - After AJToKphous SUCIS or
experlence) 2005 amorphous S-based

mulljunctlon cell; stabilized
effidency.

231 Kelly (1993) _ 11.1 (prototype), _- - Asume Flat plate CIS pho volticcall.
14.8 (exped- 1992
mental), 2b.5

(theoretical limh).
232 Kelly(1993) - _ 10 (prototype), _- - Assume Flat plate CdTe phoovotac

15.8 (expert- 1992 cel.
mental), 27-28

(theoretical limH).
233 Kelly(1993) - - 22(prototype),28 _ _ _ _ - - Assume GaAs concentrator

(expedrmental) 1992 photovolbic cell.
234 Kelly (193) _ - 34 (experlmental) _ _ _ - - Assune GaAs)on gallnwT antimony

1992 (GaSb) concentrator
photovoltAi cell.

236 Kelly (1993) _- - - $S00/ sq. m _ _ - AssumeApproxlmate production cost of
($4/ W at 1992 polycrystalie photovoltaic

12.5% moddes using curent
effidency) (convertnal) methods.

236 Kelly (1993) - - - $1.70-2.66/ _ _ - Aumu Prodwcion cost of thISln o
Wp (7% 1992 modules (tabletop abudy).

efficient nod., O
10 kWp

producton/ yr)

Note: Si = Silicon; CIS - Copper Indium Diselenide; GaAs = Gallium Arsenide; CdTe = Cadmium Telluride; (continued on next page)
O&M = operation and maintenance; BOS = balance of system.



(Table A8.1 continued)

Module Costs In cufrent prices Electricty
Size life Efficiency cslt 1990

Reference (149 (yrs) (%) O&M BOS Module Sy,stem Elntrcity uSonWh Year Notes

237 Kelly (1993) - A _ _ _ $1.19tee, / _ hjsume Producticostn o1oflk tl
Wp (10% 1992 mcduss (table p su.

effcient mod.,
100.000 sq. m
prdutVyr) 

238 Kelly (1993) _ _ _ _ $400-500/sq. _ _ _ Ass SyssM cosds xdus ot
m 1992 macduls and powew

conillorem. Note amea
deperdwe. s

239 Kelly (1993) _ From table: 0.30- Asmm_ Data from EPRI bisd on
1.44" / kWh (fat 1980 operatng qbdc d blage

plate) & 4.814.97 phokwlWc systems. Aso se
#/kWh (ooncwi- Rma 55 snd 268. X
trator). Vak4es In a
text dornot match o
table (11.15 and 

2-3 l/ kWh °°
respectively.

240 Green (193) _ - 17 (cell) _ _ _ _ _ _ 1974 Terretal Si ysabIkm ceL
241 Green (1903) - I_ a(cell) _ _ _ _ _ - 1983 Terer SiocS.yunec il.
242 Green (1993) _ _ 19(cell) _ _ _ _ _ _ 1984 TerreatalSicaysbEceI.
243 Green(1 3) _ _ 20(cell) 1985 TerresirblSiaystris csL
244 Green (1993) _ _ 23-24 (cell) _ 1992 Terrestrial Si crystalin cL
245 Green (1993) _ _ - 5/W - - 1989 Average mocie plce.

246 Zweibel and _ _ 10 (exper- _ _ _ _ _ _ 1980 cis cOs.
Samett (1093) mental cell)

247 Zweibeland - - 9.8(exped. _ _ _ _ _ 1986 cisces.
Bamett (1993) rnental cel)

248 Zwelbel and - - 5 (prototype - _ _ _ _ _ 1986 cis.
Bamett (1993) module)

249 Zwelbeland _ _ 11.1 (proto- - _ _ _ _ 1988 CiS.
Bamett (1993) type module)

250 Zweibeland - - 14(cell) - _ _ _ _ _ 1991 CdTesolarcebs.
Barnett (1993)

Note: Si = Silicon; CIS = Copper Indium Diselenide; GaAs = Gallium Arsenide; CdTe = Cadmium Telluride;
O&M = operation and maintenance; BOS = balance of system.



Module Costs In current prices Electrcity
Size life Efficiency cost, 1990

Reference (W) (yrs) M%) O&M BOS Module System Electricity USSSkWh Year Notes

251 Zweibel and - - 10 (1 sq. ft. _- - 1991 CdTe.
Bamett (1993) prototype

modules)

252 Zwelbel and _ _ 9 (cell) - - - - - _ 19B6 CdTe solar cells.
Bamett (1993)

253 Zwelbel and - - 5 (1 sq. ft. _ - - - - - 1986 CdTe.
Bamett (1993) prototype

module)

254 Zweibel and _ - 12.3 (cell) _ _ _ _ _ _ 1989 Cdre solar cells.
Bamett (1993)

255 Zwelbel and - - 7.3 (proto _- - - -_ 1989 CdTe.
Bamett (1993) type rmodule)

256 Zwelbel and - _ 12.7 (cell) - _ - - - - 1991 CdTe solar cells.
Bamett (1993)

257 Zweibel and - 8.1 (1 sq. ft. _ _- - -_ 1991 CdTe.
Bameft (1993) module)

258 Zwelbel and _ _ 6.5 (4 sq. ft _- - - 1991 CdTe.
Bamett (1993) module)

259 Zweibel and - - 6.9 (cell) _- - - 1985 Thin film Si on steel substrate
Bamett (1993) solar cefl.

260 Zweibel and - _ 9.6 (cell) - _ - - - - 1985 Thin film Si on steel substrate
Bament (1993) solar cel.

261 Zwelbel and _ 10.2 (cell) _- - - 1987 Thin film Si on ceramic
Bamett (1993) substrate solar cell.

262 Zweibel and - _ 15.7 (cell) _- - - 1988 Thin film Si on cerarric
Bamett (1993) substrate solar cell.

263 Zwelbel and - _ 16 (module) - - -_ Assume Thin film Si
Barnett (1993) 1992

264 Zweibel and - 9.7 (module) _ _ $200/ sq.rm - - - Assunw CIS
Bamett (1993) (S2.06/ Wp 1992 >

using quoted
efficiency of

9.7%) (assume
1992 $)

Note: Si = Silicon; CIS = Copper Indium Diselenide; GaAs = Gallium Arsenide; CdTe = Cadmium Telluride; (co,iti,iued on next page)

O&M = operation and maintenirice; BOS = balance of system.



(Table A8.1 continued)

Module Costs In cufrentprices Electricity
Size life Efficiency cost, 1990

Reference (W9 (yrs) (%) O&M BOS Module System Electricity USO4cWh Year Notes

265 Zwelbel and _ _ 6.5 (module) $ I S150/rq.m A _ AssumeCdTe
Bamett (1993) (S2.31/Wp 1992

using quoted
efficiency of

6.5%) (assume a
1992$)

266 Zwelbel and _ - 15 (module), S0.005/ kWh $801 sq. m $400/ sq.m _ 0.40/ kWh 37 Assume Locaton assumes averag US
Bamett (1993) 12 (system) (fixed array), ($3.08/Wp (assume 1992 sunlght of 1,800 kWh'sq. m/ 

$201 sq. m using quoted 1992 $) year for a fixed flat plate. 5
(power efficiency of

conditioning), 13%) (assumef
$4/sq.m 1992$)

(land), 33% of
direct costs

(Indirect costs) =
267 Zweibel and _ _ 13(module), S0.001/kWh $50/sq.m $50/sq.m _ S0.06/kWh _ ? Prolectedcost location 0

Bamett (1993) 10 (system) (fixed array), assumes average US sunght
$10/sq. m of 1,800 kWhlsq. nVye3rfora

(power flxed flat plate.
conditdoning),

S4/ sq. m
(land), 25% of
direct costs

(Indirect costs)
268 Flror, Vigotti, _ _ _ S0.004-0.07/ A _ _ _ Assume Results of EPRI commssoned

and lannuccl kWh (average 1989 sudy of 7 medum-scale US
(1993) $0.023/ kWh) PV projects. Three of the

systems produced more than 1
MW of power, and these had
substantlaly lower O&M costs.
=Aso see Iems 55 and 239.

269 Costello and - _ 16 (cell) _ _AssumeEici acNeved by
Rappaport 1980 expedmental swrcysta
(1980) Si Cells.

270 Costello and _ _ 8-12 (cell) _ _ _ _ _ - Asswn. Effidendes achieved by rlbbon
Rappaport 1980 Si ceOS.
(1980)

Note: Si = Silicon; CIS = Copper Indium Diselenide; GaAs = Gallium Arsenide; CdTe = Cadmium Telluride;
O&M = operation and maintenance; BOS = balance of system.



Module Costs in current prCes Electricity
Size life Efficiency cost, 1990

Reference (W4) (yrs) (%) O&M BOS Module System Electricity US¢/kWi Year Notes

271 Costello and 19-28.5 A assume Efficencies achieved by
Rappaport (cell) 1980 concentrator ceDs (the former
(19B0) Is for Si cells under 300 suns

and the latter for gairlum
aluminum arsenide and Si
cefla Illuminated through a
beam splinter at 167 suns).

272 Costello and - - 24.7 (cell) _ _ _ _ _ - Assume Best efficiency for a single
Rappaport 1980 junction device at 178 suns.
(1980)

273 Carlson (1990) - - 11 to 13 _ _ _ _ _ - AssumeAssume 1990. PolycaystaiDne
(cell) 1990 thin film CdTe-based solar

cegs
274 Boos and Luque 300 - 9 (average Assume Soleras PV concentrator

(1993) kW annual DC 1992 power system in Saud Araba,
system operaflonal since 1981.

efficiency)
275 Boes and Luque 225 - 6.5 (average _ _ _ _ _ _ Assume Sky Harbor PV concentrator

(1993) kW annual DC 1982 system In Phoenix, Arizona;
system set up in 1982. It was

efficiency) dismantled, as planned, after
several years of operation.
System experienced nwx erous
inverter, module and array
problems.

276 Boes and Luque 25 7 (system _ 1982- Assume 1985. DFW PV
(1993) kW electrical 1987 concentrator system in Dalas-

efficlency) Fort Worth, Texas; set up in
1982. Has not been
operationa for several years
because of Inverter problemn.

277 Boes and Luque _ _ 15 (average _ _ _ Assume ENTECH-3M Austin system In
(1993) peak module 1992 Austin, Texas. Operatonal PV

efficiency); 13 concentrator system, set up In >
(array field 1989.
operaftonal
efficiency).

0o

Note: Si = Silicon; CIS 2 Copper Indium Diselenide; GaAs = Gallium Arsenide; CdTe = Cadmium Telludde; (continued on next page)
O&M = operation and maintenance; BOS = balance of system.



(Table A8.1 continued)

Module Costs in currentpices Electncity
Slze life Efficlency cost, 1990

Reference (W) (yrs) (%) O&M BOS Module System Electrdicty USCkWh Year Notes
0

278 SERI (1989) _ _ _ _ 2,000 battery 7.000 _ _ _ 1987 AMlcostsin$(1987YkWp(DC).
(storage for 5 (module Actual cost of remote stnd-

days);100 Including alone (1 kW) salled system.
wiring racks)

controls; 1,500
labor.

279 SERI (1989) _ _ _ _ 1,500 battery 5,000 _ _ _ 1990 Al costsinS(1987Y kWp(DC).
(storage for 5 (module Predicted cost of remote

days); 50 including stand-alone (1 kW) Instaled
wiring racks) system.

controls; 1,000
labor.

280 SERI (1989) _ _ _ _ 1,500 battery 3,000 _ _ _ 1995 AlcostsIn$(1987)IkWp(DC).
(storage for 5 (module Predicted cost of remote n

days); 50 including stand-alone (1 kW) installed 0
wiring racks) system.

controls; 800
labor.

281 SERI (1989) _ _ _ _ 1,500battery 2,000 _ _ _ 2000 All osts In $(1987y kWp(DC).
(storage for 5 (module Predicted cost of remote

days); 50 Including stand-alone (1 kW) inaed
wiring racks) system.

controls; 500
labor.

282 SERI (1989) _ _ _ _ 500 power 5,000 - _ - 1987 AllR csts in $(1987y kWp(AC).
conditioning; (module in- Actual cost of large, installed,
500 wiring; cluding grid-tied system.
1,000 labor. racks or

tracker)
283 SERI (1989) _ _ _ _ 400 power 4,000 _ _ _ 1990 All costs in S(1987)IkWp(AC).

conditioning- (module in- Predicted cost of large,
300 wiring; cluding Installed, grid-ged system.
800 labor. racks or

tracker)
284 SERI (1989) _ 200 power 2,000 1995 A costs in S(1987y kwp(AC).

conditoning; (module In- Predicted cost of large,
200 wiring; cluding installed, grid-ied system.
500 labor. racks or

tracker)

Note: Si = Silicon; CIS = Copper Indium Diselenide; GaAs = Gallium Arsenide; CdTe = Cadmium Telluride;
O&M = operation and maintenance, BOS = balance of system.



Module Costs in current prices Elecricl?y
Size life Efficlency cost, 1990

Reference (W) (yrs) (%) O&M SOS Module System Electricity US¢/kWh Year Notes

285 SERI (1989) _ _ _ 150 power 1,500 _ _ _ 2000 AJlcostsin$(1987Y)kWp(AC).
conditonIng; (module In- Predicted cost of large,
150 wirIng: cluding Installed, grid-tied system.
300 labor. racks or

tracker)

288 U.S. DOE _ 31 _ _ _ _ _ 1988 Mechanicaly stacked GaAs
(1991) ceN on single crystal Si cell,

under concentrated Aght
287 Merldian _ 28.2 (SI _ _ _ _ _ _ 1992 Siconcentratorcallat 140

Corporatlon concentrator suns.
(1992) cell)

288 Meiddian 1617 _ - _ - 1992 ComnerclaconcentratorSi
Corporation (commrclai module at 20 suns.
(1902) concentrator

Si module)

0I

Note: Si = Silicon; CIS = Copper Indium Diselenide; GaAs = Gallium Arsenide; CdTe = Cadmium Telluride;
O&M = operation and maintenance; BOS * balance of system.



Annex 9. Photovoltaic Efficiencies
Table A9.1. Photovoltaic Efficiencies

Crystalline Silicon Polycrystailine Silicon
Concentrator Thin film

Field Prototype Laboratory Theoretical Laboratory Theoretical Field Laboratory Field On steel On ceranmic
Year module module cell limit cell limit module cell module lab. cell lab. cell
1974 17
1976 7 to b
1980 9 to 10 8 to 12

1980
1982 17
1983 18
1984 19
1985 11 to 12 20 6.9
1985 9.6

1986
1987 10.2
1988 15.7

1 989
1990 12 to 13 14.5 to 23.2 33 20 to 27
1 990 24

1991 I 1to 13 22 to 23 >25 30 15
1991 23
1991

1992 10to12 17.8 24.2 30to33 28.2 15-17 16
1992 23 to 24

1995 14 to 15 25
1998
2005
2010
2030 >18 >26

Note: All values are from Annex 8 and are figures quoted by different sources in the literature reviewed. (continued on nex page)
All figures are percentages. s-c = single crystal; ns = not specified; in = initial value; st = stabilized value.



(Table A9.1 continued)

Polycrysta1line Si Copper Indium Diselenide (CIS) CIS and Amorphous Silicon
Multi- Multilunct. Mutfunct. Muli

Reed Laboratory Field Prototype Laboratory Theoretical Junctlonal prototype theoretical junctional
Year module cell module module cell limit lab. cell module llmt flield module
1974
1976

1980 16 10

1980
1982
1983
1984s
1985

1985
1986 5 9.6
1987
1988 11.1

1989
1990 11 to 14
1990

1991 11 14 14.6
1991
1991

1992 8to9 18.2 9.7 11.1 14.8 23.5 15.6(in) 12.3 (n) 42
1992

1993

1995
1898

2005 18 (st)

2010

2030

Note: All values are from Annex 8 and ar figures quoted by different sources in the literature reviewed.
All figures are percentages. s-c = single crystal; ns = not specified; in = initial value; st = stabilized value.



Cadmium Telluride (CdTe) Amorphous Silicon
Multi- Multi- Multijunct.

Field Prototype Laboratoty Theoretical Field Prototype Laboratoiy Theoretical junctional junctional protot
Year module module cell limit module module cell limit lab. cell field module module
1974 1 (in)
1976
1980

1980
1982
1983

1 984
1985
1985

1986 5 9
1987 12 (ns) 22
1988

1989 7.3 12.3
1990 11 to 13 4to5s(t) 11 to 12 (ns) 11 to 17(ns)
1990

1991 6.5 8.1 12 4 to 5 (ns) 10 (ns) 12 (in)
1991 10 12.7 >13 (in)
1991 14

1992 6.5 10 15.8 27to28 _3to5(st) fi(st) 6(st) 27to28 10(st) 6(st) 8(StO
1992
1993 7 to 8 (st)
1995 10(st) >
1998
2005

2010
2030

U'

Note: All values are from Annex 8 and are figures quoted by different sources in the literature reviewed. (continued on next page)
All figures are percentages. s-c = single crystal; ns = not specified; in = initial value; st = stabilized value.



(Table A9.1 continued)

Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) Not g

Concentrator Grown on: Crystalline GaAs specified
On 8-C Si On GaSb Si or Ge GaAs support, Com- Flat plate j

Prototvpe Laboratory multlJunct. multqunct support then removed Laboratory Theoretical mercial commercial
Year module cell lab. cell lab. cell (lab. cell) (lab. cell) cell limit modules Cells modules
1974

1976 10

1980

1980

1982

1I9B3 ... 

1984

1985

1986

1987 12

1988 31

1989 11.5

1990 29 37 22 25 33 10
1990 1 1.5

1991 30 20 25 11 to 17 34

1991 25 5 to 15

1991

1992 22 28 34 12 to 13

1992 15

1993

1995 10 to 20

1998 13to 17
2005

2010

2030 15 to 25

Note: All values are from Annex 8 and are figures quoted by different sources in the literature reviewed.
All figures are percentages. s-c = single crystal; ns = not specified; in = initial value; st = stabilized value.



Multilunctlonal Flat plate Tandem cell
concentrator thin film Concentrators 2 amorphous layers 2 crystalline layers

Lab. cells; Comm Comm'l Theoretical Theoretical
Year Lab. cells theor. limit modules Lab. cells modules Lab. cells Lab. cells limit Lab. cells limit
1974
1976

1980 19 to 28.5

1980 24.7

1982 21 47

1983

1984

1985
1985

1986
1987 17
1988 14 29

1989

1990
1990

1991 ,34 40 4to6 12to14 14to17 27to32

1991

1992 15

1992

1993

1995 8 to 10 15 to 18 18 to 20 35

1998 23 to 29 
2005

2010
2030 >15 >20 >25 >40

Note: All values are from Annex 8 and are figures quoted by different sources in the literature reviewed. (contilnued on nerw page)
All figures are percentages. s-c = single crystal; ns = not specified; in = initial value; st = stabilized value.



(Table A9.1 continued)

U'

System
Con- Type not

Year Flat plate centrator specified
1974
1976 _-
1980

1980
1982 6.5 __

1983
1984
1985 7 o

o
1985 
1986
1987 10 14.4 8
1988 7.2

1989
1990 8
1990

1991
1991
1991

1992 9 12
1992
1993
1995
1998 11.7 to 15.3 20.7 to 26.1
2005

2010 15
2030

Note: All values are from Annex 8 and are figures quoted by diffextnt sources in the literature reviewed.
All figures are percentages. s-c = single crystal; ns = not cpecified; in = initial value; st = stabilized value.



Annex 10. Photovoltaic Module Costs
Table AIO.1. Photovoltaic Module Costs

Module cost ($(1990M)tWp
Size of order

<1000 I kW0. >1 Largew Small Size not
Item Reference Module cost Wp 1MWp MWp quantity quantity specified Wp Year Notes

1 Costello and c $1O/W/p 15.85 - 1980 Module cost
Rappaport (1980) (assume 1980 $)

2 Costello and - $20ND 48.53 _ 1975 First large US federal purchase
Rappaport (1980) (assume 1975 $) of modules for terrestrial use

3 Costello and - $15.361Wp 30.01- - 1978 Result of SERI survey of
Rappaport (1980) (assume 1978 $) 72.03 commercial module prices in

1978, sold In small quantitIes
4 Costello and - $10-i 1/W 20.01- - 1978 Result of SERI survey of

.A Rappaport (1980) (assume 1971$) 30.01 commercial module prices in
is ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1978, sold in large quantites

18 Carlson (1990) $4/Wp (1987 $) 4.59 _ 1988 Called solar cell cost In text, but
factory module price In graph.

19 Carison (1990) $100JWp 312.28 - Eariy Assume 1972. Called solar cell
(assume 1972 $) 70s cost in text, but factory module

price In graph.
20 Carlson (1990) $13/Wp (1987) 14.93 - 1980 Factory price for module

21 Real Goods (1991) $6.85-7.27/Wp 6.97 6.57 48 ea. 1991 Manufacturer (Mfr.): Hoxan
(1991) (hellopower); H-4810; single

crystal; actual sale price of
module. Higher price Is for 1-3
modules; lower for >20.

22 Real Goods (1991) $4.47-4.99/Np 4.79 4.29 98 ea. 1991 Mfr.: Siemens; recycled Arco
(1991) modules (8-7 yrs old); single

crystal; actual sale price of
module. Higher price is for 1-3
modules; lower for >20.

*Item = item from Annex 8. Wp = peak Watts. (continued on next page)



(Table A 10.1 continued)

Module cost 1$(1990)lWpl
Size of order

<1000 1 kW. >1 atrge' "Small' Size not
Item* Rohrmnce Module cost Wp 1 MWp MWp quantity quantity specified Wp Year Notes

23 Real Goods (1991) $8.73-9.35/Wp 8.97 8.37 48 ea. 1991 Mfr.: Siemens; M-75; single
(1991) crystal; actual sale price of

module. Higher price Is for 1-3
modules; lower for >20.

24 Real Goods (1991) $9.04-9.42/Wp 9.03 8.67 53 ea. 1991 Mfr.: Siemens; M-55; single
(1991) crystal; actual sale price of W

module. Higher price is for 1-3
modules; lower for >20.

25 Real Goods (1991) $8.98-9.731Wp 8.61 - 40 ea. 1991 Mfr.: Siemens; M-40; single H
(1991) 9.33 crystal; actual sale price of

module. Higher price is for 1-3
modules; lower for >20. a

26 RealGoods(1991) S9.51l10.21iWp 9.12- 43 ea. 1991 Mfr.: Siemens; M-65; single
(1991) 9.79 crystal; actual sale price of

module. Higher price Is for 1-3
modules; lower for >20.

27 Real Goods (1991) $11.321Wp 10.86 22 1991 Mfr.: Siemens; M-20; single
(1991) crystal; self-regulating module:

actual sale price of module.
28 Real Goods (1991) $9.16-9.97/Wp 8.78- 37 ea. 1991 Mfr.: Siemens; M-35; single

(1991) 9.56 crystal; actual sale price of
module. Higher price is for 1-3
modules; lower for >20.

29 Real Goods (1991) $8.94-9.$61Wp 9.17 8.57 48 ea. 1991 Mtr.: Siemens; M-50; single
(1991) crystal; actual sale price of

module. Higher price is for 1-3
modules; lower for >20.

30 Real Goods (1991) $17.80/Wp 17.07 5 1991 Mfr.: Siemens; T-5; single
(1991) crystal; useful for small

applications; actual sale price of
module.

31 Real Goods (1991) $23.60/Wp 22.63 2.6 1991 Mfr.: Siemens; G-50; single
(1991) crystal; useful for very small

applications; actual sale price of
module.

*Item = item from Annex 8. Wp = peak Watts.



Module coSt S(990)/Wp]
Size of order

<1000 1 kW >1 Large' 'Smair Size not
Item* Reference Moduie cost Wp 1 MW,p MWp quantify quantity specified Wp Year Notes

32 Real Goods (1991) $7 .82 -8.2 2/Wp 7.88 7.5 51 ea. 1991 Mfr.: Kyocera; K-51;
(1991) multicrystal; actual sale price of

module. Higher prioe is for 1-3
rmodules; lower for >20.

33 RealGoods(1991) $7.92.8.59Wp 7.69- 45.3 1991 Mfr.: Kyocera; K-45; multi
(1991) 8.24 ea. cystal; actual sale price of

module. Higher price Is for 1-3
modules; lower for >20.

34 Real Goods (1991) $8.60.8.92iWp 8.55 8.25 62.7 1991 Mfr.: Kyocera; K-83; multi-
(1991) ea. c.ytal; actual sale prce of

modue. Higher price is for 1-3
modules; lower for >20.

35 Real Goods (1991) $13.30/Wp 12.75 30 1991 Mfr.: Solarex MSX30
(1991) Unbreakable Module; multt-

crystal; Thn, lIgWrlght,
portable; actual sale price of
module.

36 Real Goods (1W1) $12.85Wp 12.32 18.6 1991 Mfr.: Solarew MSX18; Unbreak-
(1991) able Module; multcystal; Thkn,

Ighht, portable; actual sale
price of module.

37 Real Goods (1991) S13.9O0Wp 13.33 10 1991 Mfr.: Soalaex MSXIO Unbealk-
(1991) able Module: multicrystal; Thin.

Ightwegt portble; acta sae
prie of module.

38 Real Goods (1991) $6.97.32/Wp 7.02 6.69 60 ea. 1991 Mfr.: SoLarsz MSX60, mul-
(1991) crystal; actual sale pdrc d

module. Higher prke Is for 1-3
modules; bwer for >20. >

39 Real Goods (1991) S7.13-7.48iWp 7.17 6.84 56ea. 1991 MWr.:SolareixMSX56;muftL-
(1991) crystal; actual sale price of

module. Hbher prke Is for 143
modules; bwer for >20.

*Itcm = item from Annex 8. Wp = peak Watts. (continued on next page)



(Table AIO. 1 continued)

Module cost [$(199O)lWp)
Sik of order

<1OO; 1 kWM. >1 'Large 'Smnd Size not
Mimn Refernce Module cost Wp 1M*p MWp quantity quantity pecfied Wp Year Notes

40 Real Goods (1991) $6.77.7.34Wp 7.04 6.49 53 ea. 1991 Mfr.: Solarex; MSX53; nmli-
(1991) crystal; actual sae price d 

moduls. Higher pukc is for 1-3
modules; lower for >20.

41 Real Goods (1991) $7.98.8.48/Wp 7.65. 40 1991 Mfr.: Solarex; MSX40; multi-
(1991) 8.13 crystal; actual sale prke d

module. Higher prce Is for 1-3
moduls; lwer for .20._~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 0

42 RealGoolds(1991) $6.90/Wp(1991) 6.62 10 1991 Mfr.: Chmonaamorpho Ws
orgially rated 12W, btA rOl
rat ngthmaso IWtoalowfor
20% degrdation hI first yam, 
actual sale price of module. OO

51 U.S. Congres $4,000 3.74 5.61 _ 1992 AsSUnO 199. IJN Commttee (1992) 6,O00kWD On Deveopmen & Utizatlon of
(asuSme 19*2 $) New & Rerwable Soures of

Eneg S4 kWp pfce for
aysth koan kg ordes
(exci. taxes an devy); US
retailer $6000 for sna ords;
Dominican RepUbLo
$6000/kWp for 38W panel.

52 U.S. Congress $1,000/kW I - 1995 PV lndIry reps. forecast
(1992) (assume 19$) according to SERI.

E3 U.S. Congress $1,500kWD 1.58 - 194 EPRlIestlmateforlagfiat-
(1992) (assume 198d S) plate system.

61 National Research $20-30NJp 45.87- - 1976
Council (1976) 68.B1

63 National Research $22/Wp (assume 50.46 _ 1976 In the U.S.
Council (1981) 176B $)

64 National Research $7-10AN 11.09. - 1980 In the US wfth 2 MW producion.
Council (1981) (assume 1980 $) 15.85

*Item = item from Annex 8. Wp = peak Watts.



Module cost [$(1990)1WpJ
Size of order

clOOO 1kW0 . >1 "Large" Small" Size not
Item" Reference Module cost Wp I Mw', MWp quantity quantity specified Wp Year Notes

65 HIslop (1992) $51NW (MWp 23.98 9.59 4.79 _ 1991
orders), $10oIw
(>1 kWp orders),
$25Jp (c1OO
Wp orders).

66 Palz (1978) $20/Wp (assume 48.53 - 1975 Terrestrial PV yearly production
1975 $) volume 100 kW in 1975.

69 SERI (1989) $20/W (assume 43.06 _ 1977
1977 $)

70 SERI (1989) $4-51W (assume :.42-5.52 - 1988
1988 $)

71 NREL (1992c) $500/W (assume 1,561.39 - 1972
1972 $)

72 NREL (1992c) $4.00-4.501W 4-4.5 - 1990

109 Thomton and $4,00-8.OON 3.84-7.67 _ 1991
Brown (1992) (assume 1991 $)

113 Intemational $550/sq. m 5.95 1987 Assume 1987. Flat plate
Energy Agency ($4.40NVn using systems. All costs in 1982 S.
(1987) quoted i2.5% For area with solar insolation ot

efficiency) 6 kWh/sq. ml/day.
(1982 $)

114 Intemational $40-75/sq. m 0.32-0.78 _ Late Assume 1998. Flat plate
Energy Agency ($0.24-0.58/Wn 90s systems. All costs In 1982 $.
(1987) using quoted 1i. For area with solar insolation of

17% efficiency) 6 kWh/sq. mlday.
(1982 $)

115 Intemational $750/sq. m 5.97 _ 1987 Assume 1987. Concentrator
Energy Agency ($4.41/Wp using systems. All costs in 1982 $.
(1987) quoted'17% For area with solar insolation of

efficiency) 6 kWh/sq. mnday.
(19i2 $) 

*Itern = item from Annex 8. Wp = peak Watts. (continiued on niext page)



(Table A 10.1 continued)

Module Cost ($(1990)1Wp)
Size of order

<1000 1 kW, >1 Largew 'Simaiw Size not
Item Reference Module cost Wp I MA MWp quantity quantity specified Wp Year Notes

116 Intematlonal $90-100/sq. m 0.42-0.66 _ Late Assume 1998. Concentrator
Energy Agency ($0.31 -0.431W 90s systems. All costs in 1982 $.
(1987) using quoted 23- For area wRth solar insolation of n

29% efficiency) 6 kWhlsq. nVday.
(1982 $) &

129 Tsuchlya (1992) 7,000 yen/Wp 63.84 _ 1979 Assume cost is in 1979 cur- m
rency. Acqusted to 1990 yen and COD
then to 1990 $ (see Annex 1).

130 Tsuchlya (I 992) 4,000yen/Wp 33.78 _ 1980 Assumecostisin 1980cur-
rency. Adjusted to 1990 yen and
_ten to 1990 $ (see Annex 1). =

131 Tsuchlya (1992) 3,500 yen/Np 28.18 1981 Assume cost Is In 1981
currency. Adjusted to 1990 yen, S
then to 1990 $ (see Annex 1). C

132 Tsuchiya (1992) 2,200 yen/Wp 17.25 _ 1982 Assume cost Is In 1982 cur-
rency. Adjusted to 1990 yen and
then to 1990 $ (see Annex 1).

133 Tsuchlya (1992) 1,800 yenlWp 13.87 - 1983 Assumecostisin 1983cur-
rency. Acjusted to 1990 yen and
then to 1990$ (see Annex 1).

134 Tsuchlya(1992) 1,500yen/Wp 11.3 - 1984 Assumecostisin1984cur-
rency. Adjusted to 1990 yen and
then to 1990 $ (see Annex 1).

135 Tsuchlya (1992) 1,200 yeniWp 8.86 - 1985 Assume cost Is In 1985 cur-
rency. Adjusted to 1990 yen and
then to 1990$ (see Annex 1).

136 Tsuchiya (1992) 1,100yen/Wp 8.07 _ 1986 Assume cost is in 1986 cur-
rency. Adjusted to 1990 yen and
then to 1990 $ (see Annex 1).

137 Tsuchiya (1992) 1,000 yenWp 7.33 _ 1987 Assume cost Is In 1987 cur-
rency. Adjusted to 1990 yen and
then to 1990 $ (see Annex 1).

*Item = item from Annex 8. Wp = peak Watts.



Module cost [$(l990)A/p)
Slze of order

<1000 1 kWD. >1 'Large" 'Small' Size not
Item Reference Module cost Wp 1 Mw/ MWp quantfty quantity specified Wp Year Notes

138 Tsuchlya (1992) 900 yen/Wp 6.55 _ 1988 Assumecostisinl988ccur-
rency. AdJusted to 1990 yen and
then to 1990 $ (see Annex 1).

139 ESMAP (1989) Rs. 104MW 5.22 5.22 103 / 1989 Decentralized DC system; no
(assume 1 9g9) 3,423 land costs; assumptions ici.

Insolation = 3.5 kWh'sq. n/day
(worst case), 2 day storage
requirement, and certain battery
and controller rfleunmes (2 and B
resp.). Adj. to 1990 Pak. Rs.,
then to 1990 $ (see Annex 1).

150 Perlack, Jones, and $4-5/Wp 4to5 - 1990 Costsoflargersystemsare
Waddle (1990) lower.

152 UNDP (1992) $41W (module 3.74 50 1992 Assume 1992. Intemational
cost for large MW price for modules per container
consignments, load.

50 MW)
154 UNDP (1992) $12.17/W (1991) 11.67 - 1991 Solematic module price.
155 UNDP (1992) $9.22/W (1991) 8.84 _ 1991 Battery World module price.
156 UNDP (1992) $9.27/W (1991) 8.89 - 1991 Solarcomm module price.

157 ESMAP back-to- $260.69 4.87 50 1992 Assume 1992
office report, 1992 ($5.21/Wp)

158 ESMAP (1991b) $495 ($5.5/Wp) 5.5 90 1990 Assumptions incl. 1 kWh stor-
age requirement; 10% discount
rate; 4 kWihsq. miday insolation
(worst case); 80% battery
energy efficlency; 70% max
depth of drischarge; 2 yr battery >
lifetime; 8 yr controller lifetime;
0.25 kWh/day system load; etc. C,

160 MerldIan $30MW (currency 72.8 _ 1975 From Maycock (1991).
Corporation (1992) year not

specifIed)
(assume 1975)

*Item = item from Annex 8. Wp z peak Watts. (continued on next page)



(Table A 10.) continued)

Module cost [$(199O)/WpJ
Size of order

c1000 I kW0. >1 'Large' 'SmaIll Size not
Item* Reference Module cost Wp 1 MWp MWp quantity quantity specified Wp Year Notes

161 Meridian $13/W (currency 20.6 _ 1980 From Maycock (1991).
Corporation (1992) year not

specified)
(assume 1980)

162 Merdian $7NV (currency 8.5 _ 1985 From Maycock (1991).
Corporation (1992) year not m

specified)
(assume 1985)

163 Meridian $4MW (currency 4 _ 1990 From Maycock (1991).
Corporation (1992) year not

specified)
(assume 1990) 0

164 Meridian $3/N (currency 2.8 - 1995 Projected values from Maycock
Corporation (1992) year not (1991).

specified)
(assume 1992)

165 Meridian $2NV (currency 1.87 - 2000 Projected values from Maycock
Corporation (1992) year not (1991).

specified)
(assume 1992)

166 Meridian $1.4AW (currency 1.31 - 2005 Projected values from Maycock
Corporation (1992) year not (1991).

specifled)
(assume 1992)

167 Meridian $1NV (currency 0.93 - 2010 Projected values from Maycock
Corporation (1992) year not (1991).

specified)
(assume 1992)

168 Meridian Rs. 90 5.95 _ 1988 Assume 1988. In India.
Coiporation (1992) (1988)/Wp Adjusted to 1990 Indian rupees

and then to 1990 $ as descdbed
in Annex 1.

174 Meridian $5,30-10.50/W 4.95-9.81 - 1992 Assume 1992. Estimate for
Corporation (1992) stand-alone systems.

*Item = item from Annex 8. Wp = peak Watts.



Module cost [$(1990)/lpJ
Size of order

c1000 1 kWVI >1 "Large 'Smair Size not
Item* Reference Module cost Wp 1 MW'p MWp quantity quantity specified Wp Year Notes

175 MeridIan $5,854/kW 5.47 _ 1990 Levelkzed cost of grid
Corporation (1992) (1992 $) Independent system; 10%

discount rate; assumptions Incl.
5 yr battery life and IO yr
controls life. Assume *smallo
quantRy of modules required.

175 Meridian $3,512/kW 3.28 1995 Levelized cost of grid
Corporatlon (1992) (1992 $) Independent system; 10%

discount rate; assumptions Inci.
5 yr battery rfe and 10 yr
controls life. Assume *smalli
quantity of modules required.

177 Merkilan $2,342JkW 2.19 _ 2000 Levelizedcostof grid
Corporafon (1992) (1992 $) Independent system; 10%

discount rate; assumptions incl.
8 yr battery tfe and 1S yr
controls lIfe. Assume 'smaFl
quantity of modules required.

178 MeridIan $1,756/kW 1.64 2010 Levelizedcostof grid
Corporation (1992) (1992 $) Independent system; 10%

dicount rate; assumptons ciW.
8 yr battery lfe and I5 yr
controls life. Assume sisal'
quantiy of modules required.

179 Merldan $4,683JkW 4.38 1990 Levefzed cost of grid connected
Corporation (1992) (1992 $) system; 10% discount rate;

assumptions Ind. 5 yr battery
iie and 10 yr contros ife.
Assume 'arge' quantity of
modules required.

160 Meridian $2.342/kW 2.19 _ 1995 Levelize.dcostofgrldconnected
Corporation (1992) (1992 $) system; 10% discount rate;

assunipfons cIn. 5 yr battery
life and IO yr conbtolsfre. °
Assume mlarge' quantity of
modules required.

*Item = item from Annex 8. Wp = peak Watts. (continued on next page)



ModW cO W$1990) lWp
Size of order

<100 IM > 1 'La,ge Smalr Size not
NOm Refeence AoduA cost Wp 1 p MWp quantty quantiy pefied Wp Year Note

181 MerlidIan $1,756kW1 1.64 2000 Leveiedcostdgridconned
Coaporatlon (1992) (1992$) system; 1O% dsootmt rate;

asumptons kid. S yr battery
Weand 15yrcontrobIfe.
Asme 'large quantiy do
modules required. 6

182 MerldIan $1,408/kW 1.31 _ 2010 Levelzed cost of grid connected
Corporaon (1992) (1992*) system; 10% dsount rate;

assunpftons ind. 8 yrbattery
Ilfe and 15yr controls1fHe.
Assume 'laue quantffy of
moduls (equired.

189 Ca,tson (1992) $5JWp (for large 5 _ 1990
quantities)

190 Caulson (1992) About $20MWp 31.69 - 1980
(1Ryunm 1980 r)

191 Remy and Durad $5.3NWV (selilng 5.3 - 1990 1990 (current) pries.
(1992) PAS)

192 Remy and Durand S2.6/Wp (selling 2.6 - 1995 Projected price assuming
(1992) prce) (assume absenc of liarge (utirity-based)

1990$) markets but expecting *natural
doubling of sales every 5 years.

193 Klmura (1992) Yen 600-700MW 4.6-5.4 - 1990 Production evel of 3-5 MWIyr.
($4.60-5.40sNWp)

205 Hanklns (1993) USS13-15iWp 12.15- - 1992 Assume 1992. PV module price
14.02 to customer in Zimbabwe.

210 Hankins (193) S9.381WD 8.77 - 1992 Assume 1992. Typcal price for
(assume 11 6) standard module In Dominican

Republic.

211 Hankns (1993) $7.80WW 7.29 - 1992 Assume 1992. Typical price for
(assume 1 92 $) standard module In Kenya.

212 Hankins (1993) $10.401Wp 9.72 - 1992 Assume 1992. Typkal pice for
(assume 1992 $) standard module in Sr Lanka.

Item - item from Annex 8. Wp = peak Watts.



Module cost [$(1990)AWp)
Size of order

c 000 I kW >1 Large TSmall' Size not
Item* Reference Module cost Wp 1 MW MWp quantity quantity specffied Wp Year Notes

213 Hankins (1993) $14.34/Wp 13.4 - 1992 Assume 1992. Typical price for
(assume 1992 $) standard module in Zgmbawe.

218 Kelly (1993) $201Wp (1989 $) 21.08 _ 1976 The average seling price of ftat-
plate photovoltaic modules.

219 Kelly (1993) $7.NiWp (1989 $) 7.48 - 1984 The average selling prce of ftat-
plate photovoltakc modules.

220 Kelly (1993) $6.2/Wp (1989 $) 6.53 - 1990 The avemge selling pruce of flat-
plate photovoitaic modules.

245 Green(1993) $5NWp(I989$) 5.27 - 1989 1989.Averagemoduleprce.

264 Zweibel and $200/sq. m 1.93 - 1992 Assume 1992. Copper hdum
Bamelt (1993) ($2.061W0 using dselenkb

quoted eftklency
of 9.7%)

(assume 1992$)
265 Zwelbel and $150/sq. m 2.16 _ 1992 Assume 1992. Cacmkium

Bamett (1993) (S2.31NYp using telihride
quoted efficiency

of 6.56%)
(assume 1992$)

266 Zweibel and $400/sq. m 2.88 1992 Assume 1992. Location
Bamett (1993) ($3.08W using assumes average US stuilght

quoted efliclency of 1800 kWWVsq. mlyr for a ffied
of 13%) (assume flat plate.

1992$)

*Item . item from Annex 8. Wp = peak Watts.
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